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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

July 31, 2001 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

ACRS Members 

~~ 
Michael T: Markley, Senior Staff Engineer 

SUBJECT: ASME STANDARD FOR PRA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
APPLICATIONS AND SUPPORTING WHITE PAPER 

The purpose of this memorandum is to forward Revision 14A of the ASME Standard for PRA for 
Nuclear Power Plant Applications and the supporting White Paper for consideration by the 
Committee. 

Background 

The ACRS previously offered comments on the proposed ASME Standard (internal events) in 
letters dated March 25, 1999 (Revision 10) and July 20, 2000 (Revision 12). The ASME Project 
Team has incorporated stakeholder comments and the proposed Standard has been issued for 
a last round of public comments before final approval by ASME. 

The ACRS staff suggested and Dr. Apostolakis agrees that there is no need for the Committee 
to review Revision 14A of the ASME Standard. It is expected that the NRC staff will consider 
endorsing the final version of the ASME Standard in a future revision to Regulatory Guide 1.174 
with exceptions and clarifications, as appropriate. 

In parallel, it will be important for the Committee to consider the relationship between the ASME 
Standard and other ongoing initiatives related to PRA quality, e.g., ANS Standards for external 
events and for low-power and shutdown operations, industry peer review certification guidelines 
(NEI 00-02), and proposed Revision 1 (Draft Guide 1110) to RegUlatory Guide 1.174 (SECY-00
0162). 

Expected Committee Action 

No Committee action is expected at this time. Revision 14A to the ASME Standard is provided 
for information only. The Committee plans to review a future revision to Regulatory Guide 1.174 
endorsing the ASME Standard during a future meeting. 

Attachments:� ACRS letters 3/25/99 and 7/20100 
ASME Standard Rev. 14A and associated White Paper 

cc wlo attach: ACRS Staff and Fellows 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

AD~SORYCOMMnTEEONREACTORSAFEGUAADS 
WASHINGTON, D.c. 20555oGOO1 

July 20, 2000 

Dr. William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommisSion 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 

Dear Or. Travers: 

SUBJECT:� PROPOSED FINAL ASME STANDARD FOR PROBABILISTIC RISK 
ASSESSMENT FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT APPUCATIONS 

During the 474" meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, July 12-14, 2000, 
we met with representatives of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
Committee on Nuclear Risk Management (CNRM) to discuss the proposed final Standard for 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for Nuclear Power Plant Applications. Our Subcommittee 
on Reliability and PRA met with the ASME CNRM on June 28, 2000, to discuss this matter. We 
previously reviewed a draft version of the ASME Standard and commented in a letter dated 
March 25, 1999. 

Conclusions and Aecommendation. 

1.� The proposed Standard is not a traditional -etesign-to" engineering standard or a 
procedures guide. Consequently, any argument that a PAA should be accepted by the 
staff simply because it meets the Standard would not be valid. 

2.� The Standard should be useful because it provides a framework for the systematic 
assessment of PAA elements. This will aid staff reviews by identifying weak elements in 
a PRA. Because the Standard can accommodate a wide range of PAA quality, 
however, the staff will still need to make a case-by-case assessment of the adequacy of 
the PAA. 

3.� The three categories of PRA requirements proposed in the Standard deal reasonably 
with the wide range of risk-informed decisions. The differences among the categories 
should be delineated more clearly, especially the treatment of uncertainties. 

4.� The discussion of the categories of requirements needed for particular regulatory 
applications that is given in Section 1.5, -Application Categories,- can be misleading and 
should be deleted. 
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5.� More guidance and examples should be given on the circumstances under which 
supplementary analyses would be needed and how they would enhance the scope and 
level of detail in a PRA. . 

"Dlscusston 

The quality of PAA is at the heart of a successful risk-informed regulatory system. The term� 
"quality" includes many things, such as issues of scope, detail, and technical adequacy of the� 
analyses. PRAs are very ambitious. To model everything that is relevant in a particular� 
situation, including hardware failures, human performance, as well as physical and chemical� 
phenomena, is extremely difficult. Defining PRA quality s priori is a highly subjective and very� 
difficult task, given the varied nature of potential risk-informed decisions. Thus, PAA quality� 
should be evaluated in the context of the decision the PRA supports. If, for instance. a� 
particular decision is insensitive to recovery actions, a PRA that does not include such actions� 
would not suffer in quality for that particular decision.� 

The Standard recognizes this difficulty and proposes three categories of requirements that 
determine the range of applications for which a PAA would be appropriate. The delineation of 
the differences among categories is not always clear and this situation is exacerbated by the 
fact that the Standard relies primarily on tables with limited accompanying text. More details on 
the differences among thecalegories and further elaboration on the reqUirements would be 
beneficial. 

The NRC staff will ultimately have to decide whether the submitted risk information is sufficient 
and of adequate quality to support a particular risk-informed decision. The categories and the 
associated requirements will facilitate this process by helping all parties involved establish a 
common PAA language and by providing a framework within which potential weaknesses of the 
PRA could be identified early in the decisionmaking process. 

The Standard should not be viewed in the same way as other, more traditional, -ciesign-to" 
standards usually associated with ASME. PRAs of a wide range of quality could be said to 
meet the requirements of the Standard. Consequently, any argument that a PRA should be 
accepted by the staff simply because it meets the Standard is moot. The discussion of the 
categories of requirements needed for a particular regulatory application provided in Section 1.5 
of the Standard should be deleted to avoid misunderstandings and misleading expectations. 
We were told by the ASME representatives that they would consider revising this Section to 
avoid these problems. 

For a given application, the Standard allows the use of supplementary analyses to augment the 
PRA but does not provide guidance on the scope and level of detail of these analyses relative 
to that provided for the categories. Lack of such guidance may increase the NRC staff effort 
required to assess the appropriateness of the supplementary analyses in risk-informed 
decisionmaking. 
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We offered a number of detailed comments on the Standard that the ASME representatives 
agreed to consider. We look forward to reviewing the staff's work related to this matter. 

Sincerely• 

.~...... ~. o.~",,~
 
Dana A. Powers 
Chairman 

References: 
1.� Letter dated June 14.2000. from G. M. Eisenberg. ASME Intemational, to M. Markley. 

ACRS. transmitting Draft '12 of Proposed ASME Standard for Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications. dated May 30, 2000. 

2.� American Society of Mechanical Engineers, -White Paper and Guidance to Reviewers of 
the Draft ASME Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant 
Applications,- dated June 13. 2000. 

3.� Letter dated March 25. 1999, from Dana A. Powers. Chairman, Advisory Committee on 
Reactor Safeguards, to William D. Travers, Executive' Director for Operations, NRC. 
Subject: Proposed ASME Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power 
Plant Applications (Phase 1). 
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UNITED STATES� 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION� 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS� 
WASHINGTON, D. c. 20555 

March 25, 1999 

Dr. William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission� 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001� 

Dear Dr. Travers: 

SUBJECT:� PROPOSED ASME STANDARD FOR PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT� 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT APPLICATIONS (PHASE 1)� 

During the 460th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, March 10-13, 
1999, we met with representatives of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
Committee on Nuclear Risk Management (CNRM) to discuss the proposed Standard for 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for Nuclear Power Plant Applications (Phase 1). The 
purpose of this Standard is to provide a means to ensure that the technical quality of PRAs is 
sufficient to support the regUlatory review and approval of licensee risk-informed applications. 
We also had the benefit of the documents referenced. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

1.� The proposed Standard has the potential of being very useful to both the industry and 
the NRC. Although additional work remains, the overall approach to defining necessary 
PRA requirements is good. 

2.� Subsection 3.5 on the use of expert judgment and the associated nonmandatory 
guidance in AppendiX A are inconsistent with other parts of the Standard and should be 
revised. Subsection 3.5 should identify the major issues involving the use of expert 
opinion in a PRA and not focus on a particular approach. 

3.� We agree with the CNRM decision to move Section 7 to the beginning of the Standard to 
present the risk assessment application process early in the document. 

4.� Consideration should be given in the Standard to recommending participatory peer 
review throughout the development or application of the PRA in preference to a 
posteriori review. 
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Discussion 

The move toward a risk-infonned regulatory system has increased awareness of the need to 
examine the quality of PRA methodologies. Risk infonnation used for regulatory decisions must 
be based on credible models and methods. 

The lack of confidence in the quality of PRAs will impede their use in the regulatory process. 
For example, the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) Insights Report (NUREG-1560) showed 
that there is variability in PRA results that can be attributed to different analytical tools used by 
licensees. On the basis of its review of licensee IPEs, the staff detennined that assumptions 
used by some licensees were unacceptable and requested those licensees to improve their 
analyses. The development of a Standard that defines the necessary and minimum 
requirements for acceptable PRA quality is, therefore, essential. 

Developing this Standard is not a straightforward process. If the Standard is too prescriptive, it 
could impede the further development and refinement of PRA models. On the other hand, 
simply listing all the methods and models that analysts have used or proposed in the past is not 
helpful because it presents all such tools as being equally credible or useful when, in fact, 
experience has shown that they are not.· . 

We believe that the CNRM, who developed the proposed Standard, has established an 
appropriate balance between specificity and flexibility. The proposed Standard provides 
requirements that the CNRM believes are necessary for a quality PRA. Although there are 
references to methods in which there is broad consensus on their appropriateness, the CNRM 
has wisely refrained from being overly prescriptive in areas where the choice of methods is less 
clear. Because the actual methods for satisfying the requirements are not prescribed, merely 
meeting the requirements does not guarantee that a PRA will be of acceptable quality. Thus, 
the Standard also requires a peer review process to ensure acceptable quality. We agree with 
the CNRM that a robust peer review process is at present the best way to assess quality. 
Consideration should be given in the Standard to recommending participatory peer review 
throughout the development or application of the PRA in preference to just a review after 
completion of the work. 

An exception to the CNRM decision not to specify methods is the treatment of expert judgment. 
Expert judgment has proven to be a ubiquitous element of modem PRAs for nuclear power 
plants. Overall, the proposed treatment of expert judgment in the Standard and in the 
nonmandatory Appendix A touches on nearly all the points that are needed. It puts an 
unwarranted emphasis on a particular approach to expert jUdgment. Subsection 3.5 should be 
revised to be consistent with the remainder of the Standard. Also, since it is not common 
practice to employ fonnal expert judgment methods in Level 1 PRAs, a discussion of the 
conditions requiring such treatment, with examples, would be very useful. 

Subsection 7.5 requires that the users detennine whether the scope and level of detail of the 
Standard are sufficient for an application and to provide a technical basis for this detennination. 
Additional guidance should be provided in the Standard to clarify what is expected of the users. 
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To date. the work done to develop the proposed Standard and associated guidance is 
commendable. The Standard. when integrated with other industry and NRC initiatives. should 
greatly enhance progress toward risk-informed nuclear operations and regulatory . 
decisionmaking. We applaud the staff for initiating this effort and for actively participating in the 
working committees. 

We offer detailed comments in the attachment to this letter for the benefit of the CNRM in 
developing the proposed final version of the Standard and the NRC staff in considering possible 
endorsement. We look forward to reviewing the proposed final Standard following the 
reconciliation of public comments. 

·7_Si~~·CA 
Dana A Powers 
Chairman 

References: 
1.� American Society of Mechanical Engineers. ASME RA-8-1999 Edition Draft #10. 

·Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications: draft 
released for public comment. dated February 1. 1999. 

2.� American Society of Mechanical Engineers, -white Paper and Guidance for Reviewers 
of the Draft ASME Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant 
Applications.· received February 8.1999. 

3.� U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. NUREG-1560. ·Individual Plant Examination 
Program: Perspectives on Reactor Safety and Plant Performance,· Vols. 1-3. December 
1997. 

4.� U.S. Nuclear RegUlatory Commission, NUREG-1150, ·Severe Accident Risks - An 
Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants,· December 1990. 

5.� U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.174. ·An Approach for Using 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to 
the Licensing Basis.· July 1998. 

Attachment: As Stated 
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ATTACHMENT� 
Detailed Comments on Proposed ASME Standard for pRA for Nuclear Power Plant� 

Applications (Phase1)� 

1.1� Scope 

Subsection 1.1 states that the Standard sets forth criteria and methods for developing 
and applying PRA. It should be made clear that the emphasis is on criteria and that 
particular methods are not prescribed. . 

2.� DEFINITIONS 

A.� Section 2 requires a thorough review. Considering the broad range of potential 
applications for this Standard, close scrutiny should be given to ensuring that the 
definitions are consistent with generally accepted reactor and risk tenninology 
and that tenninology used in each section of the Standard is appropriately 
addressed. 

B.� Many of the listed definitions are not needed. For example, there is no need to 
describe a mathematical method such as Monte Carlo simulation. Similarly, there 
is no need to define a ·severe accident.· The inclusion of the words "beyond 
design basis" in the definition is not appropriate. 

C.� Some of the listed definitions are not useful. For example, an "importance 
measure" is called a mathematical expression that defines a quantity of interest. 

D.� Several of the listed definitions are inaccurate or incorrect. Examples of the 
fonner are the definitions of ·station blackout,· ·core damage frequency,· 
·unavailability,. and ·cut sets.· An example of the latter is the definition of the 
"failure rate." 1 

E.� Many terms in the text, which should be included in the definitions, are not 
defined in Section 2. Examples are: EOPs, I&C, ECCS. safety-related SSCs, 
aleatory and epistemic uncertainties, and single-failure criterion. 

3.1� Scope 

·Intemal Flooding Analysis· is located in the wrong place in Fig. 3.1-1, -rechnical 
Elements of a PRA Mode!.

3.2� Plant Familiarization 

Page 18: An important example of the plant familiarization that should be made explicit 
is crew performance on simulators during known, generic, time-critical sequences. This 
provides an appropriate understanding of man-machine interaction. 
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3.3.1� Initiating Event Analysis 

A list of the initiating events that have been used in PRAs should be included with� 
appropriate guidance.� 

3.3.2� Sequence Development 

The explicit description of conditional split fractions and of fault tree linking is appropriate 
because they are established and accepted approaches. Similarly, a portion of the 
discussion on event sequence diagrams and system dependency matrices should be 
removed from the nonmandatory Appendix A and relocated into the main body of the 
Standard. 

3.3.3� Success Criteria 

A� Page 23: The list of high-level functions should also include neutronic shutdown. 

B.� Page 23: Criteria resulting from neutronic analyses should be added to the list of 
requirements. 

C.� Page 23: The statement that bounding analyses can be used conflicts with Sub
paragraph 3.3.4.3, ·Use of Realistic Success Criteria.

D.� Page 23: Second column: specifies that ·Bounding thermal-hydraUlic analyses 
from the plant's SAR ... may be used when detailed analyses are not practical.
This statement conflicts with the word ·shall- used in SUbparagraph 3.3.4.3 to 
ensure that realistic criteria are used. 

3.3.4� Systems Analysis 

A.� The Standard should caution users that the calculation of the average 
unavailability of systems with redundant trains is not the product of the average 
unavailabilities of the individual trains. The time-averaging process introduces 
dependencies among train unavailabilities. 

B.� Page 32: The definition of the term ·common-cause equipment failure- is not t-
consistent with the definition provided in Section 2. 

3.3.5� Data Analysis 

A� Page 35: Although it is stated that the subjectivist approach to probability ought 
to be adopted, the Standard proceeds to discuss frequentist methods 
(Subparagraphs 3.3.5.1.4 and 3.3.5.3.5) that are inconsistent with this 
recommendation on the subjectivist approach. 
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B. Page 35: The Standard should be clarified to state when freque,,~ 

can be used and for what purpose. It should state that no PRA that. 
uncertainty analysis has considered these methods useful. 

C. Page 40: The Standard should be clarified to state that the analysis of comn." 
cause failures will require the use of generic data that are applicable to the 
specific plant under analysis. 

3.3.6 Human Reliability Analysis 

Page 45: The statement in Subparagraph 3.3.6.3.1 that recovery actions shall be limited 
to those actions for which some procedural guidance is provided or for which operators 
receive frequent training is inconsistent with the statement in 3.3.7.6 that extraordinary 
recovery actions that are not proceduralized shall be justified in the analysis. 

3.3.8 Level 1 Quantification and Review of Results 

A. Page 51: It is not clear what the CNRM means in Paragraph 3.3.8.1.2 by the 
exception stating, -If only point estimate quantification is completed, that point 
estimate shall be the mean.· Does this mean that the -mean value- should be 
calculated using rigorous methods? What does the CNRM mean by -point 
estimates·? 

B. Page 51: The requirement in Subparagraph 3.3.8.1.3 that model uncertainty be 
evaluated needs additional discussion. This evaluation can range from a qUick 
estimate of uncertainty to the use of formal methods for expert opinion elicitation, 
as was done in NUREG-1150. Furthermore, additional guidance should be 
provided to clarify how the sensitivity stUdies should be done and how the results 
may be used. 

3.3.9 Level 1 and Level 2 Interface 

A. The determination of uncertainty should be given more discussion and a more 
prominent position in the Standard. 

B. Page 55: The second example of accident sequence characteristics that should 
be considered refers to the -RCS pressure at core damage.· This should be 
replaced with the -RCS pressure at the time of vessel penetration.· 

C. There should be a brief discussion on how to extract the Regulatory Guide 1.174 
equivalent parge, early release frequency (LERF)] from the results of the detailed 
Level 2 PRA analysis. 

3.4.2 Mapping of Level 1 Sequences 

These risk assessments depend on the adequacy of the user's modeling of the physical 
response of the entire system to accident conditions. For example, whether or not a fan 
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cooler fails due to internal waterhammer, or waterhammer in a piece of pipe to which it is 
connected, depends on many details of the piping geometry, ups and downs. water
storage tanks, starting transients of pumps when connected to the entire system of 
pipes, valves, tees and components, the rate of rise of containment temperature and 
humidity, etc. A technical analysis, including evaluation of uncertainties in modeling, 
plays the biggest role in assessing failure probability, rather than some characteristics of 
the device itself. The PRA is fragile if it is not based on the comprehensive analysis of 
system response. The Standa~d should reflect this dependence. 

3.4.4� Radionuclide Release 

A.� Page 62: The last bullet calls for 1he size distribution of radioactive material 
released in the form of an aerosol.- Isn't this a time-dependent parameter? Is it 
to ~ specified as a function of time or an average? 

B.� Table 3.4.4-1 may be overkill with respect to the needs for determining LERF. 
Not all of the fission prodUcts are significant for LERF although they can be for a 
full Level 2 PRA analysis. 

C.� Page 64: Calls for including the release energy in the radionuclide source term. 
Is this the temperature, the enthalpy, the internal energy? Does it include 
radioactive energy? 

D.� Table 3.4.4-2 does not contain all of the key uncertainties. It should be 
expanded. 

E.� Page 65: Under the first example, the comment is made that -higher retention 
efficiencies were attributed to sequences involving low coolant system pressure 
than those involving high pressure.- Is this correct? Was it not the inverse? 

F.� There is a need to discuss the release and effects of non-radioactive aerosols 
from the core. 

3.5� Expert JUdgment 

A.� What are the criteria for deciding when expert judgment must not be used in 
order to have a PRA of acceptable quality? 

B.� When are higher level treatments of expert judgment necessary to ensure that a 
PRA of acceptable levels of quality is produced? If there are not definable 
occasions when higher order treatment is needed to ensure adequate quality, 
Why does not the Standard specify the minimum acceptable level of treatment 
and leave to guidance (i.e., in the Appendix) the discussion of higher levels of 
treatment that are not likely to ever be used? 

C.� The Standard requires that the problem to be addressed by the experts be 
specified in advance. 'Nhy is it not required that the experts be allowed to modify 
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the problem? This is allowed in the nonmandatory guidance in Appendix A and 
would seem to be wise since the experts are very likely to know more about the 
issue than the PRA team. 

D.� The Standard requires that the degree of importance of the issue be determined, 
but provides no quantitative indication of the measure of importance. How can 
this be omitted if the goal is to have a PRA of adequate quality? The 
nonmandatory guidance provides some qualitative indications of importance that 
are sufficiently vague to ensure that all issues can be relegated either to the 
lowest or to the highest category of importance. Is it not possible to provide a 
specification of the measure of importance of an issue? 

E.� The Standard reqUires also that the complexity of the issue be determined. Here 
even the nonmandatory guidance is of no help. In the nonmandatory guidance, 
levels of complexity are described. In some cases these levels are described as 
•... levels of complexity of the issue under consideration...- (p.1 03-A-3.5.1 [2.2]). 
But elsewhere these are described as -... levels of complexity in the use of 
experts...- (p.101-A) and it is apparent that this is the real meaning of the terms. 
What is the meaning of the -level of complexity of the issue- as specified in 
Paragraph 3.5.1 (b)? What is the measure of complexity to be used? 

F.� Paragraph 3.5.3: The decision to use outside experts rather than relying on the 
collective wisdom of the PRA analysis team would seem to be a step in the 
direction of the quality of the PRA that may not be needed. The decision to do 
this is left completely to the judgment of the team. Surely, it must be known that 
there are issues that can be resolved properly for the purposes of producing a 
PRA of adequate quality only by using outside experts. Why are the 
characteristics of these issues not described? 

G.� Paragraph 3.5.4: A crucial step in the formulation of the expert judgment for the 
PRA is the aggregation of the various expert judgments. No requirements for this 
step are provided. How is this absence of any specification for such a crucial 
step consistent with the goal of having a PRA that has adequate quality? 

H.� Subparagraphs 3.5.4.1 and 3.5.4.2: Regarding Levels A, B, C, and 0, there is no 
indication in the Standard of what these Levels are. The nonmandatory guidance 
provides some idea of what they are for those who choose to follow this 
guidance. What are the meanings of Levels A, B, C, and 0 for those who elect 
not to follow the nonmandatory gUidance? People familiar with the formulation of 
standards should be added to the group preparing this Standard. Similar flaws 
arise throughout the discussion in these Subparagraphs. What are four levels of 
consensus? If the guidance in Appendix A is to be followed, the Standard should 
require it. Otherwise, revise the Standard so that it stands alone. 

I.� Why are requirements for documentation of the expert judgment process not 
mentioned by reference in Subsection 3.5? 
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4. Documentation 

The CNRM provides a listing of specific documentation requirements for a PRA that 
reflects, one-for-one, the listing of Risk Assessment Technical Requirements provided in 
Section 3. Although this listing is redundant, a concise listing of these documentation 
requirements would be helpful in avoiding diverse assessments of the Section 3 
requirements. A careful review of Seetion 4 should follow the rewrite of Section 3. Also, 
where documentation requirements are stated in Section 4, a more specific statement of 
the kind of assessments necessary to satisfy these requirements should be useful, e.g., 
in the evaluation of the consequences of a residual heat removal system train failure, an 
adequate thermal-hydraulics analysis of system response is needed. 

6.2� Review Team Personnel Qualifications 

A.� Define or describe the requirements for "indoctrination on the PRA process." 

B.� How were the various experience requirements established? e.g., "The team, 
collectively, shall have 15 years of experience in performing the activities related 
to the technical elements of the nuclear power plant PRA identified in Section 3 of 
this Standard." 

C.� The last paragraph is a documentation requirement, which may not belong in 
Subsection 6.2. 

6.5� Review of Technical Elements 

Consider a generic approach to defining when detailed or limited review is required. 
Consider reducing the redundancy of review guidance. 

7.6� Determination of Scope and level of Detail of Standard are Sufficient for Application 

We are perplexed by the suggestion in Subsection 7.5 that the users determine whether 
the Standard is sufficient. Subsection 7.5 should be expanded to provide detailed 
guidance regarding the determination that the Standard is not sufficient to support a 
particular application and why alternative methods are needed. Also, a new section 
should be added to provide guidance on how users may recommend improvements to 
the Standard and for ASME to maintain and update the Standard. 
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PREDECISIONAL DRAFT� 

White paper and guidance for reviewers of the draft 
ASME Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for 

Nuclear Power Plant Applications 

A project team under the ASME Committee on Nuclear Risk Management (CNRM) is 
drafting a new standard on the use ofPRA to support risk-infonned applications at 
nuclear power plants. At this point in the development of the standard, the team is 
seeking broad review and comment. The feedback received will be considered by the 
project team in revising this draft before the standard is submitted to CNRM as part of the 
fonnal ASME consensus process. 

To facilitate quality reviews and reviewer understanding of the scope and content of this 
draft, ASME will post additional material, in the fonn of appendices to this draft, on the 
ASME website on or before February 17, 1999. Also, a public workshop will be held to 
give reviewers an opportunity to meet with members of the project team. Details of this 
workshop will be posted on the ASME web site on or before February 1, 1999. 

The comment period will end on April 29, 1999. Comments should be submitted to 
Jess Moon, ASME staff secretary of the CNRM Project Team, at moonj@asme.org 
not later than April 29, 1999. 

Background 

The origin of this effort is described in the Foreword of the accompanying draft standard. 
The purpose of this standard is to provide a way to ensure that the technical quality of a 
PRA used to support a risk infonned application is sufficiently adequate for that 
application, such that the level of regulatory review needed for approval of that 
application is minimized. This is done by, fIrst, describing a "reference" PRA in terms of 
its technical elements (Section 3), required documentation (Section 4), configuration 
control (Section 5) and peer review requirements (Section 6). The standard then describes 
a process (Section 7) for: 

•� determining the extent to which the reference PRA technical elements are necessary 
and sufficient to support a particular risk infonned application, 

•� comparing the plant PRA to the reference PRA, and 

•� evaluating the significance to this specific application of any differences between the 
reference PRA and the plant PRA. 



It must be emphasized that the "reference" PRA in this standard is meant to be used 
only in the context of this process. In particular, it should not be assumed that the 
"reference" PRA in this standard is a model for nuclear power plant PRAs. On the 
contrary, the standard recognizes that existing plant PRAs, and existing methods for 
documentation, configuration control and peer review, will differ from the standard. The 
process in Section 7 allows for differences between the standard and a plant PRA, and it 
provides for other ways of augmenting an application when the differences are significant 
to that specific application. In selecting the technical elements in Section 3, for example, 
the project team attempted to describe a PRA model that provides a "reasonable 
estimation of core damage frequency." No attempt was made to quantify the robustness 
and value of this PRA outside its use in the above process for risk informed applications. 

As explained in the General Requirements (Section 1), this draft of the standard is limited 
to Level 1 analysis of internal events while the plant is at full power, and it excludes 
internal fires and external events. In addition, it includes a limited Level 2 analysis 
sufficient to evaluate the large early release frequency (LERF). It is the intent of the 
ASME Committee on Nuclear Risk Management to expand this scope (e.g., to a complete 
Level 2 analysis) in later versions of this standard. 

The following are specific areas where the project team would appreciate feedback from 
reviewers. 

General requirements 

Are the scope (Section 1.1) and applicability (Section 1.2) clear? Are they consistent with 
the background information provided above? 

Are the General Requirements in Sections 1.3 to 1.7 an adequate and consistent high level 
summary of the detailed requirements in Sections 3-7? 

Definitions 

Are the definitions in Section 2 complete? 

Several of the terms in this section are defined differently in various sources. Where there 
was a choice, the project team gave priority to the defmition currently used by ASME in 
risk informed Code Cases. Are any of the proposed defmitions technically incorrect? If 
there are significant differences from defmitions used in other sources, is there a 
quantifiable negative impact that would result from using the definition in the draft 
standard? 



Risk Assessment Technical Requirements 

Recognizing that the PRA described in this standard is meant to provide a reference for 
comparison with a plant PRA to be used in a variety of risk informed applications, does 
the PRA in this section provide a "realistic estimation of core damage frequency?" If not, 
what changes should be made? It would be most helpful if reviewers could provide 
specific wording where possible. 

The project team would like feedback on the use ofthe words "shall," should," and 
"may." In an ASME document, the word "shall" indicates that a statement is a 
requirement to be understood as mandatory and leaves no decision to be made by the 
reader. The word "should" indicates that a statement is a recommendation, the 
advisability of which depends on the facts in each situation. The word "may" means that a 
recommendation is to be taken entirely at the reader's option. If a reviewer would like to 
suggest a change to the current draft standard, for example, that a requirement (use of 
"shall") be made a recommendation (use of "should" or "may"), the reviewer should 
provide sufficient explanation to help the project team evaluate the options. 

There are places in the current draft where the project team would like feedback on a 
proposed parameter value. For example, Section 3.3.5.3.5 provides for an exception to 
the use ofplant specific equipment failure rate data based on two numeric criteria. Again, 
where a reviewer would like to propose alternates to suggested parameter values, a 
detailed rationale and use of examples would be most helpful. 

Documentation, configuration control, and peer review 

Again, the project team would like feedback on the use of the words "shall," "should" and 
"may" in Sections 3-6 of the draft standard. 

Where there are already established methods in these areas, for example the PSA 
certification peer review process in use by NSSS Owners Groups, the project team would 
like feedback on the compatibility of the requirements in this draft of the standard with 
those existing methods. For example, it would be helpful to have quantitative estimates of 
the impacts of any significant differences, along with suggestions for wording changes to 
the draft that would accomplish the same purpose but minimize any unnecessary negative 
impacts on potential users of the standard. 

The risk assessment application process 

Is the process described in Section 7 clear and logical? 

What would be the impact on a user of this standard in applying this process to a variety 
of risk informed applications? 



For a relatively simple risk infonned application (say, risk ranking of components), how 
easy or cumbersome would this process be? For example, how many detenninations of 
"sufficiency" and "significance" would have to be made, and what is the resource impact 
on a potential user? 

How practical and resource-intensive would this process be in a more complicated risk 
infonned application? 

Does the process as currently described in this draft of the standard provide a reasonable 
amount of repeatability and consistency among potential users and regulatory reviewers? 

It would be helpful to have feedback based on trial use of this process in actual risk 
infonned applications. 
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FOREWORD 

(This Foreword is not part of ASME PRA-S-2001) 

The ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards (BNCS) began considering the 
development of a consensus Standard for the use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
(PRA) in risk-informed decision making in the summer of 1997. Newly published 
ASME Code Cases for risk-informed applications provided an impetus for a PRA 
Standard on the technical capability -of a PRA necessary to support risk-informed 
changes to nuclear power plant design and operations. 

The BNCS and the ASME Council on Codes and Standards evaluated this 
consideration in regards to ASME safety criiteria and activities associ with risk-
informed applications. Given the advancements in d 1 . nned Code 
Cases issued by the Boiler and Pressure Yes ' .ODS and 
Maintenance Commi~it was d~ed need existl 'r a Standard to 
addreS~~RJCt~~~~rtl\~ applicatit)utoftbis emerging
~Ol0ri. ,ppro~ by ttl·A1 CO"LaU Codes M Standards, an 
~Itmi ~pli suuIhftB ~ were fonnee\il early 1998 to 
cftv<lop a s~!"ft~~'"~ fur existina and - risk
~~ plants. The Commillee and Project Team 
c ~ the Iddard received strong support from NRC and Industry, 
an~ liaison with the American Nuclear Society (ANS), National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA), and Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
(IEEE) nuclear standards developing groups. 

The Project Team (i.e. the writing group) was comprised of key individuals 
with the direct knowledge and experience to produce a technically adequate 
document in a timely manner under the ASME Codes and Standards Redesign 
Process. A unique part of this process was the review of two drafts of the Standard 
by experts inside and outside the ASME Committee structure. Comments provided 
by these reviewers have been addressed by the Project Team and incorporated within 
the Standard where they were considered to be appropriate. 

The U.S. nuclear industry has developed a Peer Review process for assessing 
the technical capability and adequacy of a PRA to support risk-informed regulatory 
licensing applications (NEI 00-02). Peer Reviews have. been conducted on most U.S. 
nuclear power plants. The guidelines of NEI 00-02 have been considered in the 
development of this PRA Standard. 

Upon completion of and all reviews, the draft Standard was submitted to the 
consensus technical standards committee, the Committee on Nuclear Risk 

Management (CNRM), for approval CNRM is responsible for -ensuring that this 
Standard is maintained and revised as necessary following its original publication by 

.ASME. This includes appropriate linkage to other standards under development for 
other risk-informed applications. 

CNRM operates under procedures accredited by the American National 
Standards Institute as meeting the criteria of consensus procedures for American 
National Standards. It was approved by the ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and 



Standards and subsequently approved by the American National Standards Institute 
on XXXXXX XX. 2001. 
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PREPARATION OF TECHNICAL tNQtJI1UES TO THE COMMITTEE ON� 
NUCLEAR RISK MANAGEMENT� 

INTRODUCTION 

The ASME Committee on Nuclear Risk Management. will consider written 
requests for interpretations and revisions to Risk tyfanagement Standards and 
development of new requirements as dictated by technological 4evelopment. The 
Committee's activities in this latter regard are limited strictly to interpretations of 
requirements, or to the consideration of revisions to the present requirements on the 
basis of new data or technology. As a matter ofpublished policy, ASME does not 
"approve," "certify," "rate," or "endorse" any item, COnstrueti~'. device, oron, 
activity, and accordingly, inquiries requiring!!UChi.. . be returned. 
Moreover, ASME does not act as a~nsultan: c g problems, or 
on general applicati~ ~und~ of thel; req~ts. It: based on 
the in~inf~on.Rftln;'?l iA.t~ opinit e Co~ that the inquirer -urd ~r. ce~ ~~q. iili\ ~th the ntotunendation that
Er~~J All· Ilft~~dCl~. provide the Wrmation needed 
Z;'le co~'~<'~iWin "~ed.., ).~. ','-...., 
~ ...-,.; ~ 

INQlifltrTORMAT 

Inquiries shall be limited strictly to interpretations of the' requirements or to the 
consideration of revisions to the present requirements on the basis ofnew data or 
technology. 

Inquiries shall be submitted in the following format: 
(a) Scope. The inquiry shall involve a single requirement or closely related 

requirements. An inquiry letter concerning unrelated subjects will be returned. 
(b) Background. State the purpose of the inquiry, which would be either to obtain 

an interpretation of the Standard requirement or to propose consideration of a 
revision to the present requirements. Provide concisely the information needed for 
the Committee's understanding of the inquiry (with sketches as necessary), being 
sure to include references to the applicable Standard edition, addenda, part, 
appendix, paragraph, figure, or table. 

(c) Inquiry Structure. The inquiry shall be stated in a condensed and precise 
question format, omitting superfluous background information, and where 

appropriate, composed in such a way that "yes" or "no" (perhaps with provisos) 
would be an acceptable reply. This -inquiry statement- should be technically and 
editorially correct. 

(d) Proposed Reply. State what it is believed that the Standard requires.. If, in the 
. inquirer's� opinion, a revision to the Standard is needed, recommended wording shall� 
be provided.� 

(e) The inquiry shall be submitted in typewritten form; however, legible, 
handwritten inquiries will be considered. 
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(f) The inquiry shall include name, telephone number, and mailing address ofthe 
inquirer. 

(g) The inquiry shall be submitted to the following ~: 

Secretary, Committee on Nuclear Risk Management� 
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers� 

Three Park Avenue� 
New York, NY 10016-5990.� 

r'-'~--"-' t .. ;
. --, ~, ir :. 

I ~. • a_ • , 

r ---~',.rr-~..~ II ... "~ ,',I ~, ,.........-- •� 

,r--~l ' , J 1 / .1'~, .,. \JI, ,,-~ , . .', ...... ~ 
I ". , \J" ~. ." J , • ~ .., '''" ....,

• -.J t •• ,~ , ..-- , .... ..-----' 
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PREFACE 
(This Preface is Not Part of ASME PRA-S-2001) 

ORGANIZATION 
STANDARD 

This Standard is 
Sections as follows: 

Sections 

1� Introduction 

2 DcftnUWns· 

OF TInS 

organized into 

3 Risk Assessment Application 
Process ~ as~. 
4 Risle AssessmJllJl-1'lt1llllrJ4l , ~ • • -.... • , ' 

""IMf.6le~ ( r-~' " "'~' ,.,~ ~~~"'l /1.• .1' 'D . ON & WEcrJONS IN 
6! Iter R~~ \ ': c' ' f·· ...' ST~~
~\ J,\r,· lJ 
..~eL ~ ~ermto 
S~~Paragraphs, and with�
Burt:'and Sub-bullets identified as� 
follows: 

E%amDJn 
Subsections - 3.1 
Paragraphs = 3.1.2 
(When Paragraphs are used. to 

identify sequential requirements they 
will be identified by adding a lower 
case letter such as (a), (b), (c), etc.) 
Bullets = • 

Sub-bullets = ~ 

Tables and Fil!U1"e8 provided in this 
Standard are identified by the 

applicable Subsection, or Paragraph 
number for which they apply, with 
either "TABLE" or "FIG." and labeled 
sequentially as follows: 3.2.1-1, 3.2.1
'2, etc. Each Table or Figure is located 
immediately following the Subsection, 
or Paragraph text that applies to its 
WK:. 

References are identified sequentially 
within the text of each Paragraph as . 
follows: [3.1.2-1], [3.1.2-2], or [3.1.2
3], etc., and then listed at the end of 
the Paragraph. 

When required by context in this 
Standard, the singular shall be 
interpreted as the plural, and vice F ..... ~au: 

. 
The following descriptions of the 

individual Sections in this Standard 
are intended to provide the reader with 
general information on the scope of 
coverage and the rationale applied in 
their development. 

1� Introduction 
This Section summarizes the scope,

¥JJlicability, and contents of tlle 
S1Bndard. 

2� Definitions 
This Section identifies and describes 

unique .terms, abbreviations, and 
acronyms that are used in this 
Standard. 

3 Risk Assessment Application 
Process 

This Section describes a process for 
determining the capability of a PRA to 
support specific risk-informed 
applications. 

4 Risk Assessment Technical 
Requirements 

" x 



requirements f~ .1Je!f~view cI ~'. ~da sUbscril4~serviccinclu4es 
JIaIIp m,..~~ of .st-',', ~ new Selticp, revisions to 

~~Si!':l~Fthif-."" ',exMii Sectionl. i and issued 
~t of~ ~~ < ' .-~ ill . ·ODS. ~ interpretations 
" J , • r~ '":.f ~ pari ofthe addeuda service 
• • • .J " U ,~ are not of this Standard. 

This Section contains Objectives, 
High Level Requirements (HLRs) and 
Supporting Requirements (SRs) for a 
PRA to be used in support of risk
infonned decision-making within the 
scope of this Standard. 

5 PRA Configuration Control 
This Section describes requirements 

fQr maintaining and updating a PRA to 
be used in support of risk-informed 
decision-making within the scope of 
this Standard. 

6 Peer Review 
This Section provides ~ 

plOJ'.PSMIl SECTION 
~ANSIONS . 

. In addition to the criteria provided in 
this 'Standard, consideration will be 
given in the future to -expanding the 
Standard to other risk assessment 
methodologies beyond a Level I 
analysis of internal events' (excluding 
fires) while at power and the limited 
Level 2 (LERF) analysis provided. 

USER RESPONSIBD.JTY 

Users of this Standard are cautioned 
that they are responsible for all 

technical assumptions inherent in the 
use of PRA models, computer 
programs, and analysis performed to 

'meet the requirements of this 
Standard. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Suggestions for improvements to 
this Standard or inclusion of additional 
topics shall be sent to the following 
address: • Secretary, Committee on 
Nuclear Risk Management, 1)e 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, Three Park Avenue, New 
York, NY 100 1"6':5990. 

ADDENDA SERVICE 

This edition of ASME PRA-S-2001 
includes an s:;!t, addenda 
~ t:..P theto 
pt1p of thit1xt edition. The 

part 
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Contents 

l:l ~~~R~ability 
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INTRODUCTION� 

1.1� Scope amplified in Subsection 3.2.2. For 
example; a proposed change to the 

This Standard sets forth maintenance practice for a given 
requirements for probabilistic risk component may be evaluated in a 
assessments (PRAs) used to support particular application. The 
risk-informed decisions for capabilities of the PRA for those 

0commercial nuclear power plants, and accident sequences involving the 
prescribes a method for applying these failure or unavailability of the 
requirements for specific applications. component are relevant to such an 

application, whereas the capabilities of 
the PRA for other seguences are not as 

1.2 Applicability . . relevant .~ tk :=no changes 
rr;~~ . these parts.

This Standard applies to PRAs ~ uired ~gory of PRA 
to ~'(Stio-~ of ~'\ c(iilities may 'Sf' over diff~t 
~ . ~reJatei " ,', elin!JII of the P¥iwithin a given 
~--.~ . J6 ',el~ across t!lerent accident 
+ttructiot.. \ '.~:.. ~~. ~'-~~ or claSSes of accident.~ ·· 'S~ -sequences, initiating events, basicS. ~ UVel 1 events, and end states, depending on 

. temil events while at the application. While the range of 
power. In addition, this Standard capabilities required for each part of 
establishes requirements for a limited the PRA to support an application falls 
LERF analysis sufficient to evaluate on' a continuum, three Capability 
the 'large early release frequency Categories are defined in this Standard 
(LERF) for internal events while at so that requirements can be developed 
power. and presented in a manageable way. 

They are designated as PRA 
Capability Categories I, II, and III. 

1.3� PRA Capability Categories Table 1.3-1 describes the attributes of 
a PRA which were used to develop 

This Standard is intended for a wide Section 4.0 requirements for each of 
range of applications that require a these Capability Categories. 
corresponding range of PRA This standard includes High Level 
capabilities. Applications vary with Requirements (HLRs) for each 
respect to which risk metrics are element that are the same for all 

employed, which decision criteria are applications, and Supporting 
used, the extent of reliance on the Requirements (SRs) that are specified 
PRA results in supporting a decision, for each element that are differentiated . 
and the degree of resolution required by Capability Category.. This 

. of the factors that determine the risk differentiation facilitates the� 
significance of the proposed changes. determination of the appropriate� 
To determine the needed capabilities, requirements for each part of a PRA� 
th~ application is evaluated by that is necessary to support a given� 
considering the above attributes, as application.� 
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The boundaries between these 
Capability Categories can only be 

defined in a general sense. When a 
comparison is made between the 
capabilities of any given PRA and the 
SRs of this Standard, it is expected 
that the capabilities of a PRAts 
elements or parts of the PRA within 
each of the elements will not 
necessarily all fall within the same 
Capability Category, but rather will be 
distributed among all three Capability 
Categories. (There may be PRA 
elements, or parts of the PRA within 
the elements that fail to meet the SRs 
for any of these Capabiliity 
Categories). While all parts of ~ 
PRA need not. uve, the saAle\ 

~ f the,'P"1A
m\ \:ohpt,je.•.•req~~for 
evtn~~ Wlsistent with the 
dehftft)n of initiating event groups. 

When a specific application is 
undertaken, judgment is needed to 
determine which capability Category 
is needed for each part of the PRA 
and, hence which SRs apply to the 
application. (See Section 3) 

1.4 Requirements for PRA Elements 

1.4.1 PRA Elements. The 
requirements of this Standard are 
organized by nine PRA Elements that 
comprise an internal-events, at-power, 

Level - 1 and Level-2ILERF PAA. 
They and their abbreviations are as 
follows: 

. Initiating Events Analysis (IE) 
Accident Sequence Analysis (AS) 
Success Criteria (SC) 
Systems Analysis (SY) 
Human Reliability Analysis (HR) 

Data Analysis (DA)� 
Internal Flooding (IF)� 
Quantification (QU)� 
LERF Analysis (LE)� 

1.4.2 High Level Requirements. A 
set of Objectives and HLRs are 
provided for each PRA Element in 
tables of Section. 4. All PRAs using 
this Standard shall satisfy each of 
.these HLRs, but to differing degrees, 
as explained in Subsection 1.3. The 
HLRs set forth the minimum 
requirements for meeting this 
Standard in general !srmf and present 
the 1pcto~vationof 

re� ~ CI each ofthe PRA 
ility Categ.-i-. The HLRs., e tM~~sho~t#t.. \ ret--ot only~.tIe diversity ·of 

~ ~~ ~',~ that·1M been used toe;s\l� ithat,' ory, €.~ -'get=t>P the exi~RAs, but also 
httefaces Ji4re, \Aei.«ed to accommodate future 

technological innovations. 

1.4.3 Supporting Requirements. The 
SRs for each of the nine PRA 
Elements are presented in tables of 
Section 4 as action statements, using 
the three Capability Categories 
described in Subsection 1.3. For each 
Capability Category, the SRs define 
the minimum requirements necessary 
to meet that Capability Category. In 
these tables, some action statements 
apply to only one Capability Category 
and some extend across two or three 
Capability Categories. when an 
action statement extends to more than 
one category, it applies equally to each 
Capability Category, but the scope of 
applicability will be commensurate 
with the Capability Category criteria 
in Table 1.3-1 and the scope and level' 
of detail required by other associated 
SRs. It is intended that, by meeting all 
the SRs under a given HLR, a PRA 
will meet that HLR. Section 4 also 
specifies the required documentation 
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to facilitate PRA applications, do not fully meet the requirements in 
upgrades, and peer review. Section 4. Requirements for 

The SRs specify "what to do" rather supplementary analysis are outside the 
than "how to do it" and, in that sense; scope of this Standard. 

specific methods for satisfying the 
requirements are not prescribed. 
Nevertheless, certain established 1.6 PRA Configuration Control 
methods were contemplated during the 
development of these requirements. Section 5 provides requirements for 
Alternative methods and approaches configuration control of a PRA (i.e., 
to the requirements of this Standard .maintaining and upgrading a plant 
may be used if they provide results specific PRA) such that, the PRA 
that are equivalent or superior to the reflects the as-built, as-operated 
methods usually used and they meet facility to a degree sufficient to 
the m.Rs and SRs p.resented in this support the ,p!'h .r which it is 
Standard. The use of any· particular V"" ~ 
method for meeting an SR shall 1"\ • ~ ~. 
documented and. ab8l1--~, • • • • 
~:'tmile(;..~ ':' l.t Jeel!,Review ..LI.I-mentl . 

.. 6.' • , •• .1' 1\ 'r-- &~ 
• • • ,,-~1 f ( ••~..\ 'epon 6 provi~ 

...

requirements, i.. j ~ \ r~, .., 'Mr'lfpeer review to determine if the 
1) ~nt ~:nWion PRA methodology and ·its 
~..-.I ..., implementation meet the requirements 
- -~.. ofSection 4 ofthis Standard. 

The use of a PRA and the Capability� 
Categories that are needed. for each� 
part 'of the PRA and for each of the� 
PRA Elements will- differ from� 
application to application. Section 3� 
describes activities to determine� 
whether a PRA has the capability to� 
support a specific application of risk�
informed decision making. Three� 
different PRA Capability Categories� 
were described in Subsection 1.3.� 
PRA capabilities are evaluated for� 
applicable parts of a PRA and each� 
associated SR, rather than by� 

specifying a Capability Category for� 
the whole PRA. Therefore, only those� 
parts of the PRA required to support� 
the application in question need the� 

. Capability Category appropriate for� 
that application. For a given� 
application, supplementary analyses� 
may be used in place of, or to 
augment, those aspects of a PRA that 
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CRITERIA CAPABILITY CATI.GORY CAPABILITY CATEGORY ICAPABILITY CATEGORY 
l Dl 

1..� Scone and level of detail: Resolution and spe.cificity, Resolution and specificity 
The degree to which sufficicnl to identify the relative suflicient to identi fy the 
resolution and specificity are Lmportanee of Ibe contn'buton relative importance of the 
incorporated such that 'the ~ 1be S)"'Stem or tIBin Eevcl comnDutOl'S at the ~Dmponent 

technical issues are Ln.cludinl uroeiated human I~ ]e'\'C] incLudine associated 
addressed actioos. lwman actions... as necessary 

see Note (1)] 
2.� Plant-snecificitv: u~ of ileDfric data/models Use of plant-specific 

The degree to which plant acceptable except for the Deed datahoodels to capture to the 
specific infonnation is to account for the unique design extent practical all siil"ifiC'3Dt 
incorporated such that the nd operational features of the features represented in the 
as-built and as-operated plant scope of the PRA model 
lant� is addressed 

3.� Realism: Departures from realism will Departures from realism will 
The degree to which realis have moderate impact on the have negligible impact on the 
is incorporated such that the conclusions and risk insights as conclusions and risk insights 
expected response of the supported by good practices as supported by good 
lant is addressed see Note (2)] practices [see Note (2)] 

NOTES: 
(I)� The definition for Capability Category II is not meant to imply that the resolution alispecificity is to a level to identify every 

SSC and human action; only those necessary for the specific SR. Similarly for Category III, it is not meant to imply 
that the resolution and specificity is to a level to identify every sub-component for e ponent. 

(2)Di.:ffi:renUatioa� from moderate (conservative or acknowledged, potential ~~~.'v to small, to negligible is detennined 
by the extent to which the impact on the conclusions and risk insigb.h8b13! ~ decision under consideration. This 
differentiation recognizes that the PRA would generally not be the sole inpDbld to &deer . A moderate impact implies that the 
impact (of the departure from realism) is of sufficient size that it is likely that a decision could be affected; a small impact implies1IJ.al. it .. .....1 - .. 4. ... - _. .. .. .,. I· .. .. ..... ... . 

Table l.3-i BASES FOR PRA CAPABILITY CATEGORIES 



RCZC - Reactor Core Isolation 
2 DEFINITIONS Cooling 

RCS - Reactor Coolant System� 
The following definitions are provided RPT - Reactor Pump Trip� 
to ensure a uniform understanding of RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel� 
select acronyms and terms as they are RWST - Refueling Water Storage� 
speciflcally used in this Standard. Tank� 

S.4R - Safety Analysis Report� 
ACRONYMS SLCS -' Standby Liquid Control� 

System� 
AOT - Allowed Outage Time SBO - Station Blackout� 
ADS - Automatic Depressurization SGTR - Steam Generator Tube� 
System Rupture·� 
AlU ~ Alternate Rod Insertion SORV-~t'!~Valve"';;2ASEP • Accident Sequence w~ BDd� 
Evaluation Program. ~~~ ~ ~l ts ~ ~
 
Am'S - ~~, Tnm~. S} ~rting~ents .� 
~rr---" \ -17'\ st;iiiYlcewmt-, ...- .. ,~~~ I ... .1' ~\!1¥fP ~ T~ For Human�
4c1'-Co p!n¥~~W ..r-·~'\..P.r&i .Rate Prediction (see� 

lJPcY ~~ Qgling "1ldREO/CR-1278) .� 
S , U TS - Technical Specifications� 

___ ency Diesel Generator� ~ 
EOPJIAOPs - Emergency Operating DEFINITION.S 
Procedures/Abnormal Operating 
Procedures . accident cJtU, - a grouping of severe 
HFE • Human ;Failure Event accidents with similar characteristics 
HL1l. - High Level Requirement (such as accidents initiated by a 
HPCI - High Pressure Coolant transient with a loss of decay heat 
Injection removal, loss of coolant accidents, 
lIJ'AC ... Heating, Ventilation, and Air station blackout accidents, and 
Conditioning containment bypass accidents) 
ZSLOCA - Interfacing Systems Loss accident sequence - a representation 
of Coolant Accident in terms of an initiating event 
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident followed. by a combination of system, 
LOOP - Loss of Offsite Power function and operator failures or 
MOV - Motor Operated Valve successes, of an accident that can lead 
NPSH -Net Positive Suction Head . to undesired consequences, with a 
NRC Nuclear Regulatory specified end state (e.g., core damage 
Commission or large -early release). An accident 
NSSS -Nuclear Steam Supply System sequence may contain many unique . 
P&llb - Piping And Instrumentation variations of events (minimal cut sets) 
Drawings (or Diagrams) that are similar. 
PDS - Plant Damage State accident sequence, dominant - an 
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor accident sequence that is usually 
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump represented by the top 10 or 20 events 
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or groups of events modeled in a PRA containment failure - loss of integrity 
and, accounts for a large fraction of the of the containment pressure boundary 
core damage or large early release from a core damage accident that 

frequency results in unacceptable leakage of 
accident sequence, modeled - an radionuclides to the environment 
accident sequence contained in the containment performance a 
PRA above the model truncation level measure of the response of a nuclear 
accident sequence analysis - the plant containment to severe accident 
process to determine the combinations conditions . 
of initiating events, safety functions, core damage - uncovery and heatup 
and system failures and successes that of the reactor core to the point at 
may lead to core damage or large early which prolonged oxidation and severe 
release fuel damage is ~ipated and 
at po~r - those plant operating'states i;E'' ~~re to causevol 
characterized by the reactor bei~ t 1M ..r 
critical and prodUC!!l&.~wer, vftlP,,, !6~ AWIICY (CDF) 

~!>f citIicaI ~ \. ~~.'~ core damage
~~ oilce iitd'\rt\t esseltili"" ~ umt of1JID' 
~ ~ \.aJipAIJ in Ihftr ....~',~deIiCY - requ\.Lent external to 
~IIW po~~~ft~ti""_· '-~ It*n and upon which its function 
~J \ ,~~ii. i/Jthe -depends . 
+_t~~labilllf diagnosis - examination and 
bt/fiIoftl6Y':- an event in a fault tree evaluation of data to determine either 
model that requires no further the condition of a sse or the cause of 
development, because the appropriate the condition 
Hmit of resolution has been reached end state - the set of conditions at the 
best estimate -.the point estimate of a end, of an accident sequence that 
parameter that is not biased by characterizes the impact of the 
conservatism or optimism. Generally, sequence on the plant or the 
the best estimate of a parameter is environment. In most PRAs, end states 
represented as a mean value typically include: success states (i:e" 
common cause failure (CCF) - a those states with negligible impact), 
failure of two or more components plant damage states for Level I 
during a short period. of time as a sequences, and release categories for 
result of a single shared cause LERF sequences 
community distrlJJlltJoli • for any e quip men t qllllll.f1ctlt/DlI - the 
specific expert judgment, the generation and maintenance of data 
distribution of expert judgments of the and documentation to demonstrate that 

entire relevant (informed) technical equipment is capable of operating 
community of experts knowledgeable under the conditions of a qualification 
about the given issue test, or test and analysis 
containment bypass - a direct or evaluator expert • an expert who is 

'indirect flow path that may allow the capable of evaluating the relative 
release of radioactive material directly credibility of multiple alternative 
to the environment bypassing the hypotheses, and who is expected to 
containment evaluate all potential hypotheses and 
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bases of inputs from proponents and 
resource experts, to provide both 
evaluator input and other experts' 

representation of the community 
distribution 
event tree - a quantifiable, logical 
network that begins with an initiating 
event or condition and progresses 
through a series of branches that 
represent expected system or operator 
performance that either succeeds or 
fails and arrives at either a successful 
or failed end state 
et>enl lree tbp .... - the conditions 
(i.e., system behavior or operab~ 
human actions, or phenomenolo~, 
ev~l.~ 8f'-eo-nsrdl.d at ~\ 
;tmral~~.~~ , : , , 

failure IIIOfla and q{ecIs analysis 
(FMEA) - a process for identifying 
failure modes of specific components 
and evaluating their effects on other 
components, subsystems, and systems 
jail"re probability - the likelihood 
that an sse ~ fail to operate upon 
demand or fail to operate for a specific 
mission tfme 

1tIiJIIH rate - expected number of 
failures per unit of time expressed as 
the ratio of the number of failures to a 
selected unit of time 
~ j~c diagram 
~ undesiredtt can ~\ as a logical 

~onofo~esiredevents 
.fJlui:i1 mmt \- the quantitative

~~\.~ J#girJ' ',~~:obtainedm;p PRA analysis, 
~taidfJiPfPed • ...'-W to .evaluate the results of an 

:!:y ~~~ of 
~.ob . 

,.,.,.~ - information 
provided by a technical expert, in the 
expert's area of expertise, based on 
opinion, or on an interpretation based 
on reasoning that includes evaluations 
of theories, models, or experiments 
lacillttItor/lnlqrtltor • a single entity 
(individual, team, company, etc.) who 
is responsible for aggregating the 
j u d g men t sand community 
distributions of a panel of experts to 
develop the composite' distribution of 
the informed technical community 
(herein called the community 
distribution) 

failure mechanism - any of the 
processes that results in failure modes, 

including chemical, electrical, 
mechanical, physical, thermal, and 
human error 

"jlllhoe IIIIHIe - a condition or 
degradation mechanism that precludes 
the successful operation of a piece of 
equipment, a component, or a system 

application (e.g., CDF or LERF) . 
front-line system - an engineered 
safety system used to provide core or 
containment cooling, reactivity control 
or pressure control, and to prevent 
cork damage, reactor coolant system 
failure, or containment failure 
Fussell-Vesely (FJ') importance 
measure - for a specified basic event, 
Fussell-Vesely importance is the 
fractional contribution to the total of a 
selected figure of merit for all accident 
sequences containing that basic event. 
For PRA quantification methods that 
include . non-minimal cutsets and 
success probabilities, the Fussell-
Vesely importance measure calculated 
by determining the fractional 
reduction in the total figure of merit 
brought about by setting the 
probability of the basic event to zero 
harsh environment - an . abnormal 
environment (e.g., high or low 
temperature, humidity, corrosive, etc.) 
expected as a result of postulated 
accident conditions appropriate for the 



design basis or beyond design basis 
a c c ide n t s 
human error (HE) - any human 

action that exceeds some limit of 
acceptability including inaction where 
required, excluding malevolent 
behavior 
human error probability (HEP) - a 
measure of the likelihood- that plant 
personnel will fail to initiate the 
correct, required, or specified action or 
response in a given situation, or by 
commission petforms the wrong 
action . 
IIIU111U1 ltd/lire event (HFE) - an t ~

integrated logic de~on of _, • iI ~t -lnllWent originating� 

based_ ~ nuclear I?.... plant that,. inpe-:! :B~ \ 
~~ r ~ \""""'00 will ,safety system

--en, \. ~. ~ -" ,f~ operator e1IIls, or both, can 
itfl 'OD '~fy a ••....;. ,-~the operability of plant systems
4 to tb· ptel ',~~ ~... 

II ~ 'it)Wltdysis(1lRA) - a~approach used to identify 
potential human failure events and to 
systematically estimate the probability 
of those errors using data, models, or 
expert judgment . 
initiating event - any event either 
internal or external to the plant that 
perturbs the steady state operation of 
the plant, if operating, thereby 
initiating an abnormal event such as 
transient or LOCA within the plant. 
Initiating events trigger sequences of 
events that challenge plant control and 
safety systems whose failure could 
potentially lead to core damage or 
large early release 

integrator - a single entity (individual, 
team, company, etc.) who is ultimately 
responsible for developing the 
composite representation of the 

. informed technical community (herein 
called the community distribution). 
This sometimes involves informal 
methods such as deriving information 

relevant to an issue from the open� 
literature or through informal� 
discussions with experts, and� 
sometimes involves more formal� 
methods� 
interfacing systems LOCA (ISLOCA.) . 
- a LOCA when. a breach occurs in a 
system that interfaces with the RCS, 
where isolation betWeen the breached 

system and the RCS fails. An 
ISLOCA is usually characterized by 
the over-pressurization of a low 
pressure system wh~jected to
i!CSSUit iiid__ result inr� 

and may lead to core damage or large 
early release. By convention, loss of 
offsite power is considered to be an 
internal event, and internal fire is 
considered to be an external event 
key safety functions - are the 
minimum set of safety functions that 
must be maintained to prevent core 
damage and large early release. These 
include reactivity control, core heat 
removal, reactor coolant inventory 
control, reactor coolant heat removal, 
and containment bypass integrity in 
appropriate combinations to prevent 
core damage and large early release 
large early release - the rapid, 
unmitigated release of airborne fission 
products from the containment to the 
environment occurring before the 
effective implementation of off-site 
emergency response and protective 
actions 
large early release frequency (LERF) 
- expected number of large early 
releases per unit of time 



Levell analysis - identification and 
quantification of the sequences of 
events leading to the onset of core 

damage 
LERF analysis - evaluation of 
containment response to severe 
accident challenges and quantification 
of the mechanisms, amounts, and 
probabilities of subsequent radioactive 
material releases from the containment 
master logic diagram - summary fault 
tree constructed to guide the 
identification and grouping of 
initiating events and their associated 
sequences to ensure completeness 
MIl)' - used to state 8D. option top', 
implem at~s~0D' ~ \ 

point estimate - estimate of a 
parameter in the form of a single 
number 
post-initltlto, human failure nab 
human failure events that represent the 
impact of human errors committed' 
during actions performed in response 
to an accident initiator 
PRA tlJ1P1JcfltJo" ..:. a documented 
'analysis based in part or whole on a 
plant-specific PRA that is used to 
assist in decision making with regard 
to the design, li:E:.em,i!.< ·OD, or 

-...- -- power plant. 
~-\he update of the 

P Is to rcfl_ plant changes 
~" - ~~od tt&tA' , s+.... modifi~ procedure 
~or . rJcIuircI W~ 'W:iuIlfSt or plant ~ (data) 
~ ine ~~.ptfetm its .~",.'-. L 
""" • ,,~a set of 
ev the occurrence of any 
one precludes the simultaneous 
occurrence of any remaining events in 
the set 
operating time. - total time during 
which components or systems are 
performing their designed function 
performance shaping Illdt!r (PSF) 
a factor that influences human error 
probabilities as considered in a PRA's 
human reliability analysis and 
includes such items as level of 
trainjng, quality/availability of 
procedural guidance, time available to 
perform an action, etc. 
plant damage state (PDS) - group of 
accident sequence end states that have 
similar characteristics with respect -to 
accident progression, and containment 
or engineered safety feature 
operability 

p/ll1It-speci/k data - data consisting of 
observed sample data from the plant 
being analyzed 

~\!'~ - the incorporation into 
a PRA model of a new methodology 
or significant changes in scope or 
capability. This could include items 
such as new human error analysis 
methodology, new data update 
methods, new approaches to 
quantification or truncation, or new 
treatment of common cause failure 
pre-initiator human failure events 
human failure events that represent the 
impact of human errors committed 
during actions performed prior to me 
initiation of an accident, (e.g., during 
maintenance or the use of calibration 
procedures) 
p rio r dlstrlblltlo" (priors) - in 
Bayesian analysis, the expression of 
an analyst's prior belief about the 
value of a parameter prior to obtaining 
sample data 
pl'OWilJstk risk assessment (PllA) - • 
a qualitative and quantitative 
assessment of the risk associated with 
plant operation and maintenance that 
is measured in terms of frequency of 
occurrence of risk metrics, such as 
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core damage or a radioactive material risk achievement worth (RAW) 
release and its effects on the health of importance measure - for a specified 
the public (also referred to as a basic event, risk achievement worth 
probabilistic safety assessment, PSA) importante reflects the increase in a 
proponent expert • an expert who selected figure of merit when an sse 
advocates a particular hypothesis or is assumed to be unable to perform its 
t e c h n i c a I posit ion function due to testing, maintenance, 
recovery - a general term describing or failure. It is' the ratio or interval of 
restoration and repair acts required to the figure'ofmerit, evaluated with the 
change the initial or current state of a sse's basic event probability set to 
system or component into a position one, to the base case figure of merit. 
or condition needed to accomplish a safety systems ... those systems that are 
desired function for a given plant state designed to prevent..5li mitigate a 
recoVtry action '- a human action design-b's III'. ~. 
performed to regain equipment or ..... ,...-pWlt condition, 
system. operability ~m a specP, ttn an ini~ event, in which . 
failure ~h~Cfror'a orderl ~"Rt: "tions .. ptrollable at .or 

flI'ifate or~tbt'~allf' " n+ values\ • 
etc ft1i~ t l..J 1 I ...-" \/C'F"ing ""IIlysLf\.)n an aJ y sis t hat
r\c.ry -r~of HeJwd'. ~~~ items from further 
Rtl~ • ~thC consideration based on their negligiblea4 i, Jfr in)lince 0 vering contribution to the probability of a 
as"lIJI~ty for use in a fault tree, significant accident or its 
event tree or cutset consequences 
required time - the time that is needed screening critBUI ... the values and 
by operators to successfully perform conditions uSed to determine whether 
and complete a human action an item is a negligible contributor to 
rnoll/'U expert - a technical expert the probability of an accident 
with knowledge of a particular sequence or its consequences 
technical area of importance to a PRA severe accident - an accident that 
response - to react to a cue for action involves extensive core damage and 
in initiating or recovering a desired fission product release into the reactor 
function vessel and containment, with potential 
response 1IIlNk/s - represent post- release to the environment 
initiator control-room operator shall .. .used to state a mandatory 
actions, following a cue or symptom requirement 
of an event, to satisfy the procedural s h 0 u Id... used to state a 
requirements for control of a function recommendation 

or system split frtldlon... a UDidess parameter 
risk ... probability and consequences of used -by some ·PRA analysis 
an event, as expressed by the "risk techniques when quantifying an event . 

.triplet" that is the answer to the tree. It represents the . relative 
following three questions: (l) What frequency or degree-of-belief that 
can go wrong? (2) How likely is it? each possible outcome, or branch, of a 
and (3) What are the consequences if particular top event may be expected 
it occurs? to occur 
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stIItion blackout - complete loss of including, but not limited to, the time 
alternating 'current (AC) electric it is disabled for test or maintenance 
power to the essential and nonessential uncertainty - a representation of the 

switchgear buses in a nuclear power confidence in the state ofknowledge 
plant about the parameter values and models 
success criteria - criteria for used in constructing the PRA 
establishing the minimum number or uncertainty IUUI1ysIs the 
combinations of systems or quantification 'of the imprecision of 
components required to operate, or the PRA which identifies the sources 
minimum levels of performance per of uncertainty in the PRA model and 
component during a specific period of characterizes their impact on the 
time, to ensure that the safety overall results of a PRA (Le., CDF or 
functions are satisfied LERFj .... 
support system - a system' that 2-~ iflOCll1 ..... 
provides a support function (e~ . a ..:. ~ plant where 
electric power, CO!~ power, ~,. and ~eemponents are 

COOljpJ)J;roncf»rmore_ofIaer"!i.' plY' Iat::.-
Ff

-~~~~n 0 \ , ~of and drawings,� 

. ~o~~~ aD .-- ',eqtitBent locati . status,� 
~ criticl1l~~"'. ~Ifl:. ~,-"UoviroDD1ental effects or system�nnte o!J1i)eIta\n a 6Ifem interaction effects on the equipment 
m\y~ SlIiJIt a y that the which could occur during accident: 
syI&aar IE! its ability to perform all conditions. 
its required functions; in this case, the 
system has not failed. . 
time. available - the time period from 
the presentation of a cue for human 
action or equipment response to the 
time of adverse consequences if no 
action is taken . 
top event - undesired state of a system 
in the fault tree model (e.g., the failure 
of the system to accomplish its 
function) that is the starting point (at 
the top) of the fault tree 
t1I11JCIItlo" IJIIIlt - the numerical cutoff 
value of probability or frequency 
below which results are not retained in 

the quantitative PRA model or used in 
subsequent calculations (such limits 
can apply to accident sequences/cut 

. sets, system level cut sets, and� 
sequence/cut set database retention)� 
IllUlVtlilllbUity - the fraction of time� 
that a system or component is not� 
capable of supporting its function� 
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3 RISK ASSESSMENT APPLICATION PROCESS� 

3.1' Purpose 

This section describes required activities 
to determine the capability of a PRA needed 
to support a particular risk-informed 
application. For a specific application, PRA 
capabilities are evaluated to determine the 
appropriate Supporting Requirements (SRs) 
rather than by specifying a single Capability 
Category for the whole PRA. Depending on 
the application, the required category of 
PRA. capabilities. may vary over different 
elements of the PRA, within a given 
element, across different accident ~es 
or classes of accWe:at~uences,Jnifl . g 
~~aIIlIam~ e 

Categories to support the application, and 
.some parts of a PRA may be irrelevant to 
the application. 

B.� The PRA is examined 'to determine 
whether its scope and level of detail are 
sufficient for the application. If the PRA 
is found lacking in one or more areas, it 
may be upgraded or supplemented by 
other analyses (Stage E). 

C.� An evaluation is performed to determine 
whether the SRs from the Standard for 
eac~&'" PRA and its identified 
~~Ory are sufficient to 

r~Capplication. If not. the SRs 
• r may be ~£ted with supplementary 
~~ osdcscribcdiilStageE. 

~.. ~t'I~' ~hparttflhePRAiscomparedtQthe

Whave a tha mfQtJ_\ \ ,. appro~ in the Standard' for the 
z\q~ \f. . ~fthjs,: &tilani. \,;. i.a' CApability Category needed to S1lPDOrt 
\ , -J' ,,' ,~ ,~...., 
F~~~Mne logical ordering for 
th!-~ss. However, although the 
specified activities, are required, their order 
of execution may vary. As shown in the 
dashed-line boxes, there are five stages to 
the process: 
A.� An application is defined in terms of the 

structures, systems and components 
(SSes) and activities ·affected by the 
proposed change. For the particular 
application, the parts of a PRA affected 
by the plant change. are determined and 
the PRA scope and risk metrics needed to 
support the application are identified. By 
using an understanding of the cause and 
effect relationship betwe~n the 
application and the parts of a PRA model 
that are particularly sensitive to the 
proposed change, the Capability 
Categories for each part of the PRA 
necessary to support the application are 
determined. Different parts of a PRA 
within the scope, across the elements and 
possibly within each element, may be 
required to have different Capability 
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the application as determined in Stage A. 
It is determined whether the PRA has 
adequate capability, needs upgrading to 
meet the appropriate set of SRs, or needs 
supplementary analyses as described in 
Stage E. 

E. The PRA, supplemented� by additional 
analyses if necessary, is used to support 
the application. This activity is outside 
the scope of this Standard. 

It is noted that the scope of the activities in 
Figure 3. I-I determines how to evaluate the 
role of the PRA in the application and how 
to determine which Capability Categories 
are needed for each part of the PRA to 
support an application. The criteria for 
judging the quality of any supplementary 
analyses that are performed in lieu of 
upgrading the PRA to meet a desired 
Capability Category are outside the scope of 
this Standard. Accordingly, to "meet this 
standard" means that the parts of the PRA 
used in the application meet the High Level 
Requirements and SRs for a specified set of 
Capability Categories. The determination of 
how the PRA is used in the application and 



which Capability Categories are appropriate 
for each application must be made on a 
case-by-case basis. 

3.2 Identification of Application and 
Determination of Capability Categories 
(Stage A) 

3.2.1 Identification of Application. 
Defme the application by: 
•� evaluating the plant design or 

operational change being assessed (Box 
1 of Figure 3.1-1). 

•� identifying tlle SSCs and plant activities 
affected by the change including the 
cause-effect relationship betw~ the 
plant desip 01 QPlfatjonal c~\and 
_Ul~m(fe~'fFi~A~.

t ~~t\e~'RA ancjIJP~sJ
•� pletricsLttt'. to ~.' \..,- .'4hange sa,,,, , 3.1-!)I ~. A..mze proposed change in the AOT impacts 
R\f~~.2" ~ an~ .2~ provide 
~d8Ilce fj e ~e activities. 

'--
Example: A change in technical 
specifications (l'S) is prop 0 sed t hat 

redefines the requirements for an operable 
service water (SW) system. This change 
removes the TS requirement for an allowed 
outage time (AOT) from one ofthe three 
pumps in each SW loop• • In addition, the 
AOT for other selected combinations of 
inoperable components is increased. The 
changes in 1'8 and/or procedures that are 
involved need to be identified in detaiL 

In order to assess the impact of the 
proposed change in the TS, those SSCs, 

such as the SW system, affected' by the 
proposed change need to be identified. The 
plant SW system has two redundant loops, 
each having two full capacity SWpumps 

. that use the ocean as the ultimate heat sink, 
and a third SWpump that uses a cooling
tower and the atmosphere as the heat sink 
The SW system is designed such that, in the 
event ofa LOCA concurrent with a loss of 
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offtite power, a single SWpump powered 
from its associated EDG will have sufficient 
capacity to meet the heat load. The existing 
18 require two operable SW loops with each 
100jJ having three operable pumps. This 
requirement exceeds single failure criteria 
since the second SW pump is required for 
neither normal conditions nor the design 
basis accident, and the CT SW pump 

provides the redundancy for the design 
basis LOCA.. The proposed change 
redefines an operable SW loop as having 
one operable SW pump and one operable 

CT SW pump, removes the AOT 
requirementst(JIIrfVo SWpumps, lengthens 
rh~qr"qUfr:'~.f for SW pumps in the t� ~l~ 'ng it into line with t~ AOT 

• r-for single" train unavailability and 
~ ~eQSes th!.~ CT SW pump AOT

':«Aed on its J\l1r risk importance. . 

the core damage frequency (CDF). by 
increasing the likelihood that a SW pump 
would be unavailable due to planned or 
unplanned maintenance. This change is 
evaluated by considering the impact on 
system unavailability and on the frequency 
of sequences involving unavailability of a 
single train ofsw. 

References 
[3.2-1] True, D., et. al; PSA Applications 
Guide, EPRI Report TR-105396, August 
1995. 
[3.2-2] Use of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment in Plant-Specific, Risk
infonned Decision-making: General 
Guidance, NRC Standard Review Plan, 
Chapter 19, NUREG-0800, 1998. 

3.2.2 Determination of Capability 
Categories. Section 4 of this Standard sets 
forth SRs for three PRA Capability 
Categories whose attributes are described in 
Subsection 1.3. For the application, 
determine the Capability Category for each 
part of the PRA needed to support the 



application (Box 4 of Figure 3. 1-1). This 
detennination dictates which SRs are used 
to evaluate the capabilities of each part of 
the - PRA to support the application. To 

detennine these capabilities, an evaluation 
shall 'be perfonned of the application to 
assess the role of the PRA in supporting that 
application. When performing this 
evaluation, the following application 
attributes shall be considered: . 
(a)� Role of the PRA in the application and 

-� extent of reliance of the decision on the 
PRA results; 

(b)� Risk metrics to be used to support the 
application and associated decision 
criteria; 

(c)� Required scope/level of ~ the 
PRA modelJ.ilr..eaelt.~ of14..~ 

.--jRJ{~vetoP;~t.� ~iRtNappPIiIi~ n;, L.",.', 
@ pegree!Ol evlp,..c\ , idetermined tltlr those parts of tlie PRA. 
f ~a ·tivin,Slreq~· i..';mpaeting the change might need to be 

data parameters,. system models, human 
actions. and quantification process for those 
sequences and cutsets impacted by the AOT 
changes are in PRA. Capability Category II, 
and the remaining parts of the PRA needed 
to evaluate CDF are in Capability Category 
1 The LERF is determined to be not needed 

for this application based on a qualitative 
evaluation and hence does not have to meet 
any of the capability Categories. 

Example Variation: If the above example 
application was being evaluated at a plant 
with a baseline core damagf! frequency that 
was gr,;t eft txl~ or baseline LERF 
gr«!fe l~or the changes in CDF

t' ~r' expected to be Significant
\' such that t. !egree of confidence in the 
, .... evaluati",'Jj;eded to be 'much greater 
'~with tMlJ'\evious emmple, it may be 

\ retuks; . ,...... 
(e! co~ce in the results that 
~reQuiredto support the decision; and 

(f) Extent to which the decisions made in 
. the application will impact the plant 

design basis. 
The-Capability Categories and the bases for 
their determination shall be documented. 

ExamDle: Continuing with the SW pump 
AOT change example, the proposed change 
is a risk-informed application to justify a 
change to an operating license in 
accordance with Regulatory Guides 1.174 
and 1.177. If the plant has a baseline CDF 
and LERF of bUrlyr and lxlrrlyr 
respectively, and it is expected that the 

changes in CDF can be shown to be small, 
then the parts of the PRA that are impacted 
by changes in SW pump unavailability due 
to maintenance are determined to require 

. PRA Capability Category IL whereas the 
remaining parts of the PRA needed to 
determine CDF are determined to only 
require PRA Capability Category 1 Hence 
the initiating events, accident sequences, 
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upgraded. In addition, in this example, it 
might be necessary to expand the 
application to include a determination of 
LERF to -confirm that the impacts on LERF 
are acceptable. This need might mean 
expansion of the applicable SRs in the 
LERF PRA element in comparison with the 
previous example. 

3.3 Assessment of PRA for Necessary 
Scope, Results, and Models. (Stage B) 

3.3.1 Necessary Scope and Results. 
Determine if the PRA provides the results 
needed to assess the plant or operational 
change (Box 5 of Figure 3. 1-1). If some 
aspects of the PRA are insufficient to assess 
the change, then upgrade them in 
accordance with the SRs of Section 4 for its 
corresponding capability Category (Box 6a 
of Figure 3.1 -1), or generate supplementary 
analyses (See Subsection 3.6). 

If it is detennined that the PRA is 
sufficient, the bases for this determination 
shall be documented. Any upgrade of the 



PRA shall be done and documented m 
accordance with Section 5. 

Example: The proposed change in the SW 
AOT has been determined to affect the SW 
unavailability. For the plant in question, 
the SW provides cooling to the ECCS 
pumps, the Diesel Generators, the 
Feedwater Pumps, the CCW system, and the 
Radwaste system. Therefore, the scope of 
the Initiating Event Analysis element of the 
PRA must include: (I) LOCA initiators, 
since the change in SW unavailability will 

Figure 3. 1-1). If the affected SSCs or plant 
activities are not modeled, then either 
upgrade the PRA to include the SSCs in 
accordance with the SRs of Section 4 for 
their corresponding Capability Category 
(Box 6a of Figure 3.1 -1), or generate 
supplementary analyses (See Subsection 
3.6). 

If it is . determined that the PRA is 
sufficient, the .bases for this determination 
shall be documented. Any upgrade of the 
PRA shall be done and documented in 
accordance with Section 5. 

affict ECCS p u m p coo lin gin the 

E

recirculation phase, (2) Loss. of Offsite Example: QmtWeJing with the previous 
Power initiators, since the SW change will ..p~~ and plant activities 
affect the Diesel Generators, and (3.iSof r~d 0 • systems impacted by ~he 
Feedwater initiJgWIIr _~ theJ er' • proposed ctvte in the SJY, and whlCh 

tft,SwJC~~Althou SF \ '-«1ttribute ti~ change in CDF, i.e., 
o~ ~~ ty~ ere FL~A '~CS, DGs, f'eldwater, and CCJY, need to 
eirnal i;;); II WI syst"'~It1w\ \ 16e modeled i~ PRA. For example, it as

;!tt\"JPfl!tiT ,.\ep~ .Il tfti!" the los>-';. i..'is liTrel.v. the loss 0//eedwater initiator is 
o} "I'.UiI1'e" '".blin~ ~nt to be 
plJced ilJJl-A/e sidle state; a loss 0/CCW 
in1tf81or would not fie needed" tOr tliis 
application. Also, since the Radwaste 
$ystem does not play a part in determining 
CDF, it need not be considered. It is 
determined that the changes in maintenance 
unavailability are too small to consider 
significant impacts on the reliability of the 
SW pumps that could impact a wider range 
of sequences including loss of service water 
initiating events and sequences with SW 

pump failures These impacts are combined 
in the plant model to calculate the change in 
CDF. A determination is made that there 
are no unique contributions to LERF for 
this plant and hence the changes in LERF 
are proportional to the changes in CDF. 
Since only the tJCDF is needed only CDFs 
before and after the change in TS are 
needed. 

3.3.2 Modeling of SSCs and Activities. 
Determine if the SSCs or plant activities 
affected by the plant design or operational 
change are modeled in the PRA (Box 5 of 

modeled as one global initiator, then either 
the PRA needs to be upgraded to include the 
relationship between SW and Feedwater, or 
the effiet of SW on Feedwater must be 
resolved by using supplementary analyses 
outside of the standard. 

3.3.3 Peer Review. The parts of a PRA 
that are needed for an application shall have 
been reviewed pursuant to the requirements 
of Section 6. 

3.4 Determination of the Standard% 
Scope and Level of Detail. (Stage C) 

Determine if the scope of coverage and 
level of detail of the SRs stated in Section 4, 
for the corresponding Capability Categories 
determined in Paragraph 3.2.2, are sufficient 
to assess the application under consideration 
(Box 8 of Figure 3.1-1). 

If it is determined that the standard lacks 
specific requirements, their significance to 
the application shall be assessed (Box 9 of 
Figure 3.1-1). If the absent requirements 
are not significant, the requirements of the 
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standard are sufficient for the application. considered and may involve determinations 
The bases for determining the sufficiency of made by an expert panel. 
this Standard shall be documented. If the 
absent requirements are significant, If the difference is not significant, then the 

supplementary requirements may be used PRA is acceptable for the application. If the 
(Box 7 of Figure 3.1-1).� difference is significant, then either upgrade 

the PRA to address the corresponding SRs 
stated in Section 4 (Box 6b of Figure 3.1- 1), 

Example: For the example discussed in or generate supplementary analyses (See 
Subsection 3.3, the scope of PRA elements Subsection 3.6). Any upgrade of the PRA 
defined in Section 4 of this Standard are shall be done and documented in accordance 
sujftcienJ and adequate to assess the plant with Section 5. 
change. 

Example: The examples provided under 
3.5 Comparison of PRA Model·to Subsection 3 3 ftpplicable.� 
Standard (Stage D) r ., tria ~
 

.-'..._. .,.. , '8. of ttlementary . 
Detennine ~1dIt 1ftl(t of tie..~ \. An~urmentl(Stage E) 

11 ~e , ..-~ the ~l(t'\e t ~ ,. • . 
~,c\te.0V' ne91 to ~ ~ iJ!l the event 6ti:he scope ofeither the PRA = ~t~·~ \ U" the 1llIi.Iant i. iDsulJicient,~<4m' 

of t&; peeL- tt~JSer#i<tt 6) ma~· supj>lementBry analyses or requirements 
hi II ~P~~the SRs may be used (Box 7 of Figure 3.1-1). These 
n~.~J.f the application, the PRA is supplementary analyses will depend on the 
acCeptable for the application being particular application being considered, but 
considered (Box 1.1 of Figure 3. 1-1). The may involve deterministic methods such as 
bases for this determination shall be bounding or screening analyses, and 
docUmented. determinations made by an expert panel. 

If·the PRA dbes not "satisfy a SR for the They shall be documented. 
appropriate Capability Category, then 
determine if the difference is significant Example of supplementary analvsts: A 
(Box 12 of Figure 3.1-1). Acceptable change in testing frequency is desired for 
requirements for determining the MOVs judged to be of low safety 
significance of this difference include:� significance by using a risk-informed 
(a) The difference is not applicable or ranking method. Not all MOVs or 'MOV 
does not affect quantification relative to the failure modes of interest within the program 
impact of the proposed application, or are represented in the PRA. Specifically, 
(b) Modeled accident sequences valves providing an isolation function 
accounting for at least 90% ofCDFILERF, between the reactor vessel and low pressure 
as applicable, are not affected by piping may only be represented in the 
appropriate sensitivity studies or bounding interfacing system LOeA initiator 
evaluations. These studies or evaluations frequency. The inadequate PJ!.A model 
should measure the aggregate impact of the representation can ~ supplemented by 
exceptions to the requirements in Section 4 categorizing the group of higMow pressure 
as applied to the application. interface MOVs in an appropriate LERF 

Determination of significance will depend category. The categorization is based on 
o~ the particular application being PRA insights that indicate failure of MOVs 

to isolate reactor vessel pressure have the 
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potential to lead to a LERF condition. This 
example illustrates a process of addressing 
SSC model adequacy by using general risk 
information 'to support the placement of 
MOVs into the appropriate risk category. 

Supplementary requirements shall be drawn 
from other recognized codes or standards 
whose scopes complement that of this 
standard and which are applicable to the 
application, but may be generated by -an, 
expert panel if no such recognized code or 
standard can be identified. 

Example 0.1 supplementarY requirements: A 
risk ranking/categorization for a plant's lSI 
program is beingPUrsued The c"'i'.f PRA 
model meets the l.eJJ1Wwnents set/i~ in 
thil~d ffow~~ Sta"F'~ ~es 
~~ t;:! /""/ 't~~

}i~g or~ s quatf to atPJI'I.:t\ \ 'twu;reme;,u'Fit is desired to .replace
4. letaile4'~ lfF..-.[anijnr Th~. "'cerlain MOVs that are currently considered 

the exception of snubbers on large primary 
system components, snubbers have been 
shown to have a small impact on CDF; 
therefore, the standard does not require 
their failure to be addressed in determining 
CDF and LERF. However, snubbers are 
considered safety-related and testing 
programs are required to demonstrate their 
capability to perform their dynamic support 
funetion. As. shown in reference 3.5-1, 
evaluation offailure mechanisms may show 
that the safety significance of snubbers can 
be approximated by the safety Significance 
of the components that they support for the 
events in whid 'flae snubbers are sq/ity
Sirifif!«1rifsupplementary criterion r GO'. rank the safety importance 

• rofthe snubbt' . 
~...... " , 
''''''4 er,Ll1. q( IIIlllzImJIIJIa 

~IliarUa~ De IsupJ1llfll1/llnttr1 with an 
ape'lt.,§J.1JI7 t~determine the safety 
si!ftt}'mance of PiPe segments. 
Considerations of deterministic and other 
traditional engineering analyses, defense
'in-depth philosophy, or maintenance of 
safety margins could be used to categorize 
pipe segments. Use ofpublished industry or 
NRC guidance documents on risk-informed 
ISI could also be used to supplement the 
Standard The PRA model could also be 
used to supplement the Standard by 
estimating the impact of each pipe 
segment's failure on risk without modifying 
the PRA 's logic. This estimate could be 
accomplished by identifying an initiating 
event, basic event, or group of events, 
already modeled in the PRA, whose failures 
capture the effects of the pipe segment 

failure. 

safety-grade with commercial-grade 
equipment when new valves are procured. 
The internal-events PRA shows that these 
valves have a minor role in important 
accident sequences, and that the only 
important failure mode is failure to open on 
demand The failure rate of the 
commercial-grade valves for this mode is 
known through reliable data to be identical 
to the failure rate for safety-grade valves. 
However, the question arises 'about whether 
the commercial-grade valves will perform 
as well as safety-grade valves during and 
after a large earthquake. The issue of 
seumic performance of these valves is 
beyond the scope of this Standard To 
address it, supplementary requirements, 

found in reference 3.6-2, may be used. By 
using the requirements in reference 3.6-2, 
the seismic capacity of the co,!,mercial
grade valves can be evaluated and can be 

. Second examDle 0 f supDlementgry compared to that of thk safety-grade valves 
requirements: It is desired to rank the that they would replace. 
snubbers in a plant according to their risk 
significance for the purpose of developing a 
grllded approach to snubber testing. With 
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Ifit has been detennined that the PRA has� 
sufficient capability, its results can be used� 
to support the application (Box 13 of Figure� 
3. I-I). If not, the results of supplementary 
analyses, some of which may respond to 
supplementary requirements, can also be 
used to support the application (Box 7 of 
Figure 3.1-1). Such supplementary 
analyses/requirements are outside the scope 
of this Standard. 

References� 
[3.6- 1] "Requirements for . Safety� 
Significance Categorization of Snubbers .,� 
using Risk Insights and Testing S1JI!egies t vA 
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~ 
2 Identify SSCs and activities� 

affected by the plant change� 
including the cause-effect relationship� 

3 Identify PRA scope and risk� 
metrics needed to evaluate plant� 

changes and to support application� 
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4 needed for each part of� 

PRA to support application� 
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FIG. 3.1- 1 Application Process Flowchart 
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4 RISK ASSESSMENT TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS� 

Analyses anjIor cal~tft1S U35U airecJl~ \ in\>JIlI&ipn to the ~s). . 
bythe~'e.g~~s)or~ " ,~ • , 
to s:;~.~i:~~Y~~~'.~.31Z1dentifieation W!the Technical Issue•. 
calc .. 4 to 'm Msi'h s...- ~. analysis team shall explicitly and 

4.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this Section is to provide 
requirements by which adequate PRA 
capability can be identified when a PRA is 
used to support applications of risk-infonned 
decision making. This Section also includes 
general requirements for in process checking 
of analyses and calculations and for use of 
expert judgment. 

4.2 Process Check 
.~_...I" ~ 

definitio~} \ _;~ . 1 .1.1~ ~1J'br� 
knowled~ dil1dUlll;ll wh~Q not� 
perform ijJlg~ .&lyses or calculations.� 
Documentation of this review may take the 
fonn of hand-written comments, signatures or 
initials .on the analyses/calculations, fonnal 
sign-offs, or other equivalent methods. 

4.3 Use of Expert Judgment 

This Subsection provides requirements for 
the use of expert judgment outside of the 
PRA analysis team to resolve a specific 
technical issue. 

NUREG/CR-6372 (Reference [4.3-1]) and 
NUREG-1563 (Reference [4.3-2]) may be 
used to meet the requirements in this 
Subsection. Other approaches, or a mix of 
these, may also be used. 

Examples: Use of expert judgment to resolve 
difficult issues include Pacific Gas and 
Electric's Diablo Canyon seismic study 
(Jl.eference [434-3]) and the Yucca Mountain 
project's study of volcanic hazards (Reference 
[4.3-4]). These reports provide usefid insights 
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into both the strengths and the potential 
pitfalls of using experts. A review of~rt
aggregation methods; the different types of 
consensus, an4. issues with resolving 
disagreements among experts can be found in 
~ppendix J of(Refereitce [4.3-1)}, 

4.3.1 Objective of Using Expert Judgment. 
The PRA analysis team shall explicitly and 
clearly defin;i~ of the infonnation 
~~ the use of outside 
e ~~ t'l. shall explain this 
o' ve and til ptended use of the 

clearly define the specific technical issue to 
be addressed by the expert or experts. 

4.3.3 Detennination of the Need for Outside 
Expert JudgInent.:, The PRA analysis team 
may elect to resolve a technical issue using 
their own expert judgment, or the judgment 
of others within their organization. 

The PRA analysis team shall use outside 
experts when the needed expertise on the 
given technical issue is not available within 
the analysis team or within the team's 
organization. The PRA analysis team should 
use outside experts, even when such expertise 
is available inside, if there is a need to obtain 
broader perspectives, for any of the following 
or related reasons: 
•� Complex experimental data exist that the 

analysts know have been interpreted 
differently by different outside experts 

•� More than one conceptual model exists 
for interpreting the technical issue, and 
judgment� is needed as to the applicability 
of the different models 



expert fall dO~ ~~gI1ltfr ..'\·' ~ on the ~'fExperts", U.S. 
• __~ , ~ • • • " ~ '\ Ntc....egulato mmissionand� 

The • 'mtatlrJt: ' .... -" ~ce Livermo ationa! Laboratory,'�-+' fur ~.d;..I: Vd*NUREOICR-6372,1997 

•� : Judgments are required to assess whether 
bounding assumptions or calculations are 
appropriately conservative 

•� Uncertainties are large and significant, 
and judgments of outside technical 
experts are useful in illuminating the 
specific issue 

4.3.4 Identification of Expert Judgment 
Process, The PRA analysis team shall 
determine: 
(a) the degree of importance and the level 
of complexity of the issue; and 
(b) whether the process will use a single 
en~ity (individual, team,. company, etc.) that 
WIll act as an evaluator and integrator and 

will be. respousible fur dweloping!l'\
commumty distributio~QI'.~ a pane/Q[' 

and co~~utims o~~ of 
experts to as-»ldevMp the composite 
distributi8fl-·of the informed technical 
cOmmunity. 

4.3.5 Identification and Selection of 
Evaluator Experts~ The PRA analysis team 
shall identify one or more experts capable of 
evaluating the relative credibility of multiple 
alternative hypotheses to explain the available 
information. These experts shall evaluate all 
potential hypotheses and bases of inputs from 
the literature, and from proponents and 
resource experts, and shall provide: 
(a)� their own input; and 
(b)� their representation of the community 

distribution. 

4.3.6 Identification and Selection of 
Technical Issue Experts+ If needed, the PRA 
analysis team shall also identify other 
technical issue experts such as: 
(a) experts who advocate particular 
hypotheses� or technical positions, for 

example, an individual who evaluates 
data and develops a particular hypothesis 
to explain the data 

'(b) technical experts with knowledge of a 
particular technical area of importance to 
the issue. 

4.3.7 Responsibility for the Expert 
Judgment, The PRA analysis team shall 
.assign resp<:msibility for the 'resulting 
Judgments, eIther to an integrator or shared 
with the experts. Each individual expert shall 
accept responsibility for his individual 

judgments and interpretations, 

References .� 
[4.3-1] R.J. BUdni~sto~s, D.M.� 
Boo~. ~~persm1th, CA.� 

~.~-~"""
tW-. dime slisaue Hazard AnalySlS: 

[4.3-2]I.P. Ko~ M.P. Lee, N.A. Eisenberg, . 
and. ~.R DeWlspelare, "Branch Technical 
PosItIon on the Use ofExpert Elicitation in 
the High-Level, Radioactive Waste Program", 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office� 
of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards,� 
Report ~G-1563,1996
 

~~.~-3] Pacific Gas and Electric Company"� 
Fmal Report of the Diablo Canyon Long

Term Seismic Program", US Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Docket numbers 50
275 and 50-323. 
[4.3-4] Geomatrix, "Probabilistic Volcanic 
Hazards Analysis for Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada", U..S. Department of Energy Yucca 
Mountain Project, Report BAOOO-I717
2200-00082,1996 

4:4 PRA Requirements 

4.4.1 ,Derivation. Objectives 'were 
establIshed for each of the nine elements 
used to characterize a PRAThe Objectives 
reflect substantial experience accumulated 
with .PRA d~velopment and usage, and are 
consIstent WIth the PRA Procedures Guide 
(Reference [4.4. I-I]) and the NEI-OO-02 Peer 
ReView Process Guidance (Reference [4.4.1
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23). These Objectives form the basis for Capability Category and some extend across 
development of the High Level two or three Capability Categories. When an 
Requirements (HLRs) for each element that action statement extends to more than one 
were. used" in tum, to defme the Supporting. category, it applies equally to each CapabilityReqUIrements (SRs). 

Category, but the scope of applicability willIn setting the High Level 
be commensurate with the CapabilityRequirements for each Element, the goal was 
Category criteria in Table 1.3-1 'and . the to derive, based on the Objectives, an 
scope and level of detail required by otherirr~ducible set of :firm. requirements, 
associated SRs. It is intended that, byapphcable to PRAs that support all levels of 
meeting all the SRs under a given HLR, a application, to guide the development of 
.PRA will meet that HLR.Supporting Requirements. This goal reflects 

the diversity of approaches that have been 
used to develop existing PRAs and the need References 
to allow for technological innovations in the [4.4.1-1] A Guide to the Performance 
future. An additional goal was to derive a ofProbabilistic~=ents for 
reas~nably small set of High Level N~=~~G/CR-2300, 
ReqUIrements that capture all the impc>l'taJm J ~3~ • . 
technical issues that rw1tlRiied in It.\,. ["'-.1-2] Pro.Ullistic Risk Assessment 
~fforts ,.~mr~ tIfsr~ and, '~",~ Proce' tn~NEI'*02, 
unPlemtD~¥"2Il~~RefeIW-J' " .,. \J .proce8S!!ce. t !~t".~~~ , ,..---, , \J .

The Leve, J!.ecppn genlrlly '-
address 1iHI'ofJm;DA ml1Uch� 
as: t ....-.1� 
• Scope and level ofdetail� 
a model fidelity and realism� 
• output or quantitative results (if� 

applicable) 
• documentation 

Three sets of SRs Were� 
developed to support the HLRs in the form of� 
action statements for the various capability� 
~ategories in the Standard. Therefore, there� 
IS a complete set of SRs provided for each of� 
the three PRA Capability Categories� 
described in Subsection 1.3 .� 

4.4.2, Requirements. Tables 4.4-1 through 
4.4-9 list the HLRs and SRs for each of the 
nine PRA Elements. Each Table is preceded 
by a statement of the Objectives for the 
Elements. The SRs are numbered and� 
labeled to identify the HLR that is supported.� 
For each Capability Category, the SRs define� 
the minimum requirements necessary to meet� 
that Capability Category. In these tables,� 

~ some action statements apply to only one� 
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4.4.1 INITIATING EVENT ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE& The objective of the initiating event analysis is ~ to iden1ifv P.-.uY events that could lead to core damage in such:;;- I a way that: . . r ..-._-t , 
. . \ r \ , . 

. Events that challenge normal plant operation and that reqUIre n.t~"" to prevent core damage are mcluded. 

Initiating events are grouped according to the mitigation req~rta& the eflkient modeling of plant response....-----. 
• Frequencies of the initiating event groups are quantified.' t .•) r- ~ .1 

~#.,~LJ,J 
TABLE 4.4-1 HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR INlTIA~G ntMs ANALYSIS (HLR.-IE) 

- --. 
A� The initiatfng event anarysis snan· proviOe a reasonab1y complete idenlificatiJ..Ir~~ e\'eD1:s.. 

'''~'� .B� The initia1inr8 event anal)'Si!l shalL gn:4Jp Ihe initillri.n@ evaJIJ ~  1IIat e'to-eB • "same 8JU1.IP ba\"e similar mitigatillD~#J:1stricti'lju therequiJements (ie.~ o.e requiremeuIs fur III05t evc:ms in the PMJP are limiting' mitigation. 
requiremeDts fur me group) 10 feci1itare III e:f6cimt bu.t realistic estimation of ~  •••• . 

~··\r··  . 
C The imtiB!ing ~'eDI' aoal,.m shaD estimare the lUIIlU8I fi'equenc:y ofeacb mitiatiogWem • tiatiag .evart ~  

D� The initiating event analysis shall be documented in a manner that facilitates PRA aPPttl~ns, upgrades, and peer 
review by describing the processes that were followed to select, group, an~~ting event list and to 
model and..q~ the. .initiatin&. .event Jre'Q]Jencies.. with. ...aSSUDlPtions. and b • 

. .
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.. 
TABLE 4.4-1. SUPPORTING REQillREMENTS FOR INITIATING. EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH 

IDENTIFJCATlON 
The • ••• event is shall ororide a reasonab Y. ull.Dlete identific 

lDdoN(J. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABrr...ITYpTl
'. 1 ,--••IE-A� 

IE-Al USE a stnK:tured, systematic proc;ess ror idattifyiog iniulling ~ 

 JJftWe1' logic magr.am.t. hew balant'efind~ tTe'e'~ urjaU"f! ~~  

on abo C'OmWIIm ei91D1owd ar Q stflFftm!DO'int. ""'••...-'.---..., . 
t .... r\. ' , 

)",.'\. .J.J 
~ 

t-, t:;».. ."~  

(.'..., ..,
f.;\{·\l 

".•••••1" ,....., 

LEVEL REOillREMENT A, 
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TABLE 4.4-la SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT At 
IDENTIFICATION. 

,ide a AllSOUIJb" ~lNIIIJIde  idmt:ifiadion ld iDitiIliwl[ fl'e..... tHLR-JE.Al .; 
IDdo: No.. CAJlMJD.nY CATEGORY 1 CAJlABILITY CA~  I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
IE-A •• II 
IE-A2 IDENTIFY those initiating events and event categories that 'P. hnd that require successful mitigation to 

IPrevent core damage. In the identification, ACCOUNT .FOR 'the~' . plant 'fie feabns to influence initiating events. 
lNCLUDE in the spectrum of internal-event challenges It leutthe fa 4~ and within eacb genend~' 

IXCORPORATE each initiating event category in the model quantita .. tis rc1BtiYe froqlXDC)'", 1II1bc ~OD, 

SEPARATE into different categories based on whether C\'tIIts hlYC diffi:t_~ , wrt perfurmance, safet). fVn.c1iaDlS, BDd 
poss~bilities for recovery. The following list is not intended to be B!l-~~ ,......, • " 
TranSients " J 1._...L!
INCLL1>E among the transients both equipment and human i:ndw:d e'Iollllbl ~ ~~plaDt and 1.eM'C 'the~. So)'Stml pressure 
boundary intact. 
LOCAs . 
INCLUDE in the LOCA category both equipment and human induced ev 
system with a resulting loss of core coolant inventory. DIFFERENTIATE 
defmed rationale for the differentiation: 

Small LOCAs 
&amplel: reactor coolant pump seal L()(;k, small pipe breab 

Medium LOCAs 
Examples: stuck open safety or relie!valves 

tare LOCAs 
E:xmrrpkl: inadvertent ADS, component ruptures 

Excessive LOCAs (LOCAs that cannot be mitie:ated bv 
E%Dmple: reactor pressure vessel rupture 

LOCAs Outside Containment 
Example: pipe breaks outside containment 

ISLOCAs 
INCLUDE postulated events representing active components in systems 

/~~:.,'
 

~
 

~..-.-.....
disrupt 'the plsDt ~ ea.tJsing a breach in the core coolant 
~~~.~ in10 at Se&st the following categories, using a

"• t ..~-1 
, ".... r
J,- " 

(", 
- ._••• 
,-._, r.r·

. 

, ..
11 

inte.t.:;.a"rfilcel:tor coolant sySIem. that oouJd fail or be 
operated in such a manner as to result in an uncontrolled loss of core coolant [e.g., inJerliu:iilsI-ms LOCA.1 (lSLOCAs»).. 

Soecial initiators. (e.g., support systems failures, instrument line breaks) 
Internal f'lOodmll initiators (see IF-Dl and D2l. 

• These initiators mav result in either a transient or a tOCA Jxpe of sequence 
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TABLE 4.4-1. SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS illGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT A. 
IDENTIFICATION 

Tlae illitiatinl f"eU analnis slIalI a. 
ladeI No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CAn:~  1 CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
lIE·A 

IE-AJ REVIEW the plant-specific initiating event experience of all ~.to-;13ta:! the list'of challenges accounts for plant 
experience. ~VIEW expe~ence and analyses at similar plants \'l the list of challenges included in the model 

r -- --- , 

accounts for� mdustry expenence. 
IE-A4� PERFORM a systematic e¥a1qatjOD of 

eac~ ~~st~m to assess the. possibility of 
an mItlatmg� event occumng due to a 
failure of the� system. 

PERFORM a qualitative review of 
system impacts to identifypotentially 
nsk-slgmficant system mltIatmg events. 

INCLUDE initiating events resulting 
from multiple failures, if the equipment 
failures result from a common cause. 

\ • _ 
PERFO~ a s~·~ of each 
~ 10 a5SCSS !he PI:~.ild.I''''!1i; 

i.nItia1iDg C'io'CDt oocu:rriJ:IB1IIlatifilfaVwl of 
the system. J J' .� f~' · IUSE a structured approll4f\Suclttrt ~  

~.sysIem moiew~lIIiDg event 
potential, or an FMEA [ ~W 
effects analysis] or fault tree) ~  

document the possibility Of~li~ 

event resulting from. system.' , 
,,' 

INCLUDE initi8tingev=:t:::W11b•
multiple fail'1Jre9, ifilie: . _ • 
result from a common cause.. 

In the identification of the initiating events, INCORPORATE (i) events that haveIE-AS 
operation (i.e., during low-power or shutdown conditions); and (ii) events I ...... 
prior to reaching low-power conditions, unless it is determined that an a'edi!tlcf8AJI~ 

PERFORM a systematic evaluation of 
each system to assess the possibility of 
an initiating event occurring due to a 
failure of the system. 

DEVELOP a detailed model of system 
interfaces including fault tree 
development. PERFORM an FMEA 
(failure modes and effects analysis) to 
assess and document the possibility of 
an initiating� event resulting from 
individual systems or train failures. 

INCLUDE initiating events resulting 
m multiple fa~lures, if the equipmenl. 

failures result ftom a common cause. 

conditions other than at-power 
Ued ~ that iDcl:wJe a sc:nun 
to at-pavio'el' operatioo.. 
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IE-A6 

IDdexNo. 
IE-A 

IE-A7 

IE-A9 

IE-A8 In searching for initiating ev~' 

Rliamnenu of !mJ1IXlrt1na ~".~ 

cause an initiating eve:nt, or ~'ri: 

functions that would reswt 

IE-AI0 

lNTP.RVW.W nt"nt nnP.NIhnnli 

mamtenance, engmeermg, and'safety 
analysis personnel to determine if. 
potential initiating events have been 
o.verlooked, 

In searching for initiating events, 
ACCOUNT FOR initiating event 
precursors, both to help identify 
i,nitiating events, and to provide a 
partial basis for quantifying their 
frequencies, 

events quantitatively in the PRA in a 
'.vidual support systems (or trains) 

'ce water that may impact the model 
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TABLE 4.4-tb SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT B. 
GROUPING� 

The initiating event'anaiysis shan group the initiating events so that events in the L~up  have similar mitigation requirements 
(i.e.• the requirements for most events in the group are less ~trietive,,'II!iJiiDl!"dg8tioDrequireJileDts for the group) to 

facilitate an efficient+ but realistic estlmtti.,.II't'ti\ (fLR-IE-Bl 
. . 

Iudex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I ] CAPABILITY C " , __• .,J-:w' ICAPABILITY CATEGORY III 
IE-B 
IE-Bl COMBINE initiating events into groups to facilitate definitiO~.eIl~S in the ~ccident Sequence Analysis 

element (Section 4.4.2) and to facilitate quantificatinn in 1hO •• ,l!tr(Section 4.4.8). Functional initiating 
event categories refer to initiating events grouped fot the purpose of 8CC~  Mce definition, while quantification 
initiating event categories refer to those grouped for separate quan~ t::ident sequences. When initiating events' 
are not grouped for either of these purposes, PROVIDE a. separate: en ~ce evaluation for each selected initiating 
event t-·.- ---IE-B2� USE a stnlctured, systematic process for grouping initiating events. For~ a systematic approach may employ . 
master logic diagrams, heat balancefault trees, orfailure modes and ej]e6ls ~ (FMEA). 

~J"	 ..' 
1 

.-
,\.J

I�



.......f� ,.....\ 
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TABLE 4.4-1b SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B. 
GROUPING . 

The initiating event analysil shaD group the initiating events so that events in the same group have similar mitigation requirements 
(i.e., the requirements for most events in the group are less restrictive than the JilltII'II mitigation requirem~nts for the group) to 

. facilitate an efficient, but ~ estiDlfdll!!~. <fLR-IE-B),. . 
IDdo: No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY C TlGORY 'I, I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
IE-B l '.,..~  _, 

...---t--=:,:=-==~:-:--:-----~--:-------:---I
IE-BJ GROUP initiating events only when GROUP inipating events oM, e GROUP initiating events only when the 

the following can be assured: a) following can be ~:~liftlftrit~ following can be assured: (a) Events 
Events can be considered similar in considered similar in tel'llllo~eJ , can be considered similar in terms of 
terms of plant and operator response, response, success criteria, . . , plant response, success criteria, timing, 
success criteria, timing, or b) events effect on the operability anci~ ~, and the effect on the operability and 
can be subsumed into a group and of operators and relevant ~.. performance of oPerators and relevant 
bounded by the worst case impacts systems; or (b) events: can ~~umed. mitigating systems; or (b) events can be 
within the "new" group. into a group and bounded ~~~ subsumed into a group and bounded by 

. .impacts within the "new" group., t-., worst case impacts within the "new' 
, \' .' group.
J " . 

~" ~avoid conservatism, DO NOT ADD 
• ._.-.- tiating events to a group and DO 
t.~\r· T SUBSUME events into a group 
. I the impacts are comparable to or' 

than those of the remaining events 
group. or it is d~onstrated that 

.Jr"'"tgt'Ouping does not !!wreciably 
,lJIIlP4:t CDF or LERF. 
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TADY 4.4-1b SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT B. 
GROUPING .� 

The initiating event analysis shaii group the initiating events so that events in the same group have similar mitigation requirements 
(i.e., the requirements for most events in the group are less restrictive than t :he ....... m.itigation requirem.ents for the group) to 

. facilitate an efficient, but reaIis~e estimtb1:.irtPlE. <fLR-IE-B)· .'r II • 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY C~ .. qu CAPABllJTY CATEGORY m 
IE-B 
IE-B4 

c-· _.. 
~ _~.)" , \" '-,. . 

(!,,/' ••, 

.t:~\f\j 

IP. 
r::•••••• , 
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TABLE 4.4.:.1c SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT ~ 
. OUANTIFICATION 

The initiating eVent analyl. shaD estimate the annual frequency of each iDitia....ent or initiating event P'Oup._(llLR-1E-C).---� -. 
~ No. I CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABannTEOOaV I I . I CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 

IE-CI� CALCULATE the initiating event frequency from plant specific ~~eafdata are available. Otherwise, USE generic data 
(see IE-C2). USE the most recent applicable data to quantify the im~t ~uencies. CREDIT recovery actions as 
appropriate; JUSTIFY each such credit. Data from the initial year qf~rationmay be excluded; ifexcluded,
JUSTIFY. . \:::;-i-~ -r 

IE-C2 Ifnecessary because insufficient plant-specific data are available (see ¥It, m'tfneric Ifnecessary because insufficientI
industry data in the quantification of initiatiQ.g event frequencies. fl~.~ \.. I' plant-specific data are available 

y -...� (see IE-Cl), USE a Bayesian 
update process of generic industry 
data in the quantification of 
initiatinR event fteauencies. 

IE-C3� CALCULATE initiating event frequencies on a reactor-year basis. Specifi - uences initiated at power, ACCOUNT in 
the initiating event analysis for the plant availability, such that the weighted by the fraction of time the plant is at
power. ACCOUNT FOR differences ~hi~cal plant aV~ill~ofevent occutrences in the plant database 
and present or expected' future plant availability which could be different alues. . 

. t~  ........"� ,....., 
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TABLE 4.4-1e SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT C. 
OUANTmCATION 

'.The initiating event .Daly." shall estimate the annual frequency of each initiating event or initiating event group.JHLR-1E-C) 

IDdexNo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 
'.

CAPABn,n-c-A'I'Ii'-CORY n CAPABILITY CATEGOaVm,,--.,....,. ,
IE-C 
IE-C4 USE as screening criteria no higher than the following charactet¥i& (or mot stmgent characteristics as devised by the analyst) 

to eliminate initiating events from further evaluation: .l "...~  ; 
(a) the frequency of the event is less than lE-7 per reactor-year (/I»_~ent does not involve either an ISLOCA, 
containment bypass, or reactor pressure vessel rupttJie; ••- ..-." . 
(b) the frequency ofthe event is less than IE-6/I)' and cme ~t.~ unless at least two tIalns of niiiigating systems I 

are failed independent of the initiator. or .� .J, 
(c) the resulting reactor shutdown is not an immediate occurrence.~, JvJf1t does not require the plant to go to shutdown 
conditions until sufficient time has expired during which the initj~entaftlthl1ons, with a high degree of certainty (based on 
supporting calculations), are detected and corrected before norm iIll ple.at.0Etion is curtail~ (either administratively or 
automatically). . '-_ --_. 
If either criterion (a) or (b) above is used, then CONFIRM that the value S\e.Iti.w:tle criterion meets the requirements in the 
Data-A.1IQlvsis section (Subsection 4.4.6) and the Level-l-ouantification selti~uMtection 4.4.8). 

IE-C5� USE tUne trend analysis to- " account for established trends,t:,......, 
.e.g., decreasing reactor trip rates 
in recent years. JUSTIFYi:·~\t1i exclusion of earlier years that are 
not representative of current data. 
One ~le methodology for 
time-trend analysis is found in 
Reference r4.4.1-1 .. 

IE-C6� Some initiating events are amenable to fault-tree modeling as the appropriatl-dftc)~ them. These initiating events, usually 
support system failure events, are highly dependent upon plant-speeiific design features. *ltIl the fault-tree approach is used, USE 
the appropriate systems-analysis requirements for fault-tree modeling found in the Systems Analysis section (Subsection 4.4.4). 
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TABLE 4.4-1e SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUlREMENT C, 
OUANTIFICATION 

The initiating event analy~iI shaD estimate the annual frequency of each initiating event or initiating event group._(HLR~ 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
IE-C 
IE-:C7 

IE-C8 

IE-C9 lffault-tree modeling is '-'-'~-specific information in the assessment and 
quantification ofrecovery ac4o~)vailable. See Human Reliability Analysis 
Subsection 4.4.5) for further~l 

IE-CIO COMPARE and RESOLVE the results of the initiating event analysis wi~c data sources to provide a reasonableness check 
of the quantitative and qualitative results. r#,- ... 

p••
.....'---- ..� 

.......1·� ,.....,� 
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TABLE 4.4-1e SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT ~ 

OUANTIFICATION 
The initiating event anl1y~is shall estimate the annual frequency of each initiating event or initiating event group._(HLR-IE-C) '. 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I . CAPABIII'IVC'"ATF~Y  n . 'r--~-I-IE-C� I , .. 
1E-C11� For rare mltJatmg events, USE mdustry genenc data and ACCOUN r tor p~'fimctip.~or  extremely 

rare initiating events, engineering judgment may be used; ifuscd, AUGMENT' 'QIIIfi (llleric data 
sources. Refer to Section 4.3, Use of Expert Judgment, as appropriate. '.--.." 

For purposes of this Requirement, a "rare event" is au event that might ~ I e~~ few times' 
throughout the world nuclear industry over many years. An "extremely rare e¥ 
expected to occur even once throughout ~e industry over many 'years. 

~ eDt opt ,ould not be 
#J J' 

,#~#4\. 	 " Y .... 

c· .._- .-, ~;\

", \''-"# 

J", 
(,.. ..,�
c·~\t11
 

lp., ......:~\ ,.-- 1 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 

For rare initiating events, USE industry 
generic data and AUGMENT with a plant 
specific fault tree or other similar 
evaluation that accounts for plant specific 
features. For extremely rare initiating 
events, engineering judgment may be 
used; if used, AUGMENT with 
applicable generic data sources. . Refer 
to Section 4.3, Use of Expert Judgment, 
as appropriate. 

For 'purposes of this Requirement, a "rare 
event" is au event that might be expected 
to occur one or a few times throughout 
the world nuclear industry over many 
years. ~ "extremely rare event" is an 
event that would not be expected to occur 
even once throughout the industry over 
many years. 

INCLUDE in the quantification the plant 
specific features that could influence 
initiating events and recovery 
probabilities. ExIlmples of plant specific 

features (hot sometimes merit inclusion 
are the /oIlilwing: 

Plant geography, climate, and 
meteorology for LOOP and LOOP 
recovery 

Service water intake 
characteristics and plant experience 

LOeA frequency calculation 
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TABLE 4.4-1e SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIATING EVENTS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT C, 
OUANTIFICATION 

The initiating event analy~is llaall estimate the annual frequency of each initiating event or initiating event group••(HLR·1E-C) " 

lndex No.. 
IE-C 
1E-:C12 

Reference 

--.III!."CAPABILITY CATEGORY I . CAPABJItI'rr~~~ORY I I
I . ,,--:' ,. 

In the interfacing system LOCA frequency analysis, INCLUDE ~o~ feat"ul'9o"huit and 
procedures that could significantly influence the ISLOCA 

. 

frequtl\:Y~ .....,I I , __• .J .-----.,�. t.·__ c---' ,)l ' ,� 
- J '�c--4\-.:.,1� 
t-·· _�-., ...., ;\", \" '-,. 
f!./' ••, 
t:·~\i\} 

l~~..... 
r.~.··' \ 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 

In the ISLOCA frequency 
analysis, INCLUDE those features 
of plant and procedures that could 
significantly influence the 
ISLOCA frequency: 

EVALUATE surveillance 
procedure steps 

INCLUDE surveillance 
test intervals explicitly 

ASSESS on-line 
surveillance testing quantitatively 

QUANTIFY pipe rupture 
probability 

ADDRESS explicitly valve 
-design (e.g., air operated testable 
check valves) 

INCLUDE quantitatively 
the valve isolation capability given 
the high-to-low-pressure 
differential. 

[4.4-1-1]: NUREG/CR·S750, "Rates of Initiating Events at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants", Idaho Natiodl tngineering and Environmental 
Laboratory, Idaho Falls, February 1999 

" 
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TABLE� 

Indel 
lNo.IE-D 
IE-Dl Selection of Initiating Events ....~  • , • 

LIST and JUSTIFY functional categories considered, in acco~Jretr functions considered in the 
accident sequence model. V ,-••� 
For each functional category, DOCUMENT the specific initi~_~~ts considered..� 
DOCUMENT the systematic search for plant unique and plant ~e-.~ system initiators, along with the:� 
resulting support system initiators disposition. 1 f·~-,� 
DOCUMENT the systematic search for RCS pressure boundary fail~iJ«&facing system. LOCAs.� 
DOC~MEN!  the approac.h for assessing completeness and consi~~~tiating events with plant specific� 
expenence, mdustry expenence, other comparable PRAs and.FSAj"'jptttating events. .� 
DOCUMENT the assumDtions. ~... ••- _ • 

IE-D2 Grouping and Screening of Initiating Events .~\Il 

DOCUMENT the basis for screening out initiators as risk insignificant. 
DOCUMENT the basis for grouping and subsuming initiating events. This may • 
criteria from the Systems Analysis section (Subsection 4.4.4) and Success Criteria I 
Standard. tI'••••• 
DOCUMENT the assumptions. ,.- - .-. 
DOCUMENT the msmiMal of any observed initiating events, includin2 any credit 

:ace with the required success 
on (Subsection 4.4.3) of this 
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lodex 
lNo.IE-D 
IE-D3 Quantification of Initiating Event Frequencies -'••..-.,

_r~~L ..~-t,  .
~?~l!MENT  the derivation of the initiating event: frequenci~ .,vc\ies used in conjunction with the� 
Imbatmg event. '" ... ~ , .� 
DOCUMENT the approach to quantification of each mltIatmg; ~.2as data analysIs or model approach.� 
EXPLAIN any large deviations (such as an order-of-magnitud ~m comparable generic data.� 
When fault tree models are used to estimate initiating event ~~cies, AP.PLY appropriate aspects of system analysis� 
documentation requirements including any modeling assumptio, • --.. .� 
When fault trees are used to develop iDitiatiDg event frequencies, ~~,»W the applicable system. failure� 
modes are taken into account for each fault tree. I \" .'� 
DOCUMENT the methodology and approach when using data anal~  ~tIOds  to estimate iDitiating event� 
frequencies; also, IDENTIFY the data used. (:,,'� 
DOCUMENT the justification for exclusion ofany ~ ..._ •••••� 
DOCUMENT the basis for the availability factor used to convert ~~encies to events per reactor year.� 
IDENTIFY potential time dependent aspects ofthe iDitiating event ~uMes, tcIj>oCUMENT assumptions made� 
to obtain average frequencies. .� 
DOCUMENT the process for computing initiating event frequencies.� 
DOCUMENT the imoortant assumotions made in the analvsis that affect the re suJ.'_.� 

IE-D4 Interfaces with Other PRA Tasks ~.. •,.... 
DOCUMENT specific interfaces with other PRA tasks for traceability, and to St"nnfiguration control when 
interfacinsz tasks are 

•� 
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...� 4.4.2 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE: The objective of the accident sequence element is ensure that the response of the plant's systems and operators to an 
initiating event is reflected in'the assessment of CDF and LERF in.such a way tbat~ ••tII 

r'" •
•� Significant operator actions, mitigation systems, and phenomena tha\at-ar:;;u~ces are appropriately included in the accident 

sequence model event tree structure and sequence definition. \._\ ~  ) 
•� Plant-specific dependencies are reflected in the accident sequence ~ _-.,I • 
•� Success criteria are available to support the individual function su~times, and time windows for operator actions for 

each critical safety function modeled in the accident sequences. ..----., 
•� End states are clearly defined to be core damage or successful mitigationtMCbi~support'the Level 1 to Level 2 interface.~ 

# , 

Table 4.4.2 HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR ACC ~ ICE ANALYSIS (HLR-AS) 

A� The accident sequeD<C 8D8l~  sbaIl describe the phmt-specific scenarios ..s;,;.~ ~ge following each initiating 
event or initiating event category. These scenarios shall address system resPO~ *.ld- r actions, including recovery 
actions, that support the key safety functions necessary to prevent core damage. J \.',. , 

B.� Dependencies due to initiating events, human interface, functional dependenci~ ~nm.ental and spatial impacts, and common 
cause failures shall be addressed. • ~  ...... 

C.� Documentation shall be performed in a manner that facilitates peer review, a~"'~ ·os and applications of the 
PRA by describing the processes that were used, and providing details of the ~ ~' d their bases. , 

.� ~. . 
• 

t2 

1"•••••f ,....., 
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TABLE 4.4-28 . 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS (SR-AS): 

mGB-LEVELREQUIRE~ . 
The _"ident sequence analysis shall describe the put-specific ~nario..r.......~ core damage foUowing each initiating ev~nt  or 
initiating event eategory. These scenarios shaU address system responses\ml operat4' .pions, including recovery _dions, that support 

the kev safetv fuDdioDl neeesl8l'Y to orev"'t lore da_2.. CHLR-AS-A' 
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITYQ\TMfJlNX I CAPABILITYCATEGORYID 

AS-A '.---A~-Al CHOOSE a method for A.ccident SeQuence A.nalvats that explicitly80=...atfpropriate'combinations ofsystem responses 
and operator actions that affect the key safety functio~s for each model tia· iii A~etlt and provides a framework to support 
sequence quantifitation. CHOOSE a method that includes an "e:vent ~ tt"r equivalent such that the accident sequence: 
losric (DlOlUCSSion) is 2I'8Dhica.llv reoresentea. . ~ ..... , . 

AS-A2 For each initiating event eroup. DEFINE in the model the necasary fe safety functions that are necessary to reach a safe stable 
state and ent core e.' .. .... . 

AS-A3 For each initiating event group, using the defined success criteria for eac ep ction, IDENTIFY the systems needed to 
mitiate the initiator. \ ~  tI _,' 

AS-A4 For each initiating event group, using the defined success criteria for each ~y~~ function, IDENTIFY the procedurally 
directed r actions. ~'. . 

AS-AS DEFINE functions and structure ofthe accident sequence ~odel in a ~ir~ tent with the plant specific EOPs, 
abnormal orocedures, training simulator exercises, and existing plant tra&i

AS-A6 Where practical, sequentially ORDER the events representing the response of .d operator actions according to the 
:_:..ft ofthe event as it occurs in the accident DlOllI'eSSion. . 

AS-A? DELINEATE the possible accident sequences for each inifiat:ing event group, unless 
the seauences can be shown to be a non-contribution usinR aualitative ar2UIDents. 

AS-AS DEFINE the end state of the accident progression as occurring when either...mmrll~  81 

reached. . t ••••• 
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.., TABLE 4.4-2• 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS SUPPQRTING REQUIREMENTS (SR-AS): 

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A: 
The accident sequeoft analysis shall describe the plant-specific scenarios that can leaJl.lf core damage following each initiating event or 
initiating event category. These scenarios shall address system ~~Dlesr=:cI.""Y;~tOr...•dioD&, including recOvery actions, that support 

the ke safe fun~fons oeeessaryto,prev•• ""'__ _ ~JHLR-AS-A)  ---=----""................. _ICAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY COR J CAPABILITYCATEGORYID[od,s NO'1 
~A  

l\S-AIO 

'S-A9 

For each initiating group, INCLUDE the 
::titieal safety function status as the 
individual events in the accident 

I JSE generic thennal hydraulic analyses 
'.g., as performed by a plant vendor for 
l class of similar plants to detennine the 
lCCident progression parameters (e.g., 
iming, temperature, pressure, steam) 
hat could potentially affect the 
loerabilitv of the mitigating sYstems. 

sequence. 

~.~  _# 

USE realistic, applicable (i~':';"!i:2tI • ., 
similar plants) thermal h~c~SCI 

to determine the acci.dent'liOii-aion,. 

USE realistic, plant-specific thennal 
hydraulic analyses to determine the 
accident progression parameters (e.g., 

parameters'(e.g., timing, ,J J timing, temperature, pressure, steam) that 
pressure, steam) that coul • , could potentially affect the operability of 
affect the operability ofth 'ligating the mitigating systems. 
sYstems. 
For each initiating event grdflpl\ ;.-.... ,For each initiating event group, explicitly 
DEVELOP the accident sequen& mOllP~ INCLUDE each system and operator. 
to sufficient detail that sign~ifi\',. action required for each critical safety 
differences in requirements ~ fun c t ion. 
and operator responses are . F~. ~ 

example, diverse systems pro' ••,. .� 
similar function need not be�~ifchoosingonc3 

does not substantially impact the sequence IP.~
 

development. If, however, choosing one� 
over another significantly changes t!:.e.... p� 

requirements for operator interVelftj.i\I_ It\� 
I the need for other systems, they sft3u:rd be 
modeled senaratelv. i 

.:' 
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.. TABLE 4.4-1•� 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS (SR-AS):� 

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT A: '. 

The ."ideDt sequeDee ualy,lI,hall describe the plaDt..peeific scenarios th.t !ll!L1Pd4o eon damage following each initiating eveDt or 
initiating event category. These scenarios shall address system, ~poDlecd'.itw ..r ldioDl. inelu~1 reeovery adio... that IUpport 

the keY ....etY faDetio.. DeeeII8l'Y to DrMDMre d.... lIILR-AS-A 
lD~eINo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABD.JTY «tAtEGORJ IIi I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 

AS-A \. '-.~  .# 

AS-All� Transfers between event trees may be used to reduce-the size and coDip~~vidual event trees. DEFINE any transfers that 
are used and the method that is used to implement them in the ~~~lIOf accident sequences and in theil' 
quantification. USE a method for implementing an event tree transter-~Jtesert~ dependencies that are part ofthe 
transferred seauence. These include functional, system, initiating eveIDt ~ del SPatial or environmental deoendencies. 

,-~.~ --� ,y ~  •• 

t-.--__,-, ....~ 
" r, \' . 

(!,,''''•••, 

'i:~\t\l  

.......1'� ,.....\ 
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TABLE 4.4-2b '" 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS (SR-AS):� 

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B 
~---� -0_- .... ------- - ------ -- 0--"'-""--- -.,..- - -- ,_ ' -- - . 

IDdexNo. CAPABll..ITY CATEGORY I C;~ABll..flllUll"QRt  n CAPABILITY CATEGORY m,,-- \AS-B� , ,~ 

AS-BI� For the initiating event, IDENTIFY the mitigating systems ed~"'· urrence ofthe initiator and the extent of 
the,impact. INCLUDE the impact of initiating events on ~~!p~ion. ' 

AS-B2 For each critical safety function, IDENTIFY its dependence r~~ 0\failure ofpreceding functions. 
INCLUDE the impact on accident progRSSion., For example. ~ , , 

•� Turbine driven system dependency on SORV, depressuriza: . ~t,Jnment  heat removal (suppression pool 
cooling). .. . ~. ..•• , , 

•� Low pressure sYstem injection success dependent on need fQtYV depressurization. 
AS-B3� For each accid~t sequence, IDENTIFY the phenomenological ~~=:y the accident progression. 

Phenomenological impacts include generation ofharsh environments = perature, pressure, debris, water . 
levels, humidity, ell:. that could impact the suec:ess of the system~ der consideration;,fur example, loss of 
pump net positive suction head (NPSH), clogging offlow paths. , E the impact ofthe ~ident progression 
phenomena. .' .___... 

AS-B4� When the event trees with conditional split fraction method is__~~_.&  .J ofEvent B is dependent on the 
occurrence or non-occw:rence ofEvent A, PLACE Event A to the l~ft of ~~t  ~  .it ~e  ordering ofevent tops. , 

AS-R'i Perc- .\-tY....._........... ··,t' ""'~':r- ..l ~1:+ ~~";} ~~A nl,rolhn~ ;h" ..··eIt + ......~ .....tlio<f.l6'!~~Wem  d�I enti Intersystem epen cles an train eve m aces. or eat tree e, an 
apply flag settings and mutually exclusive files or comparable method to reNlW.1le~ same dependencies. If plant 
configurations and mainteoance practices create dependencies ~ ignments, DEFINE and MODEL9' 
these conflgmaUons and alignments in a manner that reflects these d ·~encies. lVIDE one event sequence model 
or set ofevent trees that accounts for each initiating event or initiating event catego refined in the Initiating Event 
Analysis element so that initiating event dependencies can be properly modeled. 
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TABLE 4.4-1b� 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS (SR-AS):� 

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT B 

Depend.des that can Impact the abUity of the mitigating 'flte.. !,q.ApIrMI' function shaD be addressed. (HLR-AS-B) 

IDdex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY ~.m11  \0\ CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
~B  _4 

AS-B6 'INCLUDE events for which time pbased dependencies migkeXM:-' :-..#".-For SBOILOOP sequences, INCLUDE key time phased eventsJw:la..·., . t c--",
• AC power recovery. . .e) l ' , 
• DC battery adequacy (time dependent discharge) ' ••4\ .J J 
• Environmental conditions (e.g.• ~m cooling) for o~ui.::e:.i:m the control room 

For ATWSlfailure to scram events (for BWRs). INCLUDE key"e-. ~t  actinri~  ~nch  9R: 

• SLCS initiation , t·~.,.\' .' 
• RPV level control J " 
• ADS inhibit (,.'.-_.ft'
Other events that may be subject to explicit time dqjendent ~I • • 

• CRD as an adequate.RPV injection source . . \ 

Long term make--up to RWST ........� ,....., 
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.-....
TABLE 4•...- -- ,� . 

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS'SUP~.TIlCIE~.MENTS (SR-AS): 
. HIGH-LEVEL REQ C, . 

Documentation shaD be performed In a manner that faciUtates peer revi ~III'isAture updates and appJicatioDs of the PRA by 
describint! the Droeeues that were used. and Drovidin2 details of •••sdIIlfons made and their bases. (llLR-AS-' -- . 

IDdexNo·1 CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPAlIILITY~~ I. CAPABILITYCATEGORymI 
AS-C� ~ ••~  r- , , 

AS-C1 IDOCUMENT the results ofthe Accident Sequence Ahalysis consisten~wrtb\e.e s that was used for its development. 
AS-2S1 PROVIDE the basis for the accident SCQuence process. , ~.,_:.~.  

AS-C2 IDOCUMENT the treatment ofeach initiator and event tree to suppolf'"reviews and applications. 
AS~~	 r~. 

AS-C3 DOCUMENT the following interfaces between Accident Sequence A~~RA tasks:� . 

•� A link between the definition of initiating event category in the Initiutl; ~pfnalYSis section and.the event sequence model. 

•� The definition of core damage and associated success criteria that is '«"~t with that documented in the Success Criteria 

Task. " •••••~  

•� Key detiDitious ofopc;rator odious and oequence spec;fi. timing and ~~ e<ted ~ the event bees that is ~le to 
the HRA for these actions.. . \'. . 

•� A description ofthe interface ofthe accident sequence lD:odels with plant damage 

•� A framework for an integrated treatment ofdependencies in the Initiating EV~Y\s, Systems Analysis, Data Analysis, 
Human Reliability Analysis and Level 1 Quantification. 't~:••_t 
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TABLE 4.4-1e� 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS (SR-AS):� 

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 
Documentation shall be performed Ia a maDDer that faeilltates peer review, as ~I&"turenpdates and appHeatioDS of the PRA by 

deieribiDl! the Droeeues that were DIed. ad DrovidbJR detaillo.aiLlIIIIAliols made aDd their bua. (HLR-AS-'_, . 
Index N0'1 CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILIT\'qATEGOfl'U. I' CAPABILITYCATEGORym 

AS-C , 'I) 

!\S-C4 I DOCUMENT the following: "'. c9DctJ"" 

(a) the success criteria established for each initiatina event CIte ~  ;tq' bases for the criteria (i.e., the system. !9~  

capacities required to mitigate the accident and the necessary co~; 1ijre4 to achieve these capacities); 

(b) the models used (including all sequences) for each initiating evgpt.~ ~ J 
(c) a description of the accident progression for each sequence or Uup o~ sequences (i.e., desciiptions of the sequence 
timing, applicab!e procedural guidance, exp~ct~d enyironmen!<ll or' ~menological  ~pacts,  dependencies between systems 
and operator actIons, end states, and other pertinent information req m~lish the sequence ofevents);

.-....~-, 

(d) any assumptions that were made in developing the accident sequenc+,r~the bases for the assumptions and their 
impact on the final results; J ,,
(e) existing analyses or plant-specific calculations performed to arriv~~ criteria and expected sequence phenomena 
including necessary timing considerations; . • .-••_1)
(J) sufficient system operation information to support the modeled ~~~; 

(g) calculations or other bases used to justify equipment operability beyond its "no design parameters and for which creditt 
has been taken; and . ,Po 
(h) how all requirements for Accident Sequence Analysis have been sati .sfied:aw*u.ces are modeled using a single top 
event linked fault tree. ..- ._ 
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4.4.3 SUCCESS CRITERIA� 

OBJECTIVE: The objective of the success criteria element is to define the plant-specific measures of success and failure that support the other " 

technical elements ofthe PRA in such a way that: .......- ,
'. f' ....." ,

• Overall success criteria are defined (i.e., core damage and large early re~-:--- i , 
I,� Success criteria are defined for critical safety functions, supporting systets,~, Cf mp onents and operator actions necessary to 

support accident sequence development. , -~. 

• The methods and approaches have a firm technical basis. , , ••,. ••., 
• The resulting success criteria are referenced to the specific deterministic c~op..., • 

Table 4.4-3 mGH' LEVEL REQUIREMENTS Fo~lcE~ ~TERIA AND� 
SUPPORTING ENGINEERIN~ C~~R-SC)
 

r-·� . 
A� The overall success crill:ria fin' the PRA and the sysiem, lItI1JC\Ure, com)lOllOl1l.....~ success criteria used� 

in ,the PRA shall be defined and referenced, and shall be consistent with the featltei.' • •and operating� 
,philosophy of the plant. . j",. . .� 

B� The thermal/hydraulic, structural and other supportintg engineering bases shall)e~&1)le ofproviding succes~ criteria� 
and event timing sufficient for quantification of CDF' and LERF, determinatio&dfthe JiIlW.-r-pact ofsuccess� 
criteria on SSC and human action importance, and the impact OflUlcertainty OnS~ . .� 

C� Documentation shall be performed in a manner that facilitates peer review, as weft es and applications� 
of the PRA, by describing the processes that were used, and providing details of the p~ade and their bases..� 

........� ,....., 
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Table 4.4-3a . 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS CRITERIA AND OTHER ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS mGH 

. LEVEL REQUIREMENT A. .. 
The overall success criteria for the PRA and the system, I~cture, eGfl.1D!IIIf Ilction success criteria used in the PRA 

shaD be defined and referenced, and shall be consistent with the t~\Proccta\es, aDd operating philosophy of the plant. 
(llLR-8C-At \. - ~, 

IDdexNo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY~A...,n I CAPABILITYCATEGORym 
SC-A ~.-.  

SC-Al� USE the definition ofcore damage provided in Section 2 o~~!ffl  

If core damage has been cefined differently than in Sectio~·, r- , ~ 

. IDENTIFY any substantial diJIerences from the Section 2 detili~ _ , 

. PROVIDE the bases for the selected definition. l':.''"'--:'.1 ~I . . y ..... r 

SC-A2� SPECIFY the plant parameters (e.g., highest node re collapsed liqui~ level) and associated acceptance 
criteria (e.g., temperature limit) to be used in determining co • ._... 
SELECT these parameters such that the determination of core "~stic as practical, consistent with current 
best practice. , ", .' 
DEFINE computer code-predicted acceptance criteria with sufficultiafain between actual liniits and code-calculated 
values to allow for limitations of the codes, sophistication of th("~ls, and[.ties in the results. ., .-... . 
Examples of measures for core damage that have been used in p. e: 

•� CoUapsed liquid level less th.. 1/3 core height OR code'~ " temper.ture > ;J500"F (BWR) 
•� Collapsed liquid level below top of active Ml for a pro longedperloc( J~ cOde-predicted core peak node 

temperature > 2200°F using a code with detailed core mo deling, OR C~!j~icted core peak node temperature 
> 1800°F using a code with simplified (e.g., single-node co're mode~~ 't1Ineter) core modeling, OR 
code-predicted core exit temperature> 1200°Ffor 30 minurt...m,~  'thsimplifted core modeling (P WR) 

. ,.
SC-A3� SPECIFY the minimum set ofmitigative functions to prevent core damage or I'IIdMtivity release in the accident 

seq~ for each initiating event group. 
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.. Table 4.4-3• 
SUPPORTING REQIDREMENTS FOR SUCCESS CRITERIA AND OTHER ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS HIGH 

. LEVELREQumffiMENTA 
The overall IUeeeU criteria for the PRA and the system, structure, eom.PO~!JUuI""" action success criteria used in the PRA 

shall be defined and referenced, and shall be consistent ~~. the f~J!WII'T' and operating philosophy of the plant. 
(llLR-SC-~ '. " .• 

Index No. I CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY ~¥Ii I CAPABILITYCATEGORym 
SC-A \ '-.-' • 

lSC-A4 I SPECIFY success criteria for each of the mipgating functio~h uwating event group. 
IDENTIFY systems capable of meeting the specifi~ miti~~ ~ss criteria. 

~•.;, r
SC-A5� SPECIFY an appropriate mission time for the modeled. accid~~., 

For sequences in which stable plant conditions have been ac~lW8Irttnnimum mission ~e of 24 hours. Mission 
times for individual SSCs that function during the accident !II('~y be less than 24 hours, as long as an 
appropriate set ofSSCs and operator actions are modeled to ~ the full sequenf,:e mission time. 
For sequences in which stable plant cOnditions would not be ··~.'\.hours using the modeled plant equipment 
and human aclions, USE a longer mission time ifneeded to achi ~p~t conditions.� . 
PERFORM additional evaluation or modeling for sequences in which a state bas not been achieved by the end of the� 
mission time defined for the PRA by using an appropriate technique. ", .� 
Examples 0/appropriate techniques include: f:" .� 
•� w~lgn  un appropriate plant damage statefor tire sequence; ~---··:-1 . 
•� extend the mission time, and adjust the a.JJected Q1IQlyses, to ""dnfat~. conditions can be shown to reach 

Ilcceptable values; or . - \1" .,'r 

•� model additional system recovery or operator.actions for the sequenc'e, in ccordance with requirements stated in 
the Systems Analysis and Human Reliability sections of this standard, to dellb\strate that a succesS@ outcome is 
achieved 

SC-A6� CONFIRM that the models and inputs for thermalIhydraulic, ding engineering bases are 
consistent with the features, procedures, and oneratin2 DhilosoDh' 
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·, 
Table 4.4-3b . 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS CRITERIA AND OTHER ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS mGB·LEVEL 
REQUIREMENT B _._.. 

The thermal/hydraulic, structural and other supporting engineering ....,~ c 
timing sufficient for quantification of CDF and LERF, deter&nation 'f- .~Iattt 

action importance, and the impact of UDeertaiD~D_ detl 
Iadex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPAB~&.. 
ISC-B 
SC-Bl� USE an appropriate combination of 

]plant-specific or generic, best
estimate or conservative 
analyses/evaluations that are 
applicable to the plant. 

USE an appropriate 
estimate PIant-sPecifiC~P~~.• eneric 
analyses/evaluations (e.g.,_1'!.. 1- ic 
codes such as RELAP, ~ ~' 

.SAFERIGESTER. RETltJIIf, or'ta;alent) for 
thermallhydraulic. and other 
SUpporting engineering" of 
success criteria requiring e1~" 

modeling.� , ", .' 
Best-estimate models or ~ be 
supplemented with plant- . generjc 
FSAR or other conservative~.lIII{c\le 

to the plant� '-~\t \i 

USE best-estimate, plant specific 
models (e.g., thermal-hydraulic 
codes such as RELAP, MAAP, 
SAFERIGESTER, RETRAN, or 
equivalent) for thermal/hydraulic, 
structural, and other supporting 
engineering bases in support of 
success criteria requiring detailed 
computer modeling. 
Best-estimate plant-specific 
models or analyses may be 
supplemented with FSAR or 
generic analysis, but Ollly Ifsuch 
supplemental analyses are 
applicable to the plant and do not 
affect risk significant CDFILERF 
sequences. . 
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••� Table 4.4-3b 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS CRITERIA AND OTHER ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS HIGH LEVEL 

. REQUIREMENT B 
The therm.aJlhydnulie, straetara1 and other supporting ef!gineering bases ........p.ble of providing success criteria and event 
timing sufficient for quantification of CDF and LERF, dete~atio"~e ppact of success criteria on SSC and human 

action imnonanq...awI.tbe.impart of1lllnrbUDtl ollliiiddWnatioD.. lIILR-SCB\ 
Ipdex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILf\Y{ATEG.RfB I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
ISC-B� L.. ~.~.a# 

:SC-B2� MINIMIZE the use of expert judgment in Si_ODS where ~~ results DO NOT USE expert judgment 
exist, or situations where analysis tools exist and can reaso~ • y . in situations where applicable·.~)  t'\. ' , analysis results exist, or situations• J' where analysis tools exist and can 

.#_.~_  • _,I' reasonably be employed. 
lSC-B3� When defining success criteria, USE thermalJhydraulic, structV8l, orOlDer When defining success criteria, 

analyses/evaluations appropriate to the event being analyzed. t- • USE scenario-specific thermal./ 
Examples include: -~ --.... hydraulic, structural, or other 
• engineering� calculations; , f·~ ) analyses/evaluations appropriated' \" .,.'• computer codes with� detailedplant models; to the event being analyzed. 
• results of tests with conditions corresponding to the accident .""tea; Examp/~s  in~/ude:  . 
• results of generic or plant-specific analyses for similar transi 'S W5w • engmeermg calculatIOns;l1e 

shown to be appropriate.� t:.::. t-\ · computer codes with detailed 
. \� plant models; 

. •� results of tests with conditions 
corresponding to the accident 
sequences;. 

results olplant-specific 
analyses for similar transients 
where these are shown to be 
appropriate. 
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Table 4.4-3b 
SuPPORTING� REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS CRITERIA AND OTHER ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS HIGH LEVEL 

REQUIREMENTB� 
The thermaVhydraulic, stradanl and other supporting engineering bu••~"""'pableof providing ~ueeea criteria and event� 
timing euflieieDt for quantification of CDF and LERF, d~e~iDatio...,fIa'flJlf elmpad of success criteria on SSC and human� 

action im ortance, and the im act of DD~iDt 0'_ de Inatlo..· H:SC-B) ., 
:Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPAB~~ n CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
Se-R I \ ' .,# • 
SC-B4� USE analysis models and computer codes that have atltllf~.{l-~o-od.,.....eell-~lt-h-e -co-'-n----:d----:iti.,.....on-s-o----:f:-:i-nt-er-es-t--:-in------:-th-e-----tsufficie!t .... 

determination of success criteria for CDFILERF. and tbat~~""Of the plant. A qualitative 
evaluation of a relevant application of codes, models; or Da\bifn used for a similar class of plant 
(e.g., Owner's Group generic studies) may be used. • J.� 

II••'\. • ,#�
USE computer codes and models oniy within known limits 0 JVlPPliCMtiftfSl· _. 

SC·B5·� CHECK. the reasonableness and BCCCpfability ofthe results oft..tJj~WfiliC' structural, or other supporting 
engineering bUes used to support the success criteria , r·~,.. . 
Examples of methods to achieve this include:' • \' • . 
· COMPARE with results a/the same tmOlyses performed/or s~'~,rantSI  accounting/or differences in unique plant 

I� . 
features; I -!It 

· COMPARE with results a/similar analyses performed with o~_~ codes; 
· CHE~K by other m~  appropriate to the particular anaIYS~·~\t·  . CIo� • 

SC-B6� If significantly conservative or Ifsignificantly conservative or DO NOT USE significantly conservative 
optimistic assumptions have been optimistic assumptions have been made ptimistic assumptions in performing 
made in performing success in performing success criteria analy~. criteria analyses. 
criteria analyses, EVALUATE QUANTIFY their impacts on t··_. \ 
their impacts on CDFILERF. CDFILERF. .
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.,� 

DOCUMENT important bases. 
references, and assumptions for success 
criteria. IDENTIFY significantly 
conservative or optimistic asSumptions 
and their general� impacts on the results. 

SC-C2 DOCUMENT uses ofexpert judgment 

DOCUMENT each-or:-!!l~ criteria and the supporting eniineering bases. 
references; and ue§faii~_ptions for Success criteria and the supporting 
engineering calc~~~~oTe!  in support of the PRA. 
· 'IDENTIFY co~~t" RlWJistic, or simplifying assumptions or 

cond;itions tl- ~:.  ~ 	 . 
•� PROVIDE specific justification, based on results of evaluation or 

quantification, at~ate to the application Category, for use of 
conservative, op~~~fying assumptions or conditions. 

•� PROVIDE the basis a,rh~s criteria development process and the: 
suoool'tin2 enllineerinl ~tions. 

DOCUMENT uses of t«jdtionale for expert judgment. . ....-

SC-C3� DOCUMENT the rationale used in the application ofsuccess cri~~. the PRA for which there is more than 
one technical approach, pone ofwhich is universally accepted as correCt, '" Iproach results in significantly, 
different PRA results or insilZhts. . 

.......11·� 
,.....

t~ 

\ 
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.. Table 4.4-3e 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS CRITERIA AND OTHER ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS 

HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 
Documentation shrill be performed in a manner that facilitates peer-review, as .J~ture upgrades and applications of the PRA, 

by deserib the rocesses that were used and rovidin deta Us r loBI made and their bases. (HLR-8C-e) 
Indo No. r CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPAB ~TE YB CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
lSC-C 
SC-C4 DOCUMENT the following, to the extent they are not incl~~entation under AS-C4 and SV-Cl: 

•� the definition of core damage used in the p~ including ~~~~:selected parameter value used in the 
definition (e.g., peak cladding temperature or rea ctor vesl'£l.fe~·;  , . 

•� calculations (generic and plant-specific) or other' referencd!t1f4 ~lifh succesS criteria, and identification of cases, 
for which they are used; .J , 

•� identification of computer codes or other methods used to, t~ific success cri~ 

•� a description of the limitations (e.g., potential cOinservat" or lim tittons thtzt could challenge the applicability 0/ 
computer models in certain cases) ofthe calculations or co;-. ..__ _ _ . 

•� identification ofimportant assumptiOns used in establishing ~1Ii 
•� a summary ofsuccess criteria for the available mitigating Sy~aad~actions for each accident initiating group 

modeled in the PRA; .J \',. 
•� the basis for establishing the time available for human actions;"_,,' 
•� descriDtions oforocesses used to define success criteria for 'ents or accident uences. 

.......f� ,....., 
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., 
4.4.4 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE: The objective of the systems analysis element is to identify and quan~e causes of failure for each plant system 
represented in the initiating-event analysis and accident-sequence analysi~1fa-W8Y t1tlt: 

. ,,--..' , 
•� System-Iev~l  success criteria, mi~sion times, time windows \>r\pemror ~\ns, and as.sumptions provi?e ~h.e basis for the 

system logic models as reflected In the model. A reasonabl~~  9f'system faIlure and unavaIlabilIty modes for 
each system is represented. ,_.---' 

•� Human errors and operator actions that could influence the sy,~ty orthe.system's contribution to accident 
sequences are identified for development as part of the lIRA ~r-~  ~  

•� Different initial system alignments are evaluated to the extent needlll>r C~FlfDd LERF determination. 
•� Intersystem dependencies and intra-sy~ dependencies incl~~'human, phenomenological, and common

cause failures that could influence system unavailability or the ~'~:tribution to accident-sequence frequencies are 
identified and accounted for. t-. 

.� --
-~~TTable 4.44 mGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR SY~"LY~~ YSIS (HLR-8Y) 

, \.' ..' 
~~" 

A� The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the ure and unavailability modesca.~fs~~. 


represented in the initiating events analysis and sequence definition. t:'.~;r., .� 
B� The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete 1reatment ofcommon ca~lurt d intersystem ~ intra-system 

dependencies. 

C� The systems analysis shall be dnenmented in a IIIlIIlIICr that facil;tates PRA aPPlications" •.....1:: and peer review by describing 
the processes that were followed to select, to model, and to quantify the system ~..~  mptions and bases shall be 
stated. \ ••• 
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.. TABLE 4.4-4• 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability modes 
ftoftsented in the JDitiatbur ~Yen.~ analna an.d.. seaueDfLdeinitioD. lBLR-SY-A' 

Index No; CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAP~~C"'~Bf-f  \ I CAPABlLlTYCATEGORym 
SY-A 
SY-Al DEVELOP system. models for those systems needed to provi~r\upport ~ ;rety functions contained in the sequence 

analyses. \. ,-• .,1 , ,_..--' 
SY-A2 COLLECT ~ information to ensure that the system anal~.retlects the as-built and as-onerated sYStem. I 

Examples of such information include: . ~,~,
 

System P&IDs. one-line diagrams, instrumentation and control draw~sLoo1.al iaJIout drawings, system operating� 
procedures, abnormal operating proeedut:es. emergency procedurfA~Q;~ia calculations, the Final or Updated SAR"� 
technical specifications, training information, system descriptions a-t:i re~!1Ies;gn documents, aetual system operating� 

'r;enee and interviews with watem enlnneers and ooerators. .-.....\.r-,>;,
\' . 

) ," 
~ 

, .~c.~\y\ 

lP. 

r::••••••, 
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.., TABLE 4.4-4a 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS t\NALYSIS IDGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability modes 
reDresented in the iDitiatint! events ~lylis and HQueneejlefinition. lHLR-SY-A' 

Index No.. CAPABll..ITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY Cf'.'I!XW'f)'Ry n, I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m.".-.-.".. ,SY-A '.� 

SY-A3 REVIEW plant information sources to define or establish: \ l~ J� 
(a) system components and boundaries; \. -.• .,# ,} 

(b) dependencies on other systems; ' •••--' 
(c) instrumentation and control requirements; . ••__••., . 
(d) testing and maintenance requirements and practices; . t .•__ ,.--. ~ 

(e) operating limitations such 8$ those imposed by technical SpeCifi~c#;' 
(f) procedures for the operation ofthe system during normal and nJtions; and 
(g) system configuration during normalimd abnormal conditions -.•• , 

SY-A4 PERFORM plant walkdo~&.teVews with system engineers and plant operators 
to confirm that the systems aii81v~~ftv reflects the as-built, as-operated pl~t. 

SY-AS In the system model, INCLUDE those conditions that prevent the systemYr9t~g the desired system function. INCLUDE 
the effects of both normal and alternate system alignments, to the exte~for CDF and LERF d~termination. 

SY·A6 In defining the system model boundary (see SY-A3(a», INCLUDE wi' the components required for systemI 

operation, support systems interface req~  for actuation and operati ert'et; mponents, and other components 
whose failures would desuade or fail the SYstem. . . \1

.......1·� ,.....\ 
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.. TABLE 4.4-4• 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS.ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis IhI:U provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability modes 
reonsented .. the 1DItiatiD2 events ualvsil and IIQUln"" deftnition. lHLR-8Y-A' 

Index No; CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAP~ILITY CIff'tC!)J\.V.II \ I CAPABILiTY CATEGORY m 
SY-A 
Sf-A7� DEVELOP detailed systems models, unless sufficient ~-ltv~le to quantify the system failure probability, 

or system failure is dominated by operator actions, and omi~ not mask contributions to the results ofsupport 
systems or other dependent-failure modes. ' ••• 

. ..-.--., . 
A siDg1c data V8lue may be used for systems with no equijJmeot , ....~~es,ifdata exist that sulliciently 
represent the unreliability or UDaYailability ofthe system and accowrt _r ~ificfactors that could influence unreliability 
and unavailability. ,#:.~ ~I 

y ~ •• r 

A ~stem  model may be developed in which several failures are ~~ into SUDer comnonents. In such a "reduced" model. 
RETAIN the major contributors to system unavailability, and INC~"" ~ents or support systems shared with other 
modeled systems. ' , t'.~., ' 

'  .'.
Examples ofsystems that have sometimes not been modeled in detail i J& scram system, the po'wer-conversion system, 
instrument air, and the 1ceep-flll systems. ~~. 

.� .~•..• •••• 
JUSTIFY the use oflimited (i.e., reduced or siJude data value) modelidl~· 

SY-AS� IDENTIFY the boundaries of the components required for system operJdion.WATI definitions used to establisll the 
component f8i1ure data, or JUSTIFY an alternative assumption. For example, a co. circuitfor a pump does not need to be 
included in the system model tithe pump failure dDta wled,in quantifying the system I include control circuit failures. 

MODEL separately portions ofa component boundary that are shared by.....~...\mt or affect.~ther component, in 
lorder to account for the dependent failure mechanism.. , •• • 

,� . 

SY-A9� Ifa detailed system model is developed, MODEL separately all trains ofa multi-train 
system in the fault tree models. 
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., TABLE 4.4-4• 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS.ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonabiy complete treatment of the. causes of system failure and unavailability modes 
'. 

reoresented ill the iaifUfDm neDt. .nalY,iI and seauell£AWhfinitiOD. ffiLR-8Y-Ii\ 
IDdexNO'. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPMlILITY C~lIY..IT',  I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m . ,,--..~ 

SY-A 
SY-AIO� Ifsuper components or modules are used to simplify system fa\lt tees, PEJF~ the modularization process in a manner that 

avoids grouping events with df.tferent recovery potential, even~tbltwe~ by other systems, or events that have 
probabilities that are dependent on the scenario., '.-
Examples of such events include: .---:;~ , 
•� hardware failures that are not recoverable versus actuation A;ml\i'iClip" recoverable 
•� HE events that can have different probabilities dependent on the ~~ ~tJiferent accident sequences 
•� events which are mutuallv exclusive 01" other events not in the ~ • ~,,'J� ~.... 

•� events which occur in otherfault trees (especially common-c e events) 
•� SSCs used bv other systems r- .. 

SY-All� INCORPORATE ~ effect ofvariable success criteria into the sy~~.) 

Exam~le causes .of variable. syste~ success criteria. ar~: . \ .. -,--,., . . 
•� Different accident scenarios - different success criteria are required/or s0te\;~1U to mitigate different accident scenarios (e.g.• the 

number o/pumps required to operate in some systems is dependent upo1JllieJllcldmt initiating event category 
•� Dependence on other components - success criteria for some sys~t'" areIImnton the success of another 

component in the system (e.g., operation of additional pumps in 'S1!\'i:tt-'r'rw .systems is required ifnon-crltical 
loads are not isolated) . 

•� Time dependence - succeis criteria/or some systems are time-dependent'(e..g., required to p7'(1t1ide the neededjlow 
early following an accident initiator, but only one is requiredfor mitigation laterfollowi1J&lJ1e accident). ........� ,....., 

. , 
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.. TABLE 4.4-4• 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS. ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailabilitv modes '. 

repnseDted III the initiating events analysis and sequ~OD. lIILR-SY.A' 
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAP~D.JTY ct'~UI'  I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
SY-A . ,.-- ~l  " 
SY-A12� INCLUDE in the system model the equipment and componeiqW\c>~  ~~  r-uld affect system operability (as identified in 

the system success criteria), except when excluded using the ~Aj . 
This equipment includes both active components (e.g., pumps, vih'..,..nfr compressors) and passive components (e.g., 
piping, heat� exchangers, and tanks) required for sYstem o~erati0't::-;:~~ , 

DO NOT INCLUDE in a system model componen~ failures that woullIben~~  to system operation, unless omission 
would distort the results. ,,::;.):.J,I

y .... 

Example of a beneficial failure: A failure of an instrument in such. ~'QShton as to generate a required actuation signaL 

. -----'
--.~ .'".\'...'-,. 

(!,/' ••, 

c·~\i\l  

..1·'r::;.·,\ 
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., TABLE 4.4-4• 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability modes " 

reDre.eDted 1.0. tb..~ iDitiatiDl!. even.~ uaIYsis anc;!leQueaa Mft-ition. tHLR-8Y-A' 
IDdex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I .CAP~ILITY  Q'T£'G"(jDY..n" I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 

. ,,--"""""SY-A� 
SY-A13 INCLUDE failure modes for components contained in the m~l, ~nsistegj '1havailable data and model level ofdetail,� 

except where excluded using the criteria in SY-A14. 
For example (not a comprehensive list): , 
• active component fails to start 
• active component/ails to continue to run 
• failure of a closed component to open 
• failure of a closed component to remain closed 
• failure of an open component to close 
• failure of an open component to remain, open 
• active component spurious operation 
• plugging of an active or passive component 
• leakage of an active or passive component 
• rupture of an active or passive component 
• internal leakage of a component 
• internal rupture of a component 
• failure to provide signalloperate (e.g., instrumentation)1 
• spurious signaVoperation 
• pre-initiator human failure events 

.... ".~-,. 

~.-.  

••--:~~  

t .•
-
~)  f'l 

J ' 
' , 

".'...:." 

t-·_-_.._,�-" .....~ 
", Il' • r"

(!,;" ••, 
C:\t1i 
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., TABLE 4.4-4• 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability modes 
re resented iD tile iDitiatiD eYO" lis aDd ae dOlL R-8Y-A' 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAP~ILITY QIl CAPABILITY CATEGORY m . - ,SY-A 
S:Y-A14 In meetiDa SY-A12 and SY-A13. contributors to systan ~bility(Le., compoaeats ODd spedfic failure 

modes) may be excluded from the model ifone ofthe follo~ ~. . is met:'_. . 

•� A component may be excluded from the system model if the ftbility ofthe component failure modes 
resulting in the same effect on system operation is at least tw IDf8Iitude lower than the highest failure probability 
of the other components in the same system train that results in. e e on system operation. 

-� One or more failure modes for a co~nent may be excluded ~. model ifthe contri~ution ofthem to the total 
failure rate or probability is less than 1% ofthe total failure ~ pro'IIiW«ity for that component, taking into accOlmt the 
same effect on system operation, or . a-� . 

_� The screened contributors are position faults for components ( ... ur during or following test and 
IIIIIintAmance 1ICIivities) fur which the component R:Ceives an ~lace it in i1s noquired _ and DO other 
position faults exists (e.g., pulled breakers) that would preclude the ~~ from receiving the,signal, or . 

•� It is shown that the omission of the contributor does not have a si ~~impact on the results. ..' .DO NOT SCREEN components or failure modes using criteria (a> (b>,..~\r~dfail multiple systems or multiple: 
. f� ~••trains 0 a system. .� 

. . .� 

.........f� ,....., 
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.,� 

Index No. 
SY-A 
SY-AIS� In the systems aualysis, INCLUDE HFEs 

that cause the system or component to be 
unavailable when demanded. These events 
are referred to as pre-initiator human events. 
To avoid double counting, CHECK that the 
data within the equipment-failure data base . 
that are used for the equipment failure rates 
do not include events that are captured in 
the pre-initiator-HEP calculation. (See also 
Humail Reliabilitv. 

SY-A16� In the system model; INCLUDE HFEs) that are expected during the o~~ :ystem or component or that are accounted 
for� in the final quantification of accident sequences unless they are alre ~! in the Accident S~quence Analysis. These! 
IIFEs are referred to as post-initiator human actions.� .~ ~" 
(See also Human Reliability Analysis and Accident Sequence Analysis,.# # 

• .
SY-A17� INCLUDE in either the system model or accident sequence modeling tIldrc\>4Iffio~ cause the system to isolate or trip, or 

those conditions that once exceeded cause the system to fail, or SHOW that tW eXI In does not to ~pact  the results. 

For example,� conditions that isolate or trip a system include: 
• sjsJem~relatedpOJ'ameters such as a higjl temgerature within the s)'stem ! 

•� externalparameters used to protect the systemfrom other/ailurestf.l!'flYr,,/tiIJ/& rt'ctor pressure vessel (RPY) wate" 
level isolation signal used to prevent water intrusion into the turbines 3.rtre RCIC ~CIpumps ofaBWR) 

• adverse environmental conditions. 
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TABLE 4.4-4•.. 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT A 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability modes 
. reDnHntecl in the initiatintr: events analYsis and seaUeDt&MfinitioD. aILR-8Y-A' 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 
SY-A 
SY-A18� In the systems model, INCLUDE 

out-of-service UDBvailability for 
components due to testing and 
maintenance, unless screened, 
consistent with the actua1 practices 
and history of the plant for removing 
equipment from service. 

I CAPf\B~ITY.~I\II\  I ,CAPABILITYCATEGORym 

In the systems ~~....",,;.,., unavailability for components in the 
system model, unless ~ t with the actual practices and history ofthe 
plant for ~oving equip mJCifce 
INCLUDE: . r-.--:.. , . 
•� UDavailability causdtbf~qa. a component or system train is reconfigured. 

from its required acci~ 

function as required. ,~~.\. 

. y 
• maintenance events at ~ • 

. train for maintenance. ~ 

'e ~#' 	 . 
•� maintenance events at a su~~1 (i.e., between tagQut boundaries, such as a 

functional equipment gro~,~ directed~~.by proced~. 

Examples olout-o!-service.m8l modeled: 
•� Train outages during a :r,~tf'8  eventive/co"ective maintenance 
• Afunctional equipment group Z're from service for ' 
preventive/corrective maintenance 1~ 

•� A relief valve taken out of service 

• p>sition such that the component cannot 
•� " 

-.-
level when procedures require isolating the entire 

-..-.:._,
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., TABLE 4.4-4a� 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT A� 

The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment of the causes of system failure and unavailability Diodes� 
nDreseDted in the iDitiatbLl! events analvsis and .eu.......-mtiOD. (IILR-SY-A'� 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY<f~~i  I c;APABILITYCATEGORym 
SY·A a 
S.Y·A19 MODEL explict:"":·tl-ysy-ste-m-co-ndi':':"'·ti':'""·o-DS~that:--cause--a---:l:--oss-of=-:des:--q:i·tstem ~n IMODEL explicitly system conditions that 

by using realistic functional requirements that are supported wi~~ cause a loss ofdesired system function .by 
analysis. . '._. .., using realistic functional requirements that .� . r··--:.. . are supported with engineering analysis. 
For example: excessive heat loads, excessive electrical loads, et~ro·.fIp,~t' ,
continuetl operation of the system for the required mission time that ~. e~'m, For example:, excessive heat loads, 
plant-specific or acceptable generic analyses. ,1._,\ • " excessive electrical loads, etc. to support· 

y ..... continued operation of the system for the. 
Ifengineering analyses are not available, ASSUME that the equi~~em re.quired mission time that are ba.sed on 
fails with a probability of 1.0 or JUSTIFY the assumed failure problbilip'.-. lant-speciftc or acceptable ..Generic 

.� , f·~  yses. 
a \' ~_,  

SY·A20� DO NOT TAKE CREDIT for system or component operability beyon~td"'or design capabilities unless justified, based on an 
appropriate combination of: ,,~., ••~  . ..
• test or ~peratlonal data� . C.: r-\ 
• calculatIons� . \. 
• vendor input� . 

• expert judgment. 

JUSTIFY the basis for any credit taken. •••••..1· 
SY·A21 DEVELOP system model nomenclature in a consistent manner to allow model manip' and to represent the same 

desi2lUltor when a comDOnent failure mode is used in multiole svstems or trains. 
SY·A22 In the sUpport-state approach, ASSIGN support states to account properly for system dependencies on other systems. 
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Index No. 
SY-A 
SY-A13 

'.
References . . t··--:~~  .••~  r , , 
[4.Al44~J]  NUREG/CR-2728 Interim Reliability Evaluation Program Procedures ~~~, 3, 1983.� 
4.4.4-2 NSAC-161, Faulted Systems Recovery Experience, May 1992 l.-\.· ,�y -.•• 

t -·-----..'\ ..... ' 
• I ,- I' 
I ", _, 

.,J ,#' 

~~\t.:\\  

.......1·� ,....., 
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The systems 

Index No. 
SY-B 
SY-Bl MODEL intra-system common-cause 

failures when supported by generic or 
plant-specific data, or SHOW that they 
do not impact the results. 

•

•� 
•� 
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Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
SY-B
SY-B1 ESTABLISH common cause failure groups by using a logical, that considers similarity in: 

• service conditions� '_.-
It environment� ...--., 
• design or manufacturer t:-) r'" ~ 

" maintenance. 
t::~~~,J

JUSTIFY the basis for selecting common cause component groups 

SY-B3� ACCOUNT explicitly for the modeled systcri:J.'s dependency on s~~ie~e modeling process. This may be 
accomplished by: . , r·~  ) 
• fault tree� linking ='"',-'
• dependency matrices that are translated into event tree structure, tv ogic rules, or condition~1 split fractions 
• an evaluation that demonstrates that excluding the dependency d ~iI'Ji~ affect t~e system model. 

. .-. 

Reference ....f� 
.. 

[4.4.4-3] NUREG/CR-S48S Guidelines on Modeling Common-Cause Failures in Problft~ ~ssment,  .-,.November 20, 1998. . 
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Dotra-system 

Iodex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
SY·B 
SY·B4 

SY·B5� ------- ---CJ. --.-..--...=2_ BASE support system modeling on
J 

use of conservative success criteria and 1- realistic success criteria W&d tim.iDg, realistic success criteria and timing.� 
timing. Realistic criteria and timing may U:J1less a conservative ap~ can be� 
be used when available. iustified. ~~ - ...� 

SY·B6� IDENTIFY spatial and environmental hazards that may impact system 0P\nfo~'\\CCOUNT for them in the system fault 
tree or the accident sequence evaluation. J\',.'

"-,,,-'
For Example: Use results ofplant walkdowns as a source of informati~resM' of issues in the evaluation of their 
.� _.-.Impacts.� . •..... r 

.......f� ,....., 
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.. 
TABLE ••4-4b.� 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT B� 
The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatment ofeODlDl.,,-" failures and intersystem and intra-systeDi� 

d_nd..n ..l_ 1III.....~_11\  • 
-"rciPABIii1f~l1I~·=-----rI-·-C~AP-I\B-IL-ITY-=--CA---TE~G-O-RY-";'·m--1IndaNo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

SY-B , \ .I a 

SY-B8 INCLUDE explicit treatment ofcontainment vent effects (B~~t failure effects on system operation in the 
consideration ofpossible hazards. '._. ., 

. -.--.--
SY-B9� ~modeling a system, INCLUDE the support systems~ requinN~peration ofthe system for a required mission 

time. .. _~#~  l.J _J 
.� t'J\.-.•• ~ Examples: 

• actuation� logic, t
• support systems required/or control 0/ components, ~--- _.. 
• component motiVe power,� ' , t~~ 

• cooling 0/ components� j " ,
• any other� identified supportfrmction (e.g., heat tracing) necessaryr.,##if the success criteria and associated systems.. 

,,# .... 

Exceotions: The treatment of circular logic may require approaches 1MfIIII\ !~~mply with this criterion.-,;.. 
SY-BIO� INCLUDE support systemsrequired to supply motive power for continuous 8M succ1l;tIU1 operation ofoomponentS in 

accordance with the success criteria in the system t1IDdel (e.g., AC power to a motor-<lri.'I'I1pump). 

w-•••••• ,..····\1 
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IDENTIFY those systems that are 
required for initiation and actuation ofa 
system. MODEL them unless a 
justification is provided. In the model 
quantification, INCLUDE the presence 
of the conditions needed for automatic 
actuation (e.g., low vessel water level). 
INCLUDE permissive and lockout 
signals that are required to complete 
actuation logic. ' 

REOUIREMENT B 
failures and intersystem and intra-system 

. CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 

MODEL those s~~~IIrt~ for initiation and actuation ofa system. In 
the model quantifieati~ lNCt1fIj£..the presence of the conditions needed for 
automatic actuation (;.a.~l ~r level). INCLUDE permissive and 
lockout signals that aJe1l'l'U\COflPlete actuation logic. 

.� # J ' ,1.-' .� "y -.•• 

t-·_- ..__-" "..... r,), Il' _ 
SY·Bll� COMPARE the available inventories ofair, power, and cooling with th~~ to support the mission time. TREAT these 

inventories in the model unless a justification is provided. r#'. . .
SY-BlZ� DO NOT USE proceduralized recovery actions as the sole basis for eO' -_. system from the model. However, 

INCLUDE these recovery actions in the model quantification. 

SY-B13� . INCLUDE components that may 
.g., a common suctionpipe feeding 

I ~" "",-. 

.. " ....., 
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TABLE 4A-4b . 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT B 
The systems analysis shall provide a reasonably complete treatmen~ltIIIIH failures and intersystem and iDtn-system 

depeDdeDeies. \a.:y&~~ 

lade:,; No. I CAPABILITY CATEGORV I I CAPABILIn\Ci'fEGORV U Ir--·-C~AP-AB-IL-n-·Y-C-Ji.-TE-G-O-R-y-'-in--"I 

SY-D 
SV-B14 IDENTIFY sses that may be required to operate in conditions 

dependent failures of multiple SSCs that result frou:a operation in1'hII. 1Ill"'fe conditions. ..--..... 
Examples 0/ degraded environments include: . t .•, "-1- , 

~ 

. 

• LOCA inside containment with failure 0/c01ltainment heat remOVJ¥. \ \, 
• safety relie/Wllve operability (small LOCA, drywell spray, sevQf:flit;JWfiIr BWRs) 
• steam line breaks outside containment . V -..
II debris that could plug screens/Ji/ters (bo~h internal and externa ''taJIJI.l,.lanl), .� 
• heating o/the wa.ter supply (e.g., BWR suppression pool, PWR clJnMt';P!"arm) that could affect pump operability 
• loss ofNPSHforpumps , , ~") 

• steam bindingo/pumps.'J \',.' , 

SV-BIS INCLUDE operator interface dependencies across systems or trains, WWte"_. 
p••,-..- .. 
.......1·� ,....., 
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TABLE 4.4-4c 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C� 

The systenis analysis shall be documented in a manner that fa ICiHties PI'...lieatioDs, apgndes, ~nd  peer view by� 
Describing the process that were followed to select, to mo,tel,. and to fbIn"'~A'fY~em unavailability. Assumptions and bases� 

shaD be stated lOT It ~..  . 

~In!lexNo. I CAPAHILITYCATElJUKYl I CAPABILITY~AlfEGQ.YJII  I CAPABILITYCATEGORYm 
ISY-C 

' ..
t ······..,.-, ,..-. ,)l ' , 
,#:.~  .J J 
y -••• , 

t-·_-__.. 
-~ ....!a ;\", \" '-,. 
"!,,,,' •., 
C·~\iU 

r::••••••
lP. 

, 
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TABLE 4.4-4e'" 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 

The systems ..aIy.~  shall be documented in a manner that facilities PRA applications, upgrades, and peer view by' 
Deseribing the pi'oeeu that were followed to select, to model, and to .9;?.A.~tem unavailability. ~lumptiODl and bases 

shall be stated au.a ~C) - I 
SY-CI DOCUMENT the sysrem model Dsed ID the PRA sysrem I I ~~. Ihe ussol:iated SDCCesS mreri., the modeled 

components and failure modes including human actions, and a •.on <!'mpled dependencies including support system 
and common cause failures. .,.,1 , 

This documentation typically includes: ,_----' 
•� system fimction and operation under normal and emergency ~~, 

•� system model boundary ~ ••~  r- , , 
•� system schematic iUustrating aU equipment and·components nece or t's,.m operation 
•� information and calculations to support equipment operability 1md assumptions 
•� actual operational history indicating any past problems in the 'Stem operation 
•� system success criteria and relationship to accident sequence m ,~..__ 

•� human actions necessary for operation of system ~ ...:.~  
•� reference to system-related test and maintenance procedures \ \,7,~ 

•� system dependencies and shared component interface J "" 
•� component spatial information ~ ~, 

•� assumptions or simpliflcations made in development of the system ",~_ ••••~  . 
•� a list of all components andfailure modes included in the model, _ -Y~tI't ontor any exclusion of components 

and failure modes . \1 \ 
•� a description of the modularization process ((used) . 
•� records of resolution of logic loops developed duringf~t tree linking (if used) t" 
•� results of the system model evaluations " 
•� results ofsensitivity studies (if used) .....:~  

•� (q) the sources of the above information, (e.g., completed checldistfrOl."'ll:iowns,~ from discussions with plant 
personnel 
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TABLE 4.4-4e 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEMS .t\NALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 

The systems analysis shall be documented in a manner that facilities PRA applications, upgrades, and peer view by. 
Describing the proeea that were followed to select, to model, aDd to quotUY t!!....tem unavailability. Assumptions and bases 

. shall be stated lIIUl~  _ • . 
lades CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY qAfECOAY'D I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 

'I, 

N:o. SY-C 
SY-CZ DOCUMENT basic events in the system fault trees so that they 

SY-C3 I DOCUMENT the nomenclature used in the system model~. 

t-·-- ....-, ; ..)", ",'-,. 
....r,J..','•••"1 
C·~\t\  

.......1·� ,.....\ 
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4.4.5 HUMAN RELIABIU'ili-Jm'~SIS(I)
'. ,r--··~''" \ ,

\ \._.~J,J 

Objective: The objective of the hwnan reliability element of the PRA is to ens~~maTD;e i~ts of plant personnel actions are reflected in the 
assessment of risk in such a way that: t.--":~ ,

••~  t' 

" -' 

both pre-initiating event and post-initiating event activities, including thos~lJoleled\n  ~pport  system initiating event fault trees, are 
addressed, ~ .'\\..1 , 
logic model elements are defined to represent the effect of such person~~tio~fstem availability/unavailability and on accident 
sequence development, 
plant-specific and scenario-specific factors are-accounted for, including e~~rs  that; influence either what activities are of interest or -.human perfonnance, and ~..'\ .... ,'., 
human perfonnance issues are addressed in an integral way so that issues of d"~dJ~,ecaptured. 

I " ,.
Table 4.4-5 Higb Level ReCJ,lll"fe..tnts 

~  .." ....~ Pre-Initiator HRA . p •• • • 

A • A systematic process shaii be used tu identHy thu,: s,,:"ific routine activities Wb~;·il.t 00\1 cd com:ctly, may impact the avaUability of 
equipment necessary to perfonn system function modeling 10 the PRA. 

B • Screening of activities that need not be addressed explicitly in the model shall be based on an ass~.ent of how plant-specific operational 
practices limit the likelihood of errors in such activities. ,•••:::, 

C • For each activity that is not screened, an appropriate hwnan failure event (HFE) shallb:defined t<>\hpcterize the impact of the failure as an 
unavailability of a component, system, or function modeled in the PRA. . 

D • The assessment of the probabilities of the pre-initiator hwnan failure events shall be perfonned by using a systematic process that addresses 
the plant-specific and activity-specific influences on human perfonnance 
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Post-lDitiator HRA _.--...- . , f ,--.... ,
Table 4.4-5 High Level Requirements (coDt'd) " 

l ".._..,'
\,
-' .

E - A systematic review of the relevant procedures shall be used to identify the"-t~~.uet'ponses required for each of the accident 
es _ ••~  

sequenc r---' . "..~ r·" ,
F • Human failure events shall be defined that represent the impact afnot properly .....rmi.L Jr required responses, consistent with the structure 
and level of detail of the accident sequences. '#:4\\..-1 , 

t:,- ..... ' 
G - The assessment of the probabilities of the post-initiator HFEs shall be perfo I~ed using a well defined and self-consistent process that 
addresses the plant-specific and scenario-specific influences on human perf~, -.d~resses potential dependencies between human failure 
events in the same accident sequence. ~ ••-:_-, . 

H • Recovery actions (at the cutset or scenario level) shall be modeled only if it has ~1hal the don is plausible and feasible fur~'
those scenarios to which they are applied. Estimates of probabilities of failure shall ency on prior human failures in the scenario, . 

Pre- and Post-initiator ERA .C·' ...•.~ 

I • The HRA shall be documented in a manner that facilitates PRA applications, ~G  w by describing the processes that were 
used, and providing details of the assumptions made and their bases. 

(1) The following reference provides useful background infonnation for Human Reliability Analyis. . 
D.T.Wakefield, G.W. Parry, G.W. Hannaman, A.J.Spurgin, "Sharp 1 -Revised Sy~~ .. ~ ction Reliability PrOcedure" EPRI Report 
lP-IOI711 (I992Y r.~ •••, .. 
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Table 4.4-511 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 
BR-A 

t-Al For equipment modeled in the PRA, IDENTIfY, through are'·' 
activities that reauire realilmIllent of eauiDment outside its normal I 

BR-A2 IDENTIFY, through a review of procedures and practices, those_~.i"'ties that ifperfonned incorrectly can have an 
adverse irnDact on the automatic initiation of standby safety eCIl'..'n!~.·~  

BR-A3 IDENTIFY those work QI'ICtices that could introduce a mechaniSm WhiCh simultaneously affects eQUipment in either different 
trains ofa redundant sysIeID or diverse.systems (e.g.. use ofCOID.@ ~on equipment by the same crew on the same shift, 
a mainteDan~  or test activitv that reauires realilDlDent ofan entire1'fttell:a~se. .s.cS)). ..\',..," 

f .... J " ••••, 

t-·~\t1j 

..f\r::;.w,\ 
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T~bIe 4A-a HLR-IIR-B: Screening of _<Uritles that oeed i<lt~:;:~~in the model shall be based on an assessment of 
how plaat-epedflc operational p Ipi'" lW of e~n  in such activities. , , 

Index No. 
HR-B 
HR.-B1 

HR-B2 

CAPABDJTY CATEGORY I 

ESTABLISH rules for screening classes 
of activities from further consideration. 
For ExamDle: Screen maintenance and 
test activities only iftlteplontpractiCes 
are generally structured to include 
~e~Mm~~m~~rewroMn~ 

equipment to.standby or operational 
status on completion ofthe activity. 

CAPAB CAPABILITY CATEGORY III: 

.......1'� ,....., 
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Table 4.4-5e HLR-HR-C: For each activity that is not se~.ed out, an .pprol~te human failure event (HFE) shaD be defined to 
characterize the impact of the failure as an .~,,'Om.nent, system, or function modeled in the PRA.'. ,,__---t ,'. \ ,index No. CAPABWTY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY t\A~GORV~) CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 

HR-C� \. ..... , .. ----' 
EIR-CI DEFINE HFEs at a level of detail consistent with that of the I ~_seq~nce  models. 
HR-C For each unscreened activity, INCLUDE those modes of una~i1t'ftl8;' For each unscreened activity, INCLUDE 

following completion of each unscreened activity, result fiom faU; t ~ those modes of unavailability that, 
• equipment to the desired standby or operational status I' ,4... '-t-' fol~o~g completion ?f each unscreened 
• initiation signal or set point for equipment start-up orti4~.1 actIvIty, ~ult from faIlure. to restore: 
•� automatic realignment or power . • eqUipment to the deSIred standby ort- •__ operational status 

~ ..-.. • initiation signal or set point for ,r·~ ) equipment start-up or realignment 
, \',-' • automatic realignment or power

~J " ADD failure modes discovered through 
r .,# • the review ofplant specific or applicable 
~._ ••-., generic operating experience that leave ..-~ \t· eq~pment  unavailable for response in 

accIdent sequences. \ 
BR-C3 INCLUDE the impact of miscalibration as� a mode of failure of initiation of stadII BY systems. 

........".'" '� 
'·····\1 
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Table 4.4-Sd. 

IadexNo. 

HR-D 

HR-Dl 

HR-D2 

BR-D3 

'. 

BLR-BR-D: The assessment of the probabilities of' the pre-initia!!~anfailure events shall be performed by using a 
systematic proce&l that addresses the plaat-speGfte ut-""h""~  iaflaeDeeI on human performance. 

'. \ ~--..\ \ . 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY ~qu'q,' I CAPABILITY CATEGORY III: 
'--_.-' 

ESTIMATE the probabilities ofhuman failure events using e-fft~. Acceptable methods include THERP<I' and 
ASEp(2). . ••__ r ... 
USE screening estimates ~ the US~ detailed assessmen!lii\the \ -. USE detailed assessments in the 
quantification ofthe pre-initiator quantification ofPJ'&:~~.f,.. quantification ofpre-initiator HEPs for 
HEPs.� dominant system +\mr~ N4ning . each system. 

values may be used in the quantification 
ofthe pre-initiator"!rr..~ that 
do not appear in the dOilftllln\IR~'"
 
For each detailed human ~~ assessment, INCLUDE in the evaluation� 
~ the fOllowm::e' .�Dlant~J6e~bwantiPforp18tion:
la)� me quality ofWI umI (for pertblUlIng tasks) and administrativecontrols 

(for independent • and •••~  

(b) the quality of the ~~.. terface, including both the equipment 
configuration, and • tati n d control layout. 

,.� . 

........"1~' 
 

,......\
.! 
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••••• 

Table 4.4-Sd. HLR-RR-D: The assessment of the probabilities of the p..iDitiator human rauare eveaG IlIaD be performed by'asilll a 
systematic p..- that addresses the plant-ll*ifie an d ~.p ~ID8ae.ees  on human performance. 

r r .....~  .. , 

IDdesNo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITY ~~U4I.' I CAPABILITY CATEGORY In 
DR-D ,-..--' 
HR-D4 When taking into account self-recovery or recOvery from othca ~..mars~ estimati,ng HEPs for specific HFEs, USE pre

initiator recovety factors consistent with selected methodolo.t3~O~initiator errors is credited: 
(a) ESTABLISH the maximum credit that can be give ill for mUltip~n\:ov~ rtunities, and 
(b) USE the following infonnation to assess the potential for r¥.~~ator:
 

I post-maintenance or post-calibration tests required and oerfotD.8 ~ .� 
~ independent verification, using a written check-off list, whiciP'VerifY component status following maintenanceltesting� 
~ original perfonner, using a written check-off list, makes a ~~ ofcomponent status at a later time� 
.. work shi~ or daily checks of component status, using a wri~~~  "� 

,. ~  I 

BR-D5 ASSESS the joint probability ofthose HFEs identified as having somc\~" dependency (i.e., having some common� 
elements in their causes. such u oerformed bv the same crew in theMlna.tlite-ftame� 

BR-D6 PROVIDE III assessment ofthe uncertainty in the IlEPs. USE m.....ues wb!P.IIPviding point estimates ofHEPs� 

HR-D?� CHECK the reasonableness oftile HEPs in light orthe plant's histo"~1'ilcIlUreI  olerational practices, and experience.
eperating experience may be used- to support quantification of Impact thatWt, m$~ce and calibration activities have on 
overall System Wlavailabilitv. 

References: J' (I). NURBG/CR.-1278, Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on N i~Mi  Imt Applications, A.D. Swain and H.E. 
Guttmann, August 1983 (THERP)� \ •• • ••'\ 
(2). NUREG/CR-4772, Accident Sequence Evaluation Program Human Reliability Analysis ProcedUJ\ "D. Swain, February 1987 (ASEP) 
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. ...... 
Table 4.4-5e HLR-BR-E: A systematic review of the rele.vu~ proeed..e:1!1LU»'...tto identify the set of ~pentor  responses required 

for each oft4e ~ent..,n;'ces. , 

\ \~.~I.) 
 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CA1t~.,1 CAPABILITY CATEGORY III�..-.HR-E ......., ,�r••
HR-El� When identifying the key human response actions: ~-_\ 

(a)� REVIEW the plant-specific emergency operating procedure d.~~ljvant procedures (e.g., AOPs, annunciator 
response procedures) in the context of the accident :sceDIl1fiJt :.' 

(b)� REVIEW system operation such that an underStanding ofM""w the system(s) functions and the hmnan interfaces with the 
system is obtained. 

HR-E2� INCLUDE those actions required to 
initiate (for those systems that are not 
automatically initiated), operate, 
control, isolate, or terminate systems 
and components used in preventing or 
mitigating core damage as defined by 
the success criteria (e.g., operator 
initiates RHR as required by the EOPs 
to maintain suppression pool 
temperature below the defined limit 
(BWR», 

t..... -INCLUDE: • .....� . 
(a) those actions required to \u\~tiosesystems not automatically initiated),� 
operate, control, isolate, or.9te those systems and components used in� 
preventing or mitigating ~~ as defined by the S~s criteria (e.g., operator� 
initiates RHR);, and ." ••••• .� 
(b)those aCtions perfonn4 g staffeither in response to procedural� 
direction or as skill~f-the-Ci'8ft '" a 'led t\mctiOn, system or component that:� 
is used in the performance ofa ' in dominant sequences (e. g., Dlanual� 
start ofa standby pump following failure 0 !\Ito-start),� 

. •.....1· 
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Table 4.4-51 IILIt-BR-E: A systematic review of the relevant procedures shall be used to identify the set of operator responses 'required 
for_.. oftV~  

• 
.. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 

Index No. 
HR-E 

REVIEW the lnterpretatiomfBR·fJ 
procedureswith plantoperationsor� 
training personnel toconfirm that� 
interpretationisconsistentwith plant� 
ooerationalandtrainimmractices� 

USE simulator observations or talkBR-14 throughs with operators to confirm th~ 

·IOS I reiOOllse models for scenarios modeled. ,r-· -,., 
. ,-,7"

..,J ,,,
roO".'C·:\t\\ 
.......f� ,....., 
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Table 4.4-51� BLR-HR-F: H1UIWI faiIuft .......ba11 ... deIln~~tthe Impact of not properly performing the 
required responses, consistent with the structure a ... I • of the accident sequences .... , , 

Index No.� CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY C~W-# CAPABILITY CATEGORY m....,HR-F ..-
HR-Fl� Define a set ofHuman Failure Events (HFEs) as unaVailabilit""'aOn\~ or components as appropriate to the level 

ofdetail in the accident sequence and system models. Failures to y ern several responses may be grouped into one 
liFE ifthe imoact ofthe failures is similar or can be conservativdf. .1 

RR-)i'2� COMPLETE THE DEFINITION of COMPLE.TE THE D~the  COMPLETE THE DEFINI110N of the 
the IlFEs by specifying: HFEs by specifying: HFEs by specifYing: 
• accident se~uen~ specific timing of • accident se:cau~ ~..of .'accident sequence specific timing of 

cues, and tune wmdow for cues, and time wlndow~ ~h, cues, and time window for successful 
successful completion, and completion, and \ • ,~,'- completion, and 

•� accident sequence specific • accident sequence spec~. I • accident sequence sJJecific procedural
procedural guidance (e. g., AOPs, guidance (e. g., AOPs" s), and guidance (~. g., AOPs and EOPs), 
and BOPs), and • the availability of cue9 Other • and 

•� the availability ofcues and other indications for detectio~~.'_· •� the availability of cues and other 
indications for detection and errors, and .~\ • indications for detection and 
evaluation errors, and • the specific high level ~ks (e~JtnuJ evaluation errors, and . 

•� the complexity of the response. level) required to achieve the goal of • the specific detailed tasks (e.g.,
therespO~.  component level).required to achieve 

(Task analysis is not required) the goal o( the response. 
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Table 4.4-51 

.daNo. 
IR-G 
IR-Gl 

~ 

!IR-G3 

HLR.-HR-G: The assessment of the probabilities of the post-initiator JIll'Es shall be performed using a well deftDed and 
self-consistent process that addresses the p"'t..~"....~pedfleinfluences on ·bama performance, and 

addresses potential dependencies betw, la~reD" in th~ same accident sequence. 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

USE conservatwe estimates or 
PERFORM detailed analyses for the 
estimation ofthe HEPs of.the HFEs in 
dominant accident sequences. 
Screening values may be used for the 
pobabilities of HFEs in non-dominant 

uences. 

CAPABILITY rA1Z~~o/ CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
~.-.--' 

PERFORM detail.~6f1lil estimatio.n ofthe HEPs ofthe HFEs included in 
the model. \ ••) r-1 ~ 

•� # \. J ' 
".~...:.i' 

USE an moroach to estimatioo ofHBPs that addresses failure in ~t"..as tretMs failure to execute 
USE an approach that takes the 
following into acc:ount 
\ the complexity of the response 
\ the time available and time required 

to complete the response 
\ some measure of scenario-induced 

stnsss 

The ASEP Approach is an acceptable 
approach 

When estimating HEPs E\\6J,~ impact ofthe following plant-specific and 
scenario- specific performj.etpfmg facton: . 

•� quality (type~~m or simulator) and fkquency) of the operator 
training or ~ence•••• 

•.� quality Ofthe~e.t=nd adininistrative controls 
•� availabilityo· taD to take corrective actions 
•� degree ofclarity of c dons 
•.� hwnan-machine interface 
•� Time Available and Time R4U\1 
•� complexity ofthe requ~: 

•� environment (e.~.· iation) under which the operator is 
working • 

•� accessibility of the equipment nlldling manipulation 
•� necessity. adequacy. and availability ofspecial tools. parts, clothing. etc. 
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HR-G4 . BASE the time available to complete BASE the time available to complete actions on plant-specific thermaVhydratilic
actions on applicable generic studies analys~ or sim~~ the point in time at which operators are expected 
(e.g., thermallhydraulic analysis for to JeCeive relevaf mdJrMH-.. , . 
similar plants). SPECIFY the point in , ~ \ , . 
time at which opentors are expected to 

l~•.-II .)receive relevant indications. 

HR-GS� ESTIMATE the time required to BA~E the required .«ft8iii'Plea. . BASE the required time to complete . 
complete actions. The apmoach actions in dOminan=8Iftr..fl1U actions on actual time measurements in 
described in ASEP is an acceptable time measuiements ~.~,... either walkthroughs or talk-throughs of 
approach. w~ughsor talk- of e the procedures or simulator observations. 

Procedures or simu1a~ '_J 
HR-G6 CHECK the consistency oftbe post-initiator IIEP quantificati~~!lt1rnre IlFEs and their final IIEPs relative to each other 

to check their reasonableness Riven the scenario context. plant historY. PI'OCedures. ooerational oractices and eXPerience. 
BR-G7� For multiple human actions in the same accident sequence eti!!_~~ESS the"degree ofdependence. ACCOUNT 

for the influence of success or failure in preceding human acti0Dl'-" performance on the human event under 
consideration including: , \" ~" 

• the time required to complete aU action!' in relation to the time: availj,le w&erfonn the actions . 
• factors that could lead to denc:e e. common instrumen ~mmon ores, increased stres etc. 

HR-G8� DEFINE and JUSTIFY the minimum probability to ~ used for the multiple human etTOI'S occurring in a given 
cutset. 

BR-G9� Characterize the UD~ in the estimates oftile lIEPs, and PROVIDE :or use in the quantification ofthe PRA 
results 

.......1
9� 

,.......,� 
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Table 4.4-Sh. HLR-HR.·B: Recovery actions (at the cutlet or scenario level) shall be modeled only if it has been demonstrated that the� 
action is plausible and feasible for those Keutiol to W~S"~:=' Estimates of probabllitiel of failure .baD� 

address dependency on ~ 'i .i..- III� 

-
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY C l Rul J CAPABRJTY CATEGORY III 

~.~. .HR-B� ,-----'
_p--:1

HR-III� INCLUDE human recovery actions thatINCLUDE hum~ .... 
can restore the • ... , can restore the functions, systems, or 
components contributing d' components. 
sequences. .1.... , ~ 

BR-H2 CREDIT operator recovery actions only if, on a plant-specific ~IS: 
~ 

•� a procedure is available and operator .training has included the ~~ofcrew's training, or justification for the omission 
for one or. both is provided -,. r-.:'·,

• "cues" (e.g., alarms) that alert the operator to the recovery action ..'" -.', training, or skill of the craft exist 

HR.-B3 ACCOUNT for any dependency between the HFE for recovery and ~1iFEs in the sequence, scenano or cutset to which 
~	 .the� recovery is applied. .....~ ...

~\ ..
1 

~ 

.......f ,....., 
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Table-4.4-Si� HLR-BR-I: The HRA shall be documented in a manner that fadlitates PRA applications, up,grades and peer review by describing the 
'proceaes that Were used, and providing details of the assumptions made and their bases. 

Index No. 'CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY ~ CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 
HR-I " l f ...··.,. \ 

••� , I 

IIR-l1� DOCUMENT the HRA in enough detail to reproduce results --tnetPermit ~ic:lers to understand limitations imposed by the 
models, assumptions, and data, including the following: ... ~.~  • 
• HRA� methodology and process used to ident!fy pre- and post~s 

•� Generic and plant specific assumptions that were made in e~~: . . 
~ the bases for the assumptions ••~  ,.\. ' , 

~  their impact on the CDF and LERF results ##).J J 
• Factors used in the quantification of the h~ action, ~\• .,...f derived (their bases),' 
and how they were incorporated into the quantification process t 
•� eSource(s) ofdata used to quantify human actions, including: :~ --_ ....� 

~  screening values and their bases , r·~)
 

=> best estimates with uncertainties and their bases� j \',-' 
~  the method and treatment of dependencies for post-i initia~ IftIb'ns 
=> all pre- and post-initiator human actions evaluated by mddt~~g event and function 
=> all IIEPs for each po~·lnitiator hmoan action and si ~~ 

.......f� ,....., 
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4.4.6 DATA ANALYSIS� 

Objective: The objective of the'data analysis element is to provide estimates of ~ used to detennine the probabilities of the basic events 
representing equipment failures and unavailabilities modeled inthe.PRA in 1UC'1i~tJpt\ 

\~ \ \• . parameters, whether estimated on the basis of plant specific or generi\ ~lely reflect the configuration and operation of the plant. ."' ----',
". 

• component or system ~lIdtiicc ~ ttl> nmiiJUDIHllme mrrrgliir are d~QJ .", 

.. . the..a-.- ...~  ·i1ttdh, d ~ t::~ r-" · • uncertamtles In _ ~* lIIIW awmtIlI'JJ lllWIDunte lor ) \. ' ,UiWJ 

# ) , 

. #,~..... "•,~ 

Table 4.4-6 HIGH ~MENTS:YORDATAANALYSIS(HLR-DA)r--.__ 
-~ ---. 

A.� Bach parameter shall be clearly defined in tenns of the logic model, basic eve~:~ the model used to evaluate event� 
probability.� I" ,

~#.,I 

B. Grouping components into a homogeneous population for the purposes of p 3:'at' shall consider both the design, 
environmental, and service conditions of the components in the as-built and as 

C.� Generic parameter estimates shall be chosen and plant-specific data shall be coll -. with the parameter definitions of� 
HLR A and the grouping rationale of HLR B. •� 

D.� The parameter estimates shall be based on relevant generic industry or plant specific~' ere feasible, generic and plant� 
specific evidence shall be integrated using acceptable methods to obtain plant spefl&i'~ imates. Parameter estimates� 
for the important parameters shall be accompanied by a characterization of the uncert.aiJllty. "� 

E.� Documentation shall be perfonned in a manner that facilitates peer review, as well as future upgrades and applications of the PRA� 
by describing the processes that were used, and providing details of the assumptions made and their bases.� 
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Table 4.4- 6a SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A'" 
Each parameter shall be clearly defined in terms of the logic model, basic event boundary, 

and the model used to evaluate event probability. (HLR-DA-A)---..
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILITt'f.:p.Btl'tll I. CAPABILITY CATEGORy.m 

nA-A 
DA-Al IDENTIFY from the Systems Analysis the basic events for w\ic' probabjlti, are required. ESTABLISH definitions ofsse 

boundaries, failure modes, and mission success criteria consistclu ~~nding basic event definitions in Systems An¢ysis 
(SY- A4, SY- A7, and SY-A8) for fallure rates and commotlttll1le~~ parameters, and ESTABLISH boundaries of 
unavailability events consistent with corresponding defini~ons  ~~~Ytis  (SY-A19) 

.-'"\ " 
Basic events typically include:·� , .J L 1 J _ 
• independent or common cause failure ora cqmponent or system to start or~~ lft~	 . 
• independent or common cause failure ofa component or system to contin~"'provide a required function for a defined time period' 
•� equipment unavailable to perform its required function due to being out Ifservice for maintenance 
•� equipment unavailable to perfonn its required function due to being in test ~__ 
•� failure to recover .. function or system. (e.g. failure to recover offsito-power) -" ...... - _, 
• failure to reoair a comoonent. SYstem or function in a defined time oeriod. , • "..» ..1 

DA-A1 USE an appopri8te probability model for eadl basic event. Examples include: i ""'... 
• binomial distributions for mime on demand� # ,'" 
• Poisson distributions for standbv and ooeratin2 failures and initiatina events ,,-" 

nA_A'1 IDRNTIPV tis. pSll'SUftl!'t_ h~  tw. I!'cmmAtM And tllP. tfAtA '!'IIuinail P,YA"'llIr.......... 
•� For failures on demand or unavailability due to test or IIUIintenanee, the ~~hf'_lJit:Y of failure or unavailability on demand, and the 

data required ere the Dumber offililures given 8 Dumber ofdemand • 
•� For standby failures. operating failures, and initiating events, the parameter is the faihPe-rate. Wte data required are.the number ofwlures in the 

total (standbv or onentinal time 

.......� ,....., 
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... . Table 4.4- 6J;t SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B 
The ntionale for grouping components into a homogeneous population for the purposes of parameter estimation shall consider 

the desip, environmental, and service conditions of the components in the as-built and as-operated plant. (HLR-DA-B) _.... '. 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
DA-B 

DA-Bl For purposes of parameter estimation, 
GROUP components according to type GROUP compo~e.r._.# to type OROUP components according tQ type 
(e.g., motor-operated pump, air- (c.g., IIlClIor-opcndc~ (c.g., motor-opcralcd pump, air-
operated valve) valve) and accordin~& . 'cs operated valve) and according to the 

oftheir usage: detailed characteristics of their usage:··ll " 
• mission type ~  g )tajdby,. design/size 

.• operating), f~iC...:.,.. system characteristics
• service conditio!' (e.g., clean vs. ~ mission type(e.g., standby,. 
lUltreated water, air» t- -.... . operating), 

~  -- . di'n( 1"' r-. ') tio=> servIce COD e.g., c ean vs. 
\ ..,-', untreated water, air)
J ". => maintenance practices 

~ ~, => frequency of demands 
.~_ •••••,. environmental conditionst... r ~ • other aDDfOoriate characteristics 

DA-B1 DO NOT INCLUDE obvious outliers in the definition of a group (e.g., do n~utEOo NOT INCLUDE obvious outliers 
valves that are never tested and unlikely to be operated with those that are tested orlit in the definition of a group (e.g., do not 
otherwise manipulated frequently) . I" _up valves that.are never tested and 

'kely to be operated with those that 
tested ()r otherwise manipulated 

luently) . 

When warranted by sufficient data, 
USE appropriate hypothesis tests to 
ensure that data from grouped 
components are from compatible 

lulatiOns 
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., 
Table 4.4- 'c' SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR-DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 

Generic parameter estimates shall be chosen and plant-specific data shall be collected in accordance 
with the parameter definitions of HLR A and the P.:.O"" .....e of HLR B. (BLR-DA-C) 

0, __•• ~  --•� ~ .
\ t� ,

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I� CAPABILITY CATEGORY illCAPABILnYt~~'
DA-C 
DA-Cl� COLLECT generic parameter estimates from recognized sources. D.Ir.l~lj.r:Y.4'-e deriyation process.and source of the generic 

parameter estimates, DETERMINE that the parameter dofini~ ",nditions are coosisteot with those determined 
in response to SR-DA-A13. US~generic  data for unavail t'Y) to fes', maintenance, and repair with caution since 
different plants can have different test and maintenance philosophi ies.# j' 

, ~..\ ••#'� 
Examples of parameter estimates and associated sources'include: ....� 
• Component failure rates and probabilities, - NUREGI CR- 4630=erence 4.4.6- 1], NUREG/CR-4SS0 
~ Common canse failures - NUREGI CR- 5497 [Reference 4.4.6- ~8 

~ AC off-site power recovery - NUREG/CR-S496, NUREG/CR-S032\ ~ 03 

•� Component recovery - NSAC-161 J \',. .� 
. ~ #" .� 

• # --••
• ' ,.JI 

.1-
ADA-C2� COLLECT plant-specific data for the basic event/parameter grouping ~ t defined by requirement DA-Al.,.~, 

DA-C3� COLLECT plant-specific data from as broad a time period as possible, ~ nsi~L. L·,'th uniformity. in design, oPerational 
practices and experience. JUSTIFY the rationale for screening or disregardin; -I\Imt-specific data (e. g., plant design 
modifications, cban2es in 0 ',practices).' r 1 . 

DA-C4� ~  oval~mainteuancc or olbcr Id...... ICCOlds to _ Plant~lb·  en! failure event dalB. DEVELOP. 
clear basis for. identification of events as failures:� .;. ••- . . 
,� DISTINGUISH between tb... degrnded sta"" fnr wbkb &ilure, as modeled in the P -.Jd~~...... nn demand (e.~, an npemto, disco,"", 

that a pump bas no oil in its lubrication reservoir), and those tbat would not (e.g., slow'pick-up to rs bdl. 
•� INCLUDE as fiIilures allevents which would have resulted in a failure to uerform the mission as defined in the PM 

DA-C5� COUNT repeated plant-specific component failures occurring within a short time interval as a single failure if there is a single, 
repetitive problem. that causes the failures. In addition, COUNT only one demand 
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Index No: CAPABILITY CATEGORY I� CAPABR..ITY CATEGORY ill 
DA-C� I \ ~-- \, I 
DA-c!6� DETER~INE the number of plant-specific demands on standbl ~ns" 0'the basis of the number of: 

• surveIllance tests� ~ ~• .-I
• maintenanceacts� ~..-. _ 

'II 'h� --- .,• survel ance tests or mamtenance on ot er components. t-· r-" ,
• operational demands .·..·U. , , 
DO NOT COUNT additional demands from post-maintenance_~ is~ ofthe successful renewal.) 

DA-C7 

DA-C8 

DA-C9� ESTIMATE operational time from surveillance test 
components, and from actual operational data, 

practicestft-t\te-DETERMINE operational time from 
-~\ urveillance test records for standby 

. mponents, and.from actual o'perational 
_data. 

.......r�
,·····\1 
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Indes No. 
DA-C 
DA-CIO 

DA-Cll 

Table 4.4- 6e SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C� 
Generic parameter estimates shall be chosen and plant-specific data shall be collected in accordance� 

with the parameter definitions of HLR A and the grouping rationale of HLR B. (HLR-DA..q� 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

When using surveillance test data, 
REVIEW the test procedure to 
determine whether a test should be 
credited for each possible failure mode. 
Only COUNT complete tests or 
unplanned operational demands as 
success for component operation. 

When using data on maintenance and testing durations to estimate lues 

required by the system model, only INCLUDE those maintenance 01' test ,viti, 
sYstem unable to oerform its function when demanded. 

_ .. .....,..... 
c;n t&LWl.C\ATEOOl\YIl, 

When using sun\i1l8llt!e -;}/IIf data, 
VIEW the test ~to~jne  

hether a test should~z~r  fSCh 
possible failure moc:tr.·· . OO'UNT 
omplete tests or unpl ~b1 

demands as succeSs,1~ iP'ent 
operation. If the compKCnt f:«ure mode 
is decomposed into $lents (or 
causes) that are fully t!I 
tests that exercise specific su ~ 
their evaluation. Thus, one ~ent 

sometimes has many more~ than 
another. .# •• . ••••- ....:. 

...•••••1\� ,.....,� 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
When using surveillance test .data, 
REVIEW the test procedure to 
determine whether a test should be 
credited for each possible failure mode. 
Only COUNT complete tests or 
unplanned operational demands as 
success for component operation. 
DECOMPOSE the component failure 
mode into sub-elements (or causes) that 
are fully tested, and USE tests that 
exercise specific sub-elements in their 
evaluation. Thus, one sub-element 
sometimes has many more successes 
than ariother. 

component, train, or system level, as 
t could leave the component, train, or 
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Table 4.4- 6c SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 
Generic parameter estimates shall be chosen and plant-specific data shall be collected in accordance 

with the parameter definitions of HLR A and the grouping rationale of HLR B. (HLR-DA-C) ...-....,t' __•• 
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITl' CATEG<tl"1 n I' CAPABILITY CATEGORY fill 
DA-e I 
DA-e12 EVALUATE the duration of the actual EVALUATE the d_tioY8~ time that the equipment was unavailable for 

time that the equipment was unavailable each contributing acti~mce JPliftenance outages are a function of the plant . 
for each contributing activity. Since status, only INCL~~ .- Ufing during plant at power. Special attention 
maintenance outages are a function of should be paid to the'elself m .-J1ant site with shared systems, when the 
the plant status, only INCLUDE outages Specifications (TS) req~  ts ~  different depending on the status of both 
occuning during plant at power. Special plants. Accmate mod"~ ads to a particular allocation of outage data 
attention should be paid to the case of a among basic'events toldk'e this mode dependence into account. In the case that 
multi-plant site with shared systems, niliablc estimaIes or ~~tim....", not available, INTERVIEW the 
when the Technical Specifications (TS) 'plant maintenance and cJJ-rfi generate estimates of ranges in the 
requirements can be different depending unavailable time per main -Jptti components, trains, or systems in dominant 
on the status of both plants. Accurate accident scenarios. DO NO'I'~Ptfate time periods to ayoid specific maintenance 
modeling generally leads to a particular events. j " 
allocation of outage data among basic 
events to take this mode dependence 
into account. In the case that reliable ;:~\t\\ 

estimates of the start and finish times of� 
periods of unavailability are not� 
available, provide conservative lP. 
estimates. 

DA-e13 I EXAMINE coincident outage times for redundant equipment (both in• .=..-Jiid......ytem) based on actual plant experience. 
CACULATE'outa2e unavailabilities that reflect actual Dlant exoerience. 

DA-e14 I IDENTIFY instances of plant-specific component repair and for each repair, COLL~CT the associated repair time with the 
.' time bein2 the period from identification ofthe component failure until the comoonent is returned to service. 

DA-e15 I Plant-specific data on recovery from loss of offsite power, loss of service water, etc. is rare on a plant-specific basis. If 
available, for each recovery, COLLECT the associated recovery time with the recovery time being the period Will identification 
ofthe comoonent failure until the comoonent is retwned to service. 
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., Table 4.4- 6d SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D 
The parameter esdmates shall be based on relevant generic industry and plant specific evidence. Where feasible, generic 

and p~t specific evidence shall be integrated using acceptable methods to obtain plant specific parameter estimates. 
Each parameter estimate shall be accompanied by a eh.ra~1 rIlL. of the uncertainty. .(HLR-DA-D).- , 

Index No.1 CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABWTY~Goi\  11 I ·CAPABR.ITY CATEGORY m 
[)A-D 
DA-Dl USE plant-specific parameter estimates CALCULATE reQstI..• CALCULATE realistic parameter 

for the unique design or operational 
features __ with generic information 
for remaining events. 

estimate~ for dOminan~~m~y 

using Bayesian.u _ _ .or 
distribution to aCOIllr~ 

variability. CALCULA~  eFt' 

estimates for dominant contributors by 
using Bayesian updates. ADJUST prior 
distribution to account for plant-to-plant 
variability. 

estimates for the remai.Jjift.
industry generic info~. ..•• For cases where plant-specific data from 

a ~umber  of other plants is available, 
USE 2-stage Bayesian updating. 

DA-D2 If neither plant-specific data oor geueric pIIIlIIIIeter estimates areb:~1IIfi JlIII1IIIleler associated with a specific basic 
event, USE data or estimates for the most similar equipment av . '~.usting if necessary to' account for differences. 
A1ternativel , USE e '00 ent and document the ratiooale be . choice of ~,:.,ete~r=v=-=al:-u;;;.;;e~s.;....·  _ 

DA-D3 PROVIDE a characterization of the PROVIDE a mean valW\'d,
uncertainty intervals for the estimates of statistical representation of tIIe..~ltWltt  

those parameters used for estimating the intervals for the parameter e st'inuJltl thaitl ~!p:ertaiD 

probabilities of the basic events that ontribute measurably to CDP and LERF. 
contribute measurably to CDP and cceptable systematic methods include: 
LERF. Example characterizations Bayesian updating, frequentist meth~<i 

include: expert judgment. t:••_._ 
• Qualitative discussion .
• Sensitivity analvses 
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e, Table 4.4- 6d SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D�
The parameter estimates shall be based on relevant generic industiy and plant specific evidence. Where feasible, generic� 

and p~t specific evidence shall be integrated using acceptable methods to obtain plant specific parameter estimates.� 
Each parameter estimate shall be aeeompa.ied by a ~....of the uncertaiDty. (HLR-DA-D) 

. . r - .-O.•IDdeJ:~o. I CAPADILITYCATEGORYI I CAPABILITY� ~MABILn'{CATEGOR'lm 

DA-D5� USE the Beta-factor approach or anfUSE one of the foUo~modeh-fp& USE one of the following models for 
equivalent for the estimation of CCF stimating CCF param~,.cm· . ting CCF parameters 
parameters, CCF contributors .~\ Alpha Factor Model 

• Alpha Factor Mod e I� Basic .Parameter ,Model ' 
• Basic Parameter Model� • Multiple Greek Letter Model 
• Multiple� Greek Letter Model '\ Binomial Failure,Rate Model 
• Binomial Failure Rate Model •• 

~...  • the use of alternative:,.... 
JUSTIFY the use ofalternative methods. .. 
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... Table 4.4- 6d SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D� 
The parameter estimates shall be based on relevant generic industry and plant specific evidence. Where feasible, generic� 

and pla'!t specific evidence shall be integrated using acceptable methods to obtain plant specific parameter estimates.� 
ladl parameter estimate shall be aeeolDpaDied by a charaa-t.....,.... of the uncertainty•.(llLR-DA-D) 

:ndex No. CAPAIIILITY CATEGORY I 
>A-D 
;)A-D6 USE generic common cause failure 

probabilities. 

DA-D7� If modifications to plant design or 
operating practice lead to a condition 
where past data are no longer 
representative of current performance, 
LIMIT the use of old data: 

Ifthe modification involves new equipment 
or a practice where significant generic 
parameter estimates are available, USE the 
generic parameter estimates updated with 
plant-specific data as it becomes available 
for unique design or operational features, or; 
If the modification is unique to the extent 
that generic parameter estimates are not 
available and only limited experience is 
available following the change, then 
ANALYZE ~ impact of the change and 
assess the hypothetical effect on the 
historical data to detennine to what extent 
the data can be used. 

r--ii , 
'.� .".--.,. , 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY mCAPABILITY se.~RIl_'  

rI!------:~':":":"'":__-----:-----:-:::__----:::__:_::__""':"""""-

SE realistic; common eIlIf!l! ~probabilities consistent with available plant-
specific data, .SlIJlIlOIliI'Io~~C  screening and mapping of dominant 
~e- eventl.t- Ile,approach is provided in NUREO/CR-548S. 
DETERMINE that the sy " models are consistent. .#_.... . _I 

If modifications to planMresigti or- If modifications to plant design or 
operating practice lead ~ndition  operating practice lead to a condition 
where past data are no 10~  --"'... where past data are no longer 
representative of current perf~)  representative of current performance, 
LIMIT the use of old data: '\,',. LIMIT the use of old data: 
•� Iftbe modification involv~ DeJ~ment • 

or a practice where signifi~~c 

p81"8IIlCter estimates are avaiPlbJe.,QiIil.,.· 
generic parimeter estimates ~~ 

plant-specific data as it becomes a"1:lle 1 
dominant contributors. or; . 

•� Ifthe modification is unique to the extent that • 
generic parimeter estimates are not available . 
and only limited experience is available 
fonowing the change, then ANALIa*s. 
impact of the change and assess ,. • •• 
hypothetical effect on the hiitori. daIa to 
detennine to what extent the data can be 
used. 

If the modification involves new equipment 
or a practice where significant generic 
parameter estimates are available, USE the 
generic parameter estimates updated with 
plant-specific data as it becomes available, 
or: 
If the modification is unique to the extent 
that generic parameter estimates are not 
Ilvailable and only limited experience is 
available following the change, then 

AtYZE the impact of the change and 
the hypothetical effect on the 

• rical data to detennine to what extent 
thedatacanbeused. 
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... Table_ 4.~ 6e SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS fiGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT E 
DoeuID.eatation shall be performed in a manner that facilitates peer review, as well as future upgrades and applications of the PRA 

by describing the p~ that were used, and providing details of the assumptions made and their bases. (HLR-DA-E),-_... 
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPAII~~ORYn I CAPABILITYCATEGORym

DA-E \ ! \ , 
DA-EI DOCUMENT ffielOIlowmg: \ l _J J 

(a)� system and component boundaries used to establi sh ~~..fJifiu'e probabilities, 
(b) the model used to evaluate each basic eyent probabilit)':--
(c)� sources for generic parameter estimates, . t ••--::'~  

(d)� the plant-specific sources of data, ••~,.  " 
(e)� the time periods for which plant- specific data were ~ \ \, 
(f)� key assumptions made in the i;nteJpretation ofdata ~~~(based on engineering, systems modeling, operations, 

and statistical knowledge) supporting its usc·in parame&fe~o-:'; 

(g)� justification for exclusion of any data; ..t..~I~ . 
(h) the basis for the estimates of common cause failure prQ~~iBdudillgjustification for screening or mapping of generic 

and plant- specific data; , r·~  -)
(i) the rationale for any distributions used as priors for Bayesian ~flhere applicable; ~d 

.0> parameter estimate including the characterization ofuncertaiIafy~8PProoriate . .. ,.
i:.;\(:i.\ 
.......f\�......,\ 
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4.4.7 ~RNALFLOOD~_CJ. ..-- ,
Objective: .. r,.-..", 

II t \ , 
The objective of the internal flooding element is to ensure that the iml~~~ding as the cause of either an accident or a 
system failure is evaluated in such a way tbat: ~: .-I 

"... .-....,
the water sources within the plant that could flood plant l0C8tiOn[w;.UeAle conditions that could damage mitigative
plant equipment are identified 

the flood scenarios/sequences that contribute to the 
quantified. 

) J". , 
co~ damage: ~~:'If~eearlY release frequency are identified and 

t '_,-·.... -.... 
I r·~.).\' .'
J I' 

~"  

l:·:\t·l.\ 
....J\� 

r.~  ••·\\� 
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.. TABLE 4.4-7 HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNAL FLOODING (HLR-IF) 

A Different flood areas of the plant and the SSCs located within ~~rJ~be identified�
'. r_...... ~ .� 

B The potential flood sources in the plant and their associated ~mec~tnns shaii be identified. 

C The potential flooding scenarios shall be developed for each U~dentifying the propagation path(s) of the water 
and the affected SSCs. ,~.. ......-.--- . 
o Flooding-induced initiating events shall be identified and their ~~~l,ted.
 

E Flood-induced accident sequences shall be quantified.� I';.'\..# ~IV" .... r 

F The internal flooding analysis shall be doc!lmented in a manner ~~es PRA applications, upgrades, and peer review 
by describin[ the 'processes that were followed,. with assumptions and . ._) . -. 

. " ,~-

J .,' 
' 

'J' ,
J,' ••••, 

C~\t\i 

1~ 

r::•••••·, 
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.� .....-. 
. . TABtI~:z....'  

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INTE.4FLoot»4G mGHLEVEL REQUIREMENT A� 
Different Dood area ofthe plant and the SSC.I"t~withiJ]lth,areas shall be identified. (llLR-IF-A)� 

.....-1 , 

Index CAPABD.JTYCATEGORYI I· CAPABILrrYC~"\lRYn  1 CAPABILITYCATEGORym 
No. t.·....-,.-., ,.

• 

- ,.IFA 

IF-AI� DEFINE flood areas by dividing the plant irito physically ~~ a flood area is generally viewed as "independent" 
ofother areas in tenDs offlooding effects and flo.od propag~. "'BJi~ flood areas by using:. 
o the presence of physical barriers (e.g., walls, floors, dik:es,l& 
omitigation� features (e.g., sumps, drains), and \:---_. . 
o Drooaation oathwavs (e.2., open hatches or doors). ",-,. .. 

IF-A2 IDENTIFY the SSCs located in each flood area, inCluding~eirtW'l~on in the area and ~y  flooding mitigative features 
(e.g., shielding). INCLUDE SSCs modeled in the PRA as part 0 ss criteria and SSCs. that can challenge normal pl~t 

operation requiring successful mitigation to prevent core ff a fl~1.1P can be screened out using the requirements 'in 
element IF-eS, then there is no reouirement to identify SSCs ••_.~.JP__l'"1._. . 

IF-A3 USE Dhmt information sources to suooort develooment offlood m;u\IiI to lleItifv the SSCs located within each flood area. 

IF-A4 CONDUCT a plant Watkdown to verify the accuracy ofinformaUon obtained N:J. plant information sources and to obtain or 
~: t~
 

o~information needed for the development offlood areas, li� 
o SSCs located within each flood area, and� . 
o potential flood sources within each flood area.� ,.- • .
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TABLE 4.4-7b� 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNAL FLOODING mGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B� 

The pOtential Oood 101IReS in tbe plant and their uloeiated O...........anisma sball be identified. (HLR-IF-B)� ar - ... ,'. - -_.-tI\ 
Index CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABILf.n'CATE~'Y D I CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
No. 

.~ 

JF-B� .." 
IF-Bl For each flood area, IDENTIFY the potential soUrces offloodiDg._or,...mminc1ude: . 

· equipment (e.g., piping, valves, pumps) located in the ai'ea ~.~ ~ fluid systems (e.g., circulating water system, 
service water system, compo. cooling water ~feed~Qd petar coolant system), 

· plant internal sources ofwater (e.g., tanks or pools) located in ~J " 
,lant external sources ofwater (e.2.• reServoirs or rivers) that nneettdtO the area throuu some SYstem or structure. 

IF-B1� For each potential source offlooding water, IDENTIFY the fl~ lP.echanisms that would result in the release ofwater. 
INCLUDE: . ~---_. 

· failure modes ofComponents such as pipes, tanks, gaskets, expansionjo'f§,~s, seals, etc.; . 
human-induced mechanisms that could lead to overfilling tanks, diverlo"~through openinp created to perfonn 
maintenance; inadvertent actuation offire suppression system; and ,.,l " 
other events releasin2 water into the area. l_- . 

IF-B3� For each source and its identified failure mechanism. IDENTIFY th~.-. <twater release and the capacity ofthe-. 
source; INCLUDE: . 

,. a characterization ofthe breach, including type (e.g., leak, rupture, spray) fo ;rig., a five foot cone-shaped spiay 
discharging to the northeast), 

,. flow rate ofwater, and 
itv (e.2.• 28ll0DS ofwater source•. 

IF-B4� In each flood area, IDENTIFY any floor drains (i.e., any physical ~a!~~on as a drairi) or sumps (i.e., any 
physical structure that allows for the accumulation and retention ofwater). DETE~  the capacity ofthe drains and the 
amount ofwater retained by the sumps. Ifthese are larger than a flood source in the area and the flood source cannot cause 
additional equipment damage or failure (see IF-C4), then the flood source may be eliminated. 
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.' . TABLE 4.4-7e ... 
. SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FORINTEeJ;~~~INGmGHLEVELREQUIREMENTC , 

The potential 000dina seenariOi shall be developect for eaeb ......aifte \dentifying the propagation path(s) of the water and 

For each flood source, IDENTIFY the propagation path from~  'ood~vce  area to its accumulation point; INCLUDE: 

the affected "A nn' no T1 

Index CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPAJt!JW~1  CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
No. 
IF-C " IF-Cl ..~. . 

the normal flow path from one ~ to another via drain 1in_~,\:.1 I 
connected via back flow through drain lines involv ingWled .-r&Ives, pipe and cable penetrations (including cable 

trays), doors, c
irweUs, hatchways, and HVAC duCts. .~ ---__ 

,t·~  ;\
INCLUDE pOtential for sttuctural failure (e.g., ofdoors or walls1Ji~(i~ loads. 

IF-C2� IDENTIFY plant design features or operator actions that haveJJJ~ty to terminate the flood propagation. 
INCLUDE the availability offlood alarms, flood dikes, curbs,~ slPflIfPS, spray shields, water-tight doors, and 
operator actions. . t._·~··•. ' 
JUSTIFY 80y credit given, particularly any credit given for no.m· ~t\lotrs  or barriers, and credit for isolation ofa flood 
SOUla' 'includin2 the-method ofdetection, accessibility to the isolatio .ccLAl time available to oerform actions. 

1li'J"'1� IDRNTWV thp. CD1Gl"JIII\t1hiHtv nf p.At'h ~~r in Aflnnll A1"P.A tn fltvVt_intlnNOl'l fsa1~ruecbanisms. 
INCLUDE failure by submergence, jet impingement, spray, pipe whip, humi~,p>ndensation, temperature concerns, and any 
other identified failure modes in the identification process. ••••• . 
JUSTWY exclusion ofany SSC's susceptibility to a flood-induce4C~on appropriate documented criteria such 
as test or experimental data, equipment qualification data, or other analyses. If 'bility infonnatiOIL-cannot .be ascertained,.. 
ASSUME the eauimnent will fail in the oresence ofthe associated flood-ind environment. 

.-i 

" ) ':' 
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.,� TABLE 4.4-7e 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FORINTERNAL FLOODING HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C " 

The potential flooding scenarios shall be developed for each flood source by identifying the propagation path(s) of·the water and 
the affected SSC..~  

,.. - - - t 
Indo CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAP~~CA1EiORYn CAPMIAl'N C~'tI.OO\\"lm 
~	 ~ t_ I)
IF-C ...~,. , ~ 

IF-e4 DEVELOP flood scenarios by examining ~tential propagltioft ~g  credit for appropriate flood mitigation systems or 
operator actions, and identifying susceptible sses: t ••--:~  , 

·~Jltt_.  ' VERIFY any information used Iiom documents during Plan~ J� 
. .-~- --,� 

IF-eS� USE as criteria to screen out flood areas one or more of theTollowing: 
•� an area (including adjacent areas where flood sources caII~~) with no mitigating equipment modeled in the PRA; 

a flood within the area does not cause an initiating even~IC~~ual scram; or 
•� an area with no significant flood sources (i.e., an area where~~ flood sources or where the volumes of the flood 

sources are insufficient to cause failure ofequipment). j ,,- . 
•� an area with mitigation systems (e.g., drains or sump pum~~ble ofpreventing UIl8Cceptable flood levels and other 

flooding effects are expected to be insignificant. -._._. • 
JUSTIFY anv other aualitative screeninl!: criteria' r-~ - •• 

IIF-C6� USE potential human mitigative actions 
as additional criteria for screening if all 
the following can be shown: 
an area that has small or modest flood 
sources that is not in a propagation path 
from small or modest sources, 
the time to the damage of safe shutdown 
equipment is greater than 2 hours for the 
worst flooding initiator, 
flood indication is available in the 
control room, and 
the flood sources in the area can be 
isolated. 

USE potential h1lllUU:l niiti,,-ve attit1Ps 
as additional criteria for screening 
the following can be shown: '''.1 

. an area that has small or modest fl~ 

sources that is not in a~' 

from small or modest ~ .' 
. the mitigative action can be performl 
with high reliability for the worst 
flooding initiator, 

. flood indication is available in the 
control room, and 

. the flood sources in the area can be: 
isolated. 

. 

DO NOT SCREEN flood scenarios that 
rely on operator action to prevent 
challenges to pormal plant operations, 
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TABLE 4.4-1d 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNAL FLOODING IDGH LEVEL REQillREMENT D 
, Flooding-induced initiating events shall be identified and their CIfcIuencies estimated. (lD..R-IF-D) 

. p-m - _.- i 

lades CAPABILITY CATEGORY I� CAPABILITY CATEGORY illCAPABtfA~RYn 

No. 
IF-D� \ ...~~~#)  

IF-Dl� USE a structured, systematic process to identifying those flood s~':~enge normal plant operation and that require 
successful min lion to vent core e. INCLUD~ the •. -induced transient or LOCA. 

IF-))]� In searching for.flood-induced initiating events, REVIEW the im~/lan\-SJfecitic  initiating event precursors and system 
alignments, INCLUDING aligmnents ofsupportitlg systems. ,.# ... _J 1 

IF-D3� GROUP flooding-induced initiatinK events 
only when: 
Events can be considered similar in terms of 
plant response, success criteria, and timing; 
or 

. Events can be subsumed into a group and 
bounded by the worst case impacts within 
the "new" group. 

IF-D4� For multi-unit sites with shared systeJils or 
structures,.PERFORM a qualitative 
evaluation to determine that the relative risk 
significance of modeled SSCs is not 

GROUP floodingtJti~
 

events only when:� 
Events can be comCl~arin .� 
terms ofplant responSel~a, 
 

and timing, and the eifelt \~" 
 

operability and perfo~.Pf 
 

operators and rele~ 
 

sy~; or - ••~.... 
 

Events can be subsumw;.� 
and bounded by the worst"� 
within the "new" group.� 

. tp 

To avoid excess conservatism, D<Dl� 
ADD initiating events to".,.,·~
 

DO NOT SUBSUME ev~.·\
 

group unless the impacts are� 
comparable to or less than those of the� 
remaining events in that group.� 

GROUP flooding:induced initiating 
events only when: 
Events can be considered similar in 
terms of plant response, success criteria, 
and timing, and the effect on the 
operability and performance of operators 
and relevant mitigating systems; or 

. Events can be subsumed into a ~oup 

and bounded by the worst case Impacts 
within the "new" group. l 

To avoid conservatism, DO NOT ADD 
initiating events':to a group and DO NOT 
SUBS~  events into a group unless 
the impacts are comparable to or less 
than those of the remaining events in 
that group, or is demonstrated that such 
grouping does not appreciably impact 
CDF or LERF. 

For multi-unit sites with shared'systems or structures, TREAT quantitatively dual 
unit internal flood initiators. 
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TABLE 4.4-7d� 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNAL FLOODING HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D� 
. Flooding-induced initiating events shall be Identified and their Inouendes estimated. (llLR-IF-D)�.� _.....~ 

Index CAPhBlLl'r{~TEGORY  I 
No. 
IF-D 

distorted if dual unit internal flood initiators 
are excluded from the analysis. If the 
qualitative evaluation cannot show that the 
relative risk significance of modeled sses 
is not distorted, then INCLUDE dual unit 
initiators. 

IF-DS� DETERMINE the flood initiating event 
frequency by using the applicable 
requirements in DA-e and one or more of 
the following: 
an assessment of applicable generic 
operating experience of internal flooding, 
an evaluation Of pipe, component, and tank 
rupture failure rates from generic data 
sources, 
a probabilistic fracture mechanics 
evaluation of the probability of pipe leaks or 
ruptures representative of plant-specific 
conditions, 

. a combination of operating experience, and 
generic pipe and component failure rates, or 

. a combination of one of the above 
approaches with expert judgment. 

_ ••- I 

~APABI\~X"ft\RY n CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 

\� '-...,' .'
'e•••'"� 

t ······.,�..~ ,..., ,� 
,I:.,J L' ·)�v ..... ~  

DETERMINE the: l1IP!initiating event tj:equcncy by using the applicable� 
requirements in DA.~.~  of the following:� 
•� an assessment of 8Wm~"lant-specific  operating experience of internal 

tloodiD& ' ", .7 
I.� an evaluation of pipel-~t, and taDk rupture ~IUIe rates from generic data 
sources enhanced bY.~~~.=Ji'information, . 

. a probabilistic fracturt~ • non oithe probability ofpipe leaks or 
ruptures using plant-~-m  . n, 

.a combination ofoperating . d generic pipe and component failure· 
rates, or 

. a combination of one of the above ~.es with expert j.udgment. 

r......•••••·\ ' .� 
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., 
TABLE 4.4-1e 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNAL FLOODING HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT E 
Flood-induced accidents sequences .hall be qn..tifiecl. (HLR-IF-E).. _.~

80 - - .I 
Index CAPABILITY CATEGORY I ' CAPABIL\1l.~TEC\O~Y n CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
No. 
IF-E \ l __.~'.' 

IF-El REVIEW the accident sequence results obtained by following~J.~uirements described in Section 4.4.2 and 
MODIFY sequences as necessary to account for any tlood-ind--: ._- . 

IF-E2 PERFORM any necessary engineering calculations for fl.ood rate:-..., 1. jlfwlnerable equipment, and the structural capacity 
of SSCs according to the requirements described in SC-Bl thrOllona.. ·lt6. } 

IF-E3 MODIFY the systems analysis results obtained by fol.Iowing th~~~~uirements described in Section 4.4.4 to include 
flood-induced failures identified b~ IF-C3. 

IF-E4 PERFORM any additional data analysis to the applicable require ~ties.i~ in Section 4.4.5. 
IF-E5� PERFORM any human reliability analysis to the applicable ?'in Section 4.4.6 (HLR-HR-E through HLR

HR-G) , and INCLUDE the following scenario specific PSFs for com 1W ex-control room actions as appropriate: 
· ad.ditional workload and stress (above that for similar sequences nott y internal floods), 
· nncertainties in event progression (e.g., cue availability and timing ~ flood), and 
·:;of flood on mitigation, required response, and recovery activitt'.~. ~. ility restrictions, possibility of physical 

o Iflooding-specific job aids and training (e.g., procedures, training exerci� ' 

,~,
JUSTIFY the use of extraordinary recovery actions that are not proceduralized. 

IF-E6 PERFORM internal flood sequence quantification in accordance with thtt.".='u" ~ements described in Section 4.4.8, 
including any quantitative screening. .._. • ~ 

INCLUDE the combined effects of failures caused by flooding and those coincidentlt l~'the flooding due to independent causes. 
including equipment failures, unavailability due to maintenance, and other credible causes. 
INCLUDE both the direct effects of the flood (e.g., loss of cooling from a service water train due to an associated pipe rupture) 
and indirect effects such as submergence, jet impingement, and pipe whip. 

IF-E7 REVIEW the LERF analysis results obtained by following the applicable requirements described in Section 4.4.9 and MODIFY 
as necessary to account for any flood-induced phenomena. 
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revi~ by 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABIUlYCATgGGRYll I CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 
IF-F .~ 

IF-F1� DOCUMENT the process used to identify flood sources, tl~ll~ways. flood scenarios, and their screening, and 
internal flood model develooment and auantification. _ •••

IF-F2 DOCUMENT the following results: ~ j~l __ " 
,. flood sources identified in the analysis, any roles used to screen~~~+, and the resulting list of sources to be further 

examined;� . f:'- ...., 
· flood areas used in the analysis and the reason for eliminating ~y ofthese areas from further analysis; 
· propagation pathways between flood areas and any assumption(~ons. or other bases for eliminating or justifying any of 
these propagation pathways;� -~ ••':·...1 . 

· accident mitigating features and barriers credited in the analysis, the l ~""~ch they were credited, and associated' 
justification; J ~- . 
· component fragilities and any associated assumptions or calculati<fil~in the determination ofthe impacts of submergence, 
spray, temperature, or other flood-induced effects on equipment ~i\itJ; •••~  

· screening criteria used in the analysis;� C.:.' 
· flooding scenarios considered, screened, and the remaining scenarios, as\'£;':\0 the internal event analysis models were 
modified to model these-remaining scenarios for the internal flooding an J;fis;'" t I 

· flood frequencies, component unreliabilitieslunavailabilities, and lIEPs used in tlJwlWysis (i.e., the data values unique to the 
flooding aDalysis); 

· any calculations or other analyses used to support or refine the flood.iJ!&.~: 

· results of the internal flooding analysis including results from each acfjii~,tesults from the combined accident 
sequence model� (i.e., the total plant model), results from sensitivity and uncertaintyWyses, and results from importance 
measure calculations. 
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4.4.8 QUANTIFICATION 

_.l/fA.... 

OBJECTIVE: The objective of the quantification element is to provide an ~~.. I,sed upon the plant-specific core damage scenarios, in 

sucll: It 'WUy that: '\ \, 
\ J ) 

•� The results reflect the design, operation, and maintenance of the pI£tt ..- -:." 
•� Important contributors to CDF are identified in terms of initiating evela:-~i~uences, equipment failures, and operator errors 
•� Significant dependencies accounted forare� C-:';;-" , , 
•� Uncertainties are understood and appropriately quantified J",.~.J

Table 4.4-8 mGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LEVEL I~ " SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION AND 
RESULTS lNTERP 

A.� The level I quantification shall quantify core damage fkquency. --~ ...::-.., 
B.� The quantification shall use appropriate models and codes, and shall account for m~ . c limitations and features. 
C.� Model quantification shall determine that all identified dependencies are addressed I'tfately. 
D.� The quantification results shall be reviewed and important contributors to CDF , ~initiating events) accident sequences, equipment failures 

and operator errors, shall be identified. The results shall be traceable to the inputIP&;jDmade ,in the PRA. 
E.� Uncertainties in the PRA results shall be characterized. Sources of model ~d ptions shall be identified, and their potential 

impact on the results understood. _~ . _\.1 , 
F.� Documentation shall be performed in amanner that facilitates peer review, as well as futUre up and applications of the PRA by describing, 

the processes that were used, and providing details ofthe assmnptiODS made and their bases. ........� ,....., 
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.' TABLE 4.4-8a 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTIFICATION mGt..; iI~1ft~UIREMENT  A: The'level! quantifteatiol:' shan 
quantify eon dUDale frequency and shaD support the qliantifieatio.,of~~l-QU-A)  . 

Iade~No. I CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPABIL~~D I CAPABILITYCATEGORym 
QU-A
QU-At -- ---- t-INTEOBlATi~~;-O----

QU-A2 

QU-A3 

QU-A4 

........"tPo� 

,....., 
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TABLE 4.4-8b� 

, SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTIFICATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B: The quantification shall use .� 
appropriate models and codes, and shall account for method-specific limitations and features. (HLR-QU-B)� 

---_... 
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I " eAPABILI1Y~RVU I. CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
lQU-B ~,  it I 
'QU-BI PERFORM quantification using computer codes that have: ~'l~o .. to generate appropriate results when compared tOI 

those from accepted algorithms. IDENTIFY method-spec ;ifi&lum'ld1~d features that could impact the results. 
QU-B2 TRUNCATE accident sequences and associated system models8'fa s~ low cutoff value that significant dependencies 

are not eliminated. . r"~~  ~-..  • 
QU-B3� SELECT initial truncation limits (e.g. system level, sequence levail)h th\t tile quantified result converges toward a stable 

value. EVALUATE truncation effects both before and after reco ~Rjule applied in order to avoid discarding important: 
cutsets and sequences. ESTABLISH final truncation limits by' ~ . Gtprkess of demonstrating that the overall model 
results are not significailtly changed and that no, imuo.rtant accidt'nt sequences are inadvertentlv eliminated.. 

QU-B4� Where cutsets are the means used in quantification, USE the' __. t upper bound or an exact solution. The rare event� 
approximation may be used when basic event probabilities are beTo~ ~·_"
 

QU-BS� Fault tree linking and some other modeling approaches may result in: !gg!c that must be broken before the model is 
solved. BREAK the circular logic appropriately. Guidance for bre~IP~~ loops is provided inNUREG/CR-2728 
(Reference r4.4.4-1]). When resolving circular logic, AVOl D introfi fciJJi'significant conservatisms or non-conservatisms. 

QU-B6� ACCOUNT for system successes in addition to system failures in ~ ~~tioIf $iiden~ sequences to the extent needed for 
realistic estimation of CDF and LERF. This accounting may be a ".. -; g numerical quantification of success 
probability, complementary logic, or a delete term approximation and-ibc \~s ili tment of transfers among event trees 
where the "successes" may not be transferred between event trees.. .' 

QU-B7� IDENTIFY cutsets (or sequences) containing mutually exclusive events in the res ;lStCORRECT by either: 
(a) designing� path-dependent logic to eliminate mutually exclusive situations, or .~ 1 
(b) deleting eutsets containing mutually exclusive events.� • •••• 

f.....·' 
QU-BS� When using logic flags, SET logic flag events to either TRUE or FALSE (instead o~lting the event probabilities to I .0 or� 

0.0), ~  appropriate for each accident sequence, prior to the generation of cutsets.� 

QU-B9� If modules, subtrees, or split tractions are used to facilitate. the quantification, USE a process that allows: 
• Identification of shared· events. 
• Correct formation of modules that are truly independent. 
• Results interpretation based on individual events within modules (e;g., risk significance). 
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4-Ie-..... . . TABLE 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTI '~'-BLE~  REQUIREMENT C: 
Model quantification sball determtble that all iden iM depend\n.es are addressed appropriately. 

(IILR .~.~~.)  

QU-CI 

Index No. 
Q U - C 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY IIt 

QU-C2 

QU-C3 TRANSFER the important sequence characteristics between ev~-not just the sequence frequency. For example, 
sequence characteristics can be transferred to anothe~ event tree: b;,.fsil!~ JJfil\>liate c~. 

ASSESS the degree of dependency between the HFEs in the ~ ~~ in accordance with HR-DS and HR-G7. 
INCLUDE both.the cognitive aspects, and the constraints im~ ..@.~e  or shared equipment. ESTIMATE the 
combined probability of the IIFEs taking into account the dependen••~  ;?,i'... ,. 

........f ,....., 
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,� TABLE ~~ 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTIFJ(;A.1iI8ft~BLEVEL REQUIREMENT D:� 
Thk quantification results shall be reviewed and important eontrtu~F.sueh as initiating events, accident sequences,� 

equipment failures and opentor erron, shaD be identified. The results ibaD be th&able to the inputs and assumptions made in the� 
.� PRAe (BLR-Qlln) _~I  } ....~.- ~. 

IDdexNo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY C"A".· -= CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 
OU-D� r··--- · 

. -- ..-... 
QU-Dl� REVIEW the dominant cutBets or sequences to determine that tne ~~~llutset  or sequence is reasonable and to identify 

that there are no anomalies in·the results. REVIEW the results of~r)odeling consistency (e.g., event sequence 
models consistency with systems models and success criteriia~ consistency (e.g., plant configuration, 
procedures, and plant-specific and industry experience). RE, results to determine thatthe flag event settings, mutually 
exclusive event rules, and recovery rules.yield logical results. t- --.. . 

.� -, .......,� 
QU-D2� IDENTIFY the modeling assumptions that drive the results. QUES~~ assumptions, asking ifconditions outside 

those modeled could occur and, ifso, could success criteria or other ~ns change. QUESTION modeled human actions 
for consistency with plant procedures and the range of conditions tJrf! ~d be obtained in the associated PRA sequence.. -......~ 

QU-D3� COMPARE.....wts to tboC"i\M.~' COMPARE results to those from similar 
plants and CONFIRM validity <\: 'q plants and REVIEW signifi~t 

outliers. . .- differences. ' 
QU-D4� REV~W  a sampling ofnon-dominant accident cutsets ~r sequences to determine ,~ are reasonable an~ have physical 

m .� 
QU-D5 IDENTIFY important contributors to IDENTIFY importantcon:c"" ....... ~~ ilCh as, im~ting events, accident� 

CDF, such as, initiating eym.tar sequences, equipment fail dlbl81f, failures ,and operator errors. An 
accident sequences, equipment failures, acceptable approach is the use of impo --..- easures. EXAMINE the importance of 
common cause failures, and operator SSCs that contribute to initiating event frequencies. REVIEW the importance values 
mom. An.acceptable approach is the for components and basic events to determine they make logical sense. 
use of iDq:)ortance measures. 
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TABLE 4.4-8e� 
SUP~RTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTIFIC ATION mGlJJUIH!� 

shall be characterized. Sources of model uncertainty'and key -'.&hUi'J-n� 
results uoderstoo� 

lodex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 
IU-E 

QU-El CHARACTERIZE parameter uncertainty consistent with D~..  r-" ,.- " 
QU-E2� IDENTIFY key sources of mOdel uncertainty, and the assumptip..-.:=.

QU-E3� ESTIMATE the uncertainty interval of 
the overall CDF results. Provide a 
basis for the estimate. 

..' 
ESTIMATE the unclrt8iIltV interval of 
the overall CDF ~~~TE the 
uncertainty intervals ~imP 
parameter uncertainties ant ~ 

the uncertainty associated ti~~I1"--
model uncertainties. ,-:,~' 

. c;.- ••� 

.......f� ,....., 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 

10 response to those uncertaintIes. 

PROPAGATE parameter uncertainties 
'and those model uncertainties explicitly 
characterized by a probability 
distribution using the Monte Carlo 
approach or·other comparable means. 
PROPAGATE uncertainties in such a 
way that the "state-of-knowledge" 
correlation between event probabilities is 
taken into account 
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TABLE 4.4-8e 
, SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTIFICATION HIGH LEvEL REQUIREMENT E: Uncertainties in the PRA results 

shall be eharaeterized. Soareel of model ueertainty and key UlamptioDl shall be identified, and their potential impad on the 
. results udentood..(JIUl~  . .. 

'. - ---.. ,~ 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILI'fY.cATEGDIW n I CAPABILITY CATEGORY mI I 
U-E .. \ l .-..1_, 

QU-E4 IPROVIDE an assessment oftbe impact EVALUATE the "'it1j~ results BVALUATE the sensitivity ofthe· results 
ofthe key model uncertainties on the to uncertain model boUn.Jlu~ons to uncertain model boundary conditions 

and other key assumptions usingresu!tsof1hePRA. BDdo1herkey~. ' 
sensitivity analyses. et Ilensitivity analyses. EXAMINE key 
assumptions and ~ , Ilssumptions and parameters both 
individually and in 1<&11 ...fons individually and in logical combinations. 
For example, a sensi~ty analysis of For example, sensitivity analyses of 
logical combinations "~the logical combinations may evaluate the 
combined effects Of~ combined effects of modeling 
assumptions, lIEPs, CCF .., nssumptions, HEPs , CCF probabilities, 
and safety function succesS • • nnd safety function success criteria 

unless such sources of uncertainties have:~"  • • •••• been ~dequately treated in the.- • iuantitative uncertainty analysis. 

.......1·� ,....., 
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TABLE 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QIUANTI 

Documentation shall be performed in a manner that facilitates pee 
by describing the proeases tlaat were used, ud providing d, 

Index No. CAPABD.JTY CATEGORY I� ,,~..!..QI)IMI n CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill ,iU-F 
QU·Fl� DOCUMENT the mode1 iDtegnIion proce8S. INCLUDE ony~ aud the IOOUIIs ofthe qllllDlifieatlon including 

tmcertalnty and sensitivity lUIiIIyscs. DucumcnfaliuD LypiwUy • . , 

<a) records ofthe processIresults when adding non-~very ~e final quantification; 
(b) records of the cut set review process; 
(c) a general description of the quantification process includin(a-q~ for systems successes, the truncation values used, 

how recovery and post-initiator HFEs are applied; ~ ••':-,-' 
(d)� the process and results for establishing the truncation scre",iII»- for final quantification demonstrating that 

convergence toWll'ds a stable result was achieved; J ",,- . 
(e) the total plant CDP and contributions from the different ini~ ~ts and accident classes;. 
(t)� the accident sequences and their contributing cut sets; .' •••••1 
(g) equipment or human actions that are the key factbrs in causing ".'i;iClt non-eJominant; 
(h) the results ofall sensitivity studies; . \. 
(i) the ~tydiatributioD. for tho total CDF; . 
(j) importance measure results; . ~, 

(k) a list ofmutually exclusive events eUminatc:d from the resulting cut sets and t.l!~lJues for eliminatibn
••;1" 

Qu·n DESCRIBt: the key contributors to IDESCRIBE the key contribtia.. Ie PRA resUlts summary. PROVIDE a 
CDP in the PRA results summarY. detailed descriDtion ofdominant accident .ences or functional failure 
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. TABLE 4.4-8f 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR QUANTIFICATION HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT F: 
Documentation shall be performed in a manner that facilitates peer review, as well as future upgrades and applications of the PRA 

.by describing the processes that were used, and providing d~""'''''ptio ... made and their bases. (llLR-QU-F)... w . ~ 

I 
.~-

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABIL~ rYfATEGnRY II CAPABILITY CATEGORY m� 
OU-F ~I  J� 
QU-F3 -... - .r DOCUMENT important assumptions and.,_.-.-'

causes of uncertainty, such as: possible......, 
optimistic or conservative successC:·, r-" , 
criteria, suitability of the reliability data,

) \. ' . possible modeling uncertainties - J ' (modeling limitations due to the method".~ --..." selected), degree of completeness in the 
. t- ..__ selection of initiating events, possible 

-, _-.. tit. sDatial deDendencies, etc.
1----- --- --
QU.F4 DOCUMENT ~ei:ries in quantitative modeling to provide appm~oi.~P'h·e necessary understanding regarding why.� 

such etries are in the model. , " " .� 
QU-FS DOCUMENT the process used. to illustrate the computer code(s) ~ Jffj)erform the quantification will yield correct results� . .- ._...... .,QU-F6 DOCUMENT limitations that would impact applications. t:••, r·~

'i • •
\tel 

.......1·� ,....., 
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..� 4.4.9 LERF ANALYSIS� 

OBJECTIVE: The objective of the LERF analysis element is to identify and quantify the contributors to large early releases, based upon the plant-specific 
core damage scenarios, in such a way that: .-.-....,.. r .-••1...)
•� The methodolOBY js N1Wl And iWWmmt.with the Levell evaluation, and c~an adeq~t:nmaitiOD fromLov"'&1& 

•� Significant operator actions, mitigation systems, and phenomena that can alttr ~uen~ppropriatelyincluded in the LERF event tree structure and 
sequence definition \. ,.. -:.,,_ 

•� Dependencies are reflected in the accident sequence model structure, if necessart.·
•� Success criteria are available to support the individual function~, mi~1.me windows for operator actions and equipment recovery 

for each critical safety function modeled in the accident sequences \ ••, r\.-~,. , 
• End states are clearly defined to be LERF or non-LERF� ~# J,0 

·_f~·~  --' 
Table 4.4-9 HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT!'FOR'tERF ANALYSIS (HLR-LE) 

t-·� .Plant Damage Analysis -,-- ...... _� 
A Core damage sequences shall be grouped into plant damage states based on their _i"el~~""ion attributes� 

. .\'.~ 

Accident ProRI'CSSion Analysis ,..,~ ", 
B LERF evaluations shall include an analysis of the credible severe accident pheno'. .-1
C LERF evaluations shall include an analysis of containment system performance. • ••••• 
D LERF evaluations shall include an analysis of eontaimnent structural capability. t-:o\t \ 
LERF Ouantification� 
E The frequency of different containment failure modes leading to a large early release shall be :q~ and aggregated..� 
F LERF shall be quantified in a manner that captures factors important to risk and sup 'POrts an ~g of the sources of uncertainty.� 

Documentation� t•••....:\ 
G� The documentation of the LERF Analysis shall be performed in a manner that facilitates peer rev i t ~ well as future upgrades and applications of the 

PRA by describing the processes that were used, and providing details of the assumptions made and their bases. 
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Index No. 
LE-A. 

LE-Al 

LE-A2 

LE-A3 

LE-A4 

LEAS 

[References: ' 
[4.4-9-1] 
[4.4-9-2] 

TABLE 4.4-98� 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT A� 

Core damage sequences with similar accident progression attributes shall be grouped into plant damage states (HLR-LE-A)� 

CAPABn.ITY CATEGORY I APAQn.ITY CATEGORlJI. CAPABILITY CATEGORY m..,..-- , 
IDENTIFY those physkal ,l1anM;tcristics ofLonI 1 end statGs tb4 c4bdtuCD~ L\RF. Examples iflClwle: 

" ReSpressun at core damage (high RCSpressure can result \ ~h ~kelt  Ejection) 
~. 

• status ofemergency core coolant systems (failure in injection ~dry cavity and extensive Core Concrete Interaction) .� .~ 

• status ofcontainment isolation (failure ofisolation can result in~~ rilease) ...�
status ofcontainment heat removal 

~ 

j \ \ ~ 

IDENTIFY the accident sequence characteristics that lead to the physi~ .. ~~.J identified in LE-AI • Examples include: , .� V· --.•• 
•� Type ofinitiator 

:::) Transients can result inhigh'RCSpressure, t ~ ___
=> Iix:h usually result in lower RCSpressure, , t-?--::' , \' .=> ISLOCb, SGTRs can result in containment bypass. J,' 

• status ofelectric power (:,#' •. .... ~ • loss ofelectric power can result in loss ofECC injection C.:. 
• _� ofcontainment ,,;ety systems such as sprays,fa. coolen, ignite:";"'~ ",. \ 

• operability ofcontainment lafety systems determines status ofcontainment heat remOlia~, 

References [4.4-9-~1 and [4.4-9-2J provide lists oftypical chi:tracteristia 

SELECT� a method for binning the accident sequences into plant damage sta«t:tlUfl-'l.!- - include extension of the accident.••...,
L, asequences,� development of a "bridge tree," or some other approach 

Either ~AND the accident sequences, CONSTRUCT the bridge tree, or TRANSFER the Level I information to explicitly account for the .. 
LE-AI and LE-A2 characteristics and ensure that dependencies are properly treated. 

DEFINE� plant damage states based upon information in AS.A8. LE-AI, LE-A2. LE-A3, and LE-A4.. 

Nuclear Power Plant Response to. Severe Accident IDCOR Technical Summary Report, Atomic Industrial Forum, November, 1984� 
NUREG II SO,"Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants", USNRC, December, 1990� 
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. T~U4~9b  

, SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANALYJII~H LEVEL REQ~MENT B 
. LERF ANALYSIS (HLR-LE-B): LERF evaJ.aUo shall Wlrd of the credible severe accident phenomena. 

. i ,-- .... =-' . 

t -.-.-"\ r--' , . 
) \. ' ,,I:., .),

y .... , 

t··-- __ 
~", \''-,..) 

J","" 

;:'~,f\\ 

.......f� ,....., 
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., TABLE 4.4-9b 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANALYSIS IDGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B 

LERF ANALYSIS (HLR-LE-B): LERF evaluations shall bielude an analysis of the credible severe accident phenomena. " 

Index� 
No.� 

LE-B� 

LE-Bl 

LE-B2 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

INCLUDE potential severe accident 
phenomena that are important LERF 
contributors from the set identified in 
Table 4.4-9(a). 

An acceptable approach for identifying 
severe accident phenomena that could 
influence failure modes of various 
containment types is outlined in the 
LERF event trees contained in 
NUREGICR-6595. 
•� INCLUDE as appropriate, unique 

plant issues as detennined by expert 
judgement and/or past plant analyses. 

•� EVALUATE qualitatively those 
severe accident phenomena that are 
not quantified in NUREG/CR-6S9S 
(e.g., induced stearn generator tube 
rupture) 

USE containment loads (e.g., 
temperature. pressure) that are 
conservative for significant cballenges to 
containment An acceptable alternative 
is the 8pproach in NUREG/CR-6S9S. 
Realistic loads may be used when 
available. 

USE containment loads (e.'-••••• 
temperature, pressure) that.....~.  

when possible for significant challenges 
to containment. Conservative treatment 
may be used for non-dominant LERF 
contributors. 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 

INCLUDE all severe accident 
phenomena sufficient to support . 
development ofa realistic containment 
event tree. 

INCLUDE all applicable postulated 
failure modes. Consider those identified 
,by lDCOR or in NUREG-1l50. Known 
plant specific failure modes, not included 
in the preceding evaluations, should also 
be included. 

SE containment loads (e.g., 
I\eJnperature~  pressure) that are realistic 

ben possible for significant challenges . 
to containment 
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•.� TABLE 4.4-9b 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF.ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT B� 

LERF ANALYSIS (BLR-LE-B): LERF evaluations shall include an analysis of the credible severe accident phenomena.� 

Inde:t CAPABILITY CATEGORY I .CA;PAB CAPABll..ITY CATEGORY ill 
No: 

LE-B 

LE-B3� USE available containment analyses USE plant spec~6ermaJ. hydraulic analyses to model containment 
from generic or plant specific sources. and ~VIRCS .~ accident progression. 

••-'-1An acceptable alternative is the approach 
. .-__� f'inNUREO/CR-6S9S. . C·'-·-.· .� 

,I:~\..J J�
V" ..... , 

t.. • _ 
~".".,r,.) 

(!./'� ••, 

C·~\i11 

.......1'� ,....., 
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Table 4.+9(8): Potential LERF Contributors to be Considered 

lce~deDser BWRMarkIll 

(1) Dry Well (OW) Isolation Failure •••••
(2) Steel shell designs r..~ ...·\ 

NOTE: Combinations of phenomena should also be considered where appropriate 
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'" 
TABLE 4.4-ge 

SUPPO~TING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANALYSIS mGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 
LERF evaluations shall include an analysis ofcontainment.VIflat performance (HLR-LE-C)".-- --- ,

IDdex No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILf\YprnGtlRyn I' CAPABH.JTYCATEGORYW 
LE-C 

"� .J'LE-CI� DEVELOP containment event tree(s) DEVELOP con~~s) (CET) or equivalent structure(s) to propagate 
(CEl) or equivalent structure(s) to plant ~e states ia. 1~LERF scenarios in a manner consistent with 
propagate plant damage states in order to the ~ent cbsJ1CPP1~~ modes and intended level of detail. 
identify LERF scenarios in a manner \ ••~  r
consistent with the containment JLJ'' , 
challenges and failure modes and .� I 

intended level of detail. ~#~-.••"� 
CO,ntainment event trees developed in� 
NUREO/CR-6S9S (with plant specific� t-·-
modifications, if nCeded) are acceptable.� \ r·~-1 ,,"r-,•.,

ILE-C2� INCLUDE conservative treatment of INCLUDE realistic trea~~feasible~ INCLUDE realistic treatment of feasible 
feasible operator actions following the operator actions followilflilie0_.- operator actions following the onset of 
onset of core damage. An acceptable core damage C.:· t -\ core damage. Repair of equipment may 
conservative treatment of operator . .\1 . be considered if appropriatel~ justified. 
actions is provided in the event trees of 
NUREGlCR.06S9S. 

. . '!P,SE HFEs consistent with 
USE HFEs consistent with BOPS/Severe USE HFEs consistent with ••_ ••" OPS/SAMOs, prOceduralized actions or 
Accident Management Guidelines EOPS/SAMOa, orocedurali2Itp.. echnical SUpport Center guidance. 
(SAMOs), proceduralized actions or Technical Supp,rt Center gul&;ce.� 
Technical Support Center guidance.� 
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... TABLE 4.4-ge 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANALYSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 

LE~ evaluations shall include an analysis of containment system performance (HLR-LE-C) 

Index No. 
LE-C 

.:LE-C3 

:LE-C4 

:LE-CS 

iLE-C6 

lLE-C7 

LE-C8 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

INCLUDE those branch points 
necessary to provide a conservative 
LERF estimation. 

Containment event trees developed in 
NUREG/CR-659S (with plant specific 
modifications, if needed) are acceptable. 

USE conservative system success criteria IUSE realistic system suc~ ~g,' 

Realistic criteria may be used.� Conservative system ~~a may 
be used for non-do~i~ 

oonmbwoo. - •••••• 
DEVELOP system models which support LERF oonsistent with the • e ..� 

level of detail of the analysis.� 
DEFINE HFEs which support LERF consistent with the applicable requirements 0� 

detail of the ,analysis.� 
INCLUDE accident sequence dependencies in LERF event trees oonsistent with the� 
aoorooriate for the level of detail of the analysis. ....•••••� 
TREAT containment environmental 
impacts on continued operation of 
equipment & operator actions in a 
conservative manner. An acceptable 
alternative is the approach in 
NUREG/CR-6595. A realistic treatment 
maybe~. 

TREAT containment enviroa.mlll 
impacts on oontinued operation of 
equipment & operator actions in a 
realistic manner when possible. 
Conservative treatment may be used for 
non-dominant LERF contributors. 

CAPABll..ITY CATEGORY ill 

INCLUDE those branch points necessary 
to provide a realistic LERF calculation. 

INCLUDE risk significant mitigating 
actions by operating staff, effect of 
fission product scrubbing on radionuclide ~ 

release, and expected beneficial failures. 
PROVIDE technical justification for the 
inclusion of any of these features. 

USE realistic system success criteria. 

,ents of Table 4.4-4, as appropriate for the: 

,Ie 4.4-5, as appropriate forthe level of 

·,cable requirements of Table 4.4-2, as 

.T containment environmental� 
•• pacts on continued operation of� 
equipment & operator actions in a� 
realistic manner when possible.� 
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TABLE 4.4-ge'" 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANAL-YSIS HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT C 

LERf evaluations shall include an analysis of containmentsystem perfonnance (HLR-LE-C) 

Index No. 
LE-C 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

TREAT containment failure impacts on 
continued operation of equipment & 
operator actions in conservative manner. 
An acceptable alternative is the approach 
in NUREGICR-6595. A realistic 
treatment may be used. 

LE-ClO TREAT containment bypass events in 
a conservative manner. DO NOT TARE 
CREDIT for reducing the class of the 
release by considering scrubbing. An 
acceptable treatment of containment 
bypass is in NUREO/CR-6S9S. A 

.'C~ABILrrrf~~  II 

l '--~~-' ,_.---' 
C-·-_··.,.-, ,..~ , 

TREAT containmen~t· pD1ft 
continued operation t' 
operator actions in a .•c'ltl:n'er 

wbenpossible. ~_ 
may be used for Don .- i.F.
contribUtors. iftheir use d ,~~, 

insillhts. ~ ':;'';7 
TREAT containmen~.f in a 

realistic manner. JUS 'I1fIt'l~~ .. 
taken for reducin~ the cle~ _\'
release by scrubbmg . 

........� ,.....,� 

CAPABll..ITY CATEGORY m 

TREAT containment failure impacts on 
continued operation of equipment & 
operator actions in a realistic manner 
when possible. 

TREAT containment bypass events in a 
realistic manner. 
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TABLE 4.4-9d� 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LERF ANALYSIS IDGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT D� 

LERF evaluations shall include an analysis of containment structural capability (HLR-LE-D)�... 

IDdeINo. 
LE-D 

LE-Dl 

CAPABD.JTY CATEGORY I 

DETERMINE the containment ultimate 
capacity for the dominant challenges that 
result in LERF. 

USE a conservative evaluation of 
containment capacity for dominant 
containment failure modes. A realistic 
evaluation may be used. 

If generic assessments formulated for . 
similar plants are used, JUSTIFY 
applicability to the plant being evaluated. 
Analyses may consider use of similar 
containment designs or estimating 
containment capacity based on design 
pressure and a conservative multiplier 
relating containment design pressure and 
median ultimate failure pressure. 

Quasi-static containment capability 
evalwtions are acceptable unless 
hydrogen concentrations are expected to 
result in potential detonations. Such 
considerations may need to be included 
for small volume containments , such as 
the ice-condenser type. 

An acceptable alternative is the approach 
lin NUREG/CR-6595. 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY II ,..-.-_....,� 
--~- -----DETE con~.t ultimate· 

capaci!y for t\e minant,~engesthat 
result m LE~ • ~ • ,_..--' 
PERFORMa~~  . 
capacity'analysl..fetnl • t, 
containment failure rA es. \analysis 
may include so II 5' 
parameters. ....

lfgeneric caI~in suppOrt
ofthe assessment, m ~~bility  

to the plant being eval~ .' 

J " 
Quai-static con~gJtf~ili~  

hydrogen concentrB ~. to~-~~ 


result in potential det9nati 
Such considerations may need to be 
considered for small vOlume~' ~ 

contaimnents , such as the. i III 

~.. 
type. , ••0 I•••, 

,� 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY m 

DETERMINE the containment ultimate 
capacity for the dominant challenges 
that result in LERF. 

PERFORM a realistic containment 
capacity analysis for dominant 
containment failure modes by using 
plant specific input. INCLUDE 
behavior of : 
• containment seals, 
• penetrations, 
• hatches 
• dry\yell head (BWRs) 
• an4 vent pipe bellows (BWRs) 
beyond the design basis temperature 
and pressure conditions. 

PROVIDE. static and dynamic failure 
capabilities, as appropriate. 

I _ 
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TABLE4.~ 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENfS FOR LERF ANALYSIS IDGH LEVEL REQUIREMENf D� 
LERF evaluations shall include an analysis of containment structural capability (HLR-LE-D)� 

... 
• Index No. 

LE-D 

LED2 

LE-D3 

LE-D4 

LEDS 

LE-D6 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY I 

When failure location (I) aft'ects the event 
classification as a LERF, DEFINE faihue location 
based upon lICODSCI'VIItiveplant-specific 
containment assessment. JUSTIFY applicability 
of generic and other analyses. An acceptable 
alternative is the aooroach in ltlInn:nlrD..IO(Q( 

USE a conservative evaluation of interfacing 
system faihn probability for dominant failure 
modes. A realistic evaluation is acceptable, 

If generic analyses generated • similar plants are 
used, JUSTIFY applicability to the plant being 
evaluated. 

USE a conservative evaluation of secondary side 
isolation capability for dominant SO tube fiilure 
modes. A realistic evaluation may be used. 

If generic analyses generated for similar plants are 
used, JUSTIFY applicability to the plant beiDa 
evaluated. 

TREAT induced sa tube rupture in a 
conservative manner. A realistic treatment may 
be used. 
TREAT containment isolation in a conservative 
manner. A realistic treatment may be used.. 

INCLUDE consideration of both the Mure of 
containment isolation systems to perfoI1n properly 
and the status of safety systems which do not have 
automatic isolation provisions. 

CAPABILITY CATEGORY II CAPABILITY CATEGORY III 
" 

Wlien fj~'~tIfil"lYects the event classification as a LERF, DEFINE failure 
location r-4- plant specific

" ,�
\ \ .... -', #} 
\.... _-J 

'PERFORM a reaIisiic~~ failure 
probability anal • .. failure rnocId. 
Evaluation of r~  ilitypJ include 

a:onsemtisms. # ' IJ 
INCL.UDE behav' p ",dlf valves, 
pump seals, and h t exchanges at applicable 
tcmpcl'Btunl md ~~ltIons.  . 

~ 

-~,.-Ifgeneric IIIalyses • Iants 
are used, JUSTIFY applic:lb' ~lant  

beiDa evaluated. J~' 

PERFORM a realistic C~t:r side isolation 

~~b •. Imodes. EvaluatiOllOf~~m 
conservatisms. --~  \ 

Ifgeneric 8Il81yses geneiated for similar� 
are used, JUSTIFY applicability :::tJ� 
beiDg evaluated.� 
TREAT iildUCed SO tube ~ :.. 

TREAT containment isolation in a realistic "� 
manner. Conservative treatment may be used for� 
non-dominant contributors.� 

"" 
INCLUDE consideration of both tile failure of 
containment isolation systems to perform properly 
and the status of safety systems which do not have 
automatic isolation provisioas. 

containment assessment. 

PERFORM a realistic interfacing system failure 
probability analysis for dominant failure modes. 
USE plant-specific input. 

INCLUDE behavior of piping, relief valves,� 
pump seals, and heat exchanges at applicable� 
temperature and pressure conditions.� 

PROVIDE static and dynamic failure� 
capabilities, as appropriate.� 

PERFORM a realistic secondary side isolation 
capability analysis for dominant sa tube failure 
·modes. 

INCLUDE behavior of relief and isolation� 
valves at applicable temperature and pressure� 
conditions.� 

TREAT induced SO tube rupture in a realistic� 
manner..� 

TREAT containment isolation in a realistIc� 
manner.� 

INCLUDE consideration of both the failure of 
containment isolation systems to perform 
properly and the status of safety systems which 
do not have automatic isolation provisions. 

(I) Containment failures below ground level may not be LERFs even if the timing is early. Such failures may arise as a result offailures in the basemat region. 
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..� 
TABLE 4.4-ge 

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LEVEL 2 QUANTIFICATION HIGH LEVEL REOUIREMENT E� 
The frequency of different containment failure modes leading to a large early rel~shall be quantified and-aggregated (HLR-LE-E)�.-..-�. 

Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I� CAPABTLTTY CATEGORY UICAPABILf"\!exft~\y n 
LE-E I tn 1 i • 

LE-EI� SELECT parameter values used in LERF analysis consistent ~~~1i..CJf&le requirements of Tables 4.4-5 and 4.4-6 
includin[. consideration of the severe accident plant conditi .ODS "taQtk dt&pment and operators, as appropriate for the level of 
detail ofthe analysis. [,.....--" • -, t'.~ 	 ~  

LE-E2� USE conservative parameter estimates USE,realistic param. I ;Pen USE realistic parameter estimates when 
for determination of CET branch points.. possible ~or do . V-..~., fbs· possible. 
A conservative data set for some key� 
parameters is included in NUREG/CR
6595..� t- .-... 

LE-EJ� S1arting with plant damage states, QUANTIFY LERF consistent with--\h{l -.-. e requirements or Table 4.4-8, as appropriat~ 

for the level ofdetail ofthe analysis. ~ ",~_,,,' 

,.J'-,' -1
~·:\f\ 

.......f� ,....., 
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TABLE 4.4-91 
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LEVEL l; Q~t.".ttft~HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT F . 

LERF shall be quantified in a manner that captures factbrs impo tofisrrmnud.nmt an understandin& <U&wur~nf.. uncertainty
(HLR- .. --,,--, 

IDdexNo. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill 
LE-F 

LE-Fl LIST the dominant contributors to LERF (e.g., HPME, Steam PERFORM an importance analysis to 
REVIEW for reasonableness. identify the dominant contributors to 

LE-F2 I PROVIDE a qualitative assessment of 
the key sources of uncertainty. 
Examples: 
It Identify bounding assumptions, 

" Identify conservative treatment of 
phenomena 

.......1·� ,....., 
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TABLE 4.4-9g� 
SUPPORTING' REQUIREMENTS FOR LEVEL .2 QUANTmCA:rwI HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENT G� 

The documentation of the LERF analysis shall be p~rfonned in a manner that ficilitate~ ~",~We' as future 1!P.,grades and applications of the PRA by describing 
the processes that were used, and provididg details of assl Iiiai' ftlId$nd their ~. (IILR-LE-G)

4 , , 
'Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I CAPABIL~TEI  n CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill-_.- ,LE-G I 
LE-GI DOCUMENT: 

, The physical characteristics and accident sequence 
states 

•� The method used to bin the accident sequences into plant ~~ J 
• The plant damage states and their attrbutes, as used in the ~~....- ~ 

LE-G2 DOCUMENT the potential LERF contributors considered, where appropriate, including: 
•� containment isolation failure, 

.• contamment bypass 
, . f: 'I• energetic� containment at ures 

• hydrogen� related phenomena 
•� liner melt-through (Mark I containment) 
•� containment failure at vessel breach 
•� induced SGTRs (PWRs) 
•� containment venting . 
•� suppression pool bypass mechanism (BWRs) 
•� containment flooding mWRs) 

,- ..-.1 I 
-...__-., 
~~ jroup the accident sequences into plant damage 

) \ \' 

t-.~  ..-...\ ....'--:\ 
' -;- ~  , \' .' 

J ", 
~~c-_.•:\.~ 

-~\t  

. 
_,,\ 

"'_ 
LE-G3� DOCUMENT treatment of key factors influencing containment capabili~ . 

including: 'f•• • ••, 
•� desi.gn details (i.e., heat sink distribution, circulation paths, ignition sources, waw 

caVIty geometry) 
•� cc:iuilnnent survivability credited beyond design basis envelope 

for the level of 'detail of the analysis, 

ailability, and gravity drain paths, 
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... TABLE 4.4-91 
'SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR LEVEL 2 QUANTIFICATION HIGH LEVEL REOJ]IREMENT G 

The documentation of the LERF analysis shaD be perfonned in a manner that facilitates peer review, as well as future upgrades and applications of the PRA by describing.� 
the Processes that were used, and providing deIails of the assumptions made and their bases. (HLR-LE-G) .� 

. --_.-... 
~ 	 maw-
Index No. CAPABILITY CATEGORY I I CAPAB~~,n  I . CAPABILITY CATEGORY ill
LE-G� 
LE-GS DOCUMENT, as appropriate for the level of detail of the aoaI~~_ j )� 

• containment challenges treated� .• . ~ttJ'l!'l! 

• containment failure modes identified.� • _..._ • ., 
• containment EventTree (CE1) and basis for event tIee nociG--) (1 ~ 

• contamment capacity and Its baSIS # J' 
• containment failure locations and pl!)babilities ,,#~ . " 
• basis for parameter estimates� -.•• -

t---....._, 
~ "--!a� ..I

LE-G6� DOCUMENT the model integration process. INCLUDE the leSll "~I :atioD including uncertainty and sensitivity� 
analyses, as appropriate for the level of detail of the analysis. Dc: :ally includes:� 
• a general� description of the quantification 
• important� assumptions 1- . 
• the total. plant LERF and contributions from the different pl8ll� ~ ident classes; 
• equipment or human actions that are the key factors;� . ' 
• the resUlts ofall sensitivity studies. (as 81JI)licable). t� 

LE-G7 DESCRIBE the key contributors to IDESCRIBE the key contributors to T "'D1 1iOVIDE a detailed description of� 
LERF . dominant plant • e states and •• ssion seauences.� 

LE-08 II SOUl'CeS ofuncertainty.�f." ..... l -. rv', 

LE-G9 IDENTIFY limitations that would impact applications. l'l' 
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5 PRA CONFIGURATION CONTROL 

5.1· Purpose� initiating event frequencies, system or� 
sub-system unavailability, and� 

This Section provides requirements component failure rates. The program 
for configuration control of a PRA to should include monitoring of changes . 
be used with this Standard to support to the PRA technology and industry 
risk-informed decisions for nuclear experience that. could change the 
power plants. results of the PRA model. 

5J fRA Configuration Control 5.4 PRA Maintenance and� 
Propoam. Upgrades� 

A.� PRA Configuration Control The PRA=W=:i'ned and
Pro~ shall b~ in place. It shallG == --sODIalioo;'C'
contam the followmg key elemc:n.u:,.... _0"--:--� plam is 
•� a process .k~ l7-t, 5 ic:Dt lO ~ the IIIJPIicarl.CIIIs�
." mIi--~;r\' fi\ .....itis~-.!ged.
 

r� f3t~..............{ · I" Jo '\; ~ of :...t:
inputs 

•� 
· 'r1~ in .4A orI� L...!• .. pro __ .,r _.....� ~....~ ~. UlLOJ:DuIIiDD\ t=t. e~ rnl¥lrknt \l*Wfied l'JCSUBDI: ~ Secticm S.J shall 

..� BS 0 t be evaluated to determine whether 
• iii a~ msmes that 'the� such information warrants PRA 
~re :impeet of ~ maintenance or PRA upgrade. (See 

changes is considered when Section 2 for the distinction between 
applying the PRA PRA maintenance and PRA upgrade.) 

•� a process that evaluates the impact Changes that would impact risk-�
of changes oli previously informed decisions should be� 
implemented risk-informed prioritized to ensure that the most� 
decisions that have used the PRA significant changes are incorporated as� 

•� a process that. maintains soon as practical. Changes that are 
configtn:alicm control of computer relevant to a specific application shall 
codes used to support PRA meet the Supporting Requirements 
quantification pertinent to that application as 

• documentation of the Program� determined through the process 
described in Section 3 .5. 

Changes to a PRA due to PRA5.3 Monitoring PRA Inputs and 
JD.BiDtmIance shall meet theCoUecting New Information . 
requirements of Section 4. Upgrades 
of a PRA shall satisfy the peer reviewThe: PRA Configuration Control 
requirements specified in Section 6, Program shall include a process to 
but limited to aspects of the PRA that'monitor changes in the design, 
have been upgraded.. operation, maintenance, and jndustry

wide operational history that could 
5.5� Pending Changes affect the PRA. These changes shall 

in~lude inputs that impact operating 
procedures, design configuration, 
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This Standard recognizes that • evidence that the aforementioned 
immediately following a plant change, process is active 
or upon identification of a subject for • descriptions of proposed changes 
model improvement, a PRA may not • description of changes in a PRA 
represent the plant until the change is due to each PRA upgrade or PRA 
incorporated. Therefore, the PRA maintenance . 
configuration control process shah • record of the performance and 
consider the cumulative impact of results of the appropriate PRA 
pending changes on the application reviews ' . 
being performed. These changes • record of the process and results 
should be addressed in a fashion used to address the cumulative 
similar to the approach used in Section impact of pending changes�
3 to address Elements that are� •� record of the process and results
determined to be inadequate. used to evaluate changes on "'icudX!1!dentcd risk
5.6 Previous PRA Applications ..A,~ p1.USD8Jlt to 

r-\ • . nS.t 5 
. A process :l~.ft'l1~" ~ lpptioo.-t\e process used to 

C:;:~. ~:tl:~~" .. ,!::to sottf configuratioD 
W"reJied� • aDd- --." III.. ...
1M. affect~1It ¥f .on,. ~. "-' . 
~::J'.~ ~ .... .... .I'..,. .-....'-' 
5.7 Use of Computer Codes 

. The computer codes used to support� 
and. to perfonn .PRA analyses shall be� 
controlled to ensure consistent,� 
reproducible results.� 

5.8 Documentation 

Documentation of the� 
Configuration Control Program and of� 
the performance of the above elements� 
shall be adequate to demonstrate that� 
thePRA is being maintained� 

consistent with the as-built, as�
operated plant.� 

. The documentation typically includes: 
•� a description of the process used to� 

monitor PRA inputs and collect� 
new information� 
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6 PEER REVIEW� 

·6.1 Purpose (c)� an'approach to be used by the peer� 
review team for assessing if the� 

This section provides requirements for PRA meets the supporting� 
peer review of a PRA to be used in risk requirements of Section 4 of this� 
informed decisions for commercial standardi� 
nuclear power plants. PRAs used for (d) a process by which differing� 
applications applying this Standard shall professional opinions are to be� 
be peer reviewed. The peer review shall addressed and resolved;� 
assess the PRA against the Elements (e) an approach for reviewing the PRA� 
contained in Section 4 to the extent configuralion c • lIDd� 
necessary to determine if' the (jJa ~~ the� 
:nreclacdo!og)' and its impJememation m=: ~.
 
the n:guiJem.ems of 1his Sbmdard. ~ . i ~ t� 
peel mi' ~~~~1t.'it RI~ [6.1.2-1t~"ides an example�
datr-PitA '1dr\~' 14 .. " o4~e ~ mdbodo]olD'~
 

. . ~~ '.PoJ.~1 Ox: di~ bew.reec the . 
the, $A ~ :fall M--..~~requirements of Section 4.0 of 

:;1'~"ll>e "lIiis StaDdanl and the supporting
:%:~ , ~ 1Iu:ir requirements of Appendix B, Refereoce 
. . fur each PR..... EIemenl 6.1.2-1 shall be evaluated. 

6.1.1 Frequency. 'Only a single References 
complete peer review is necessary prior [6.1.2-1] Probabilistic Risk 
to using a PRA. In addition, Section 5 Assessment (PRA) Peer Review Process 
of this' Standard requires peer review for Guidance, NEI-00-02. 
upgrades of a PRA. When peer reviews 
are conducted on PRA upgrades; the 
latest review shall be considered the 6.2 Peer Review Team CD"p.~ 
review of record. The scope of an and Personnel Qualifications 
additional peer review may be confmed 
to changes to the PRA that have 6.2.1 Collective Team. The peer 
occurred since the previous review. review team shall consist of personnel 

whose collective qualifications include: 
6.1.2 Methodology. The review shall (a) the ability to assess all the PRA 
be performed using a written Elements of Section 4 and the 
methodology that assesses the interfaces between those elements; 
requirements of Section 4 and addresses and 
the requirements Section 6. (b) the collective knowledge of the plant 

The peer review methodology shall NSSS design, containment design, 
consist of the following elements: and plant operation. 

(a)� a process for selection of the peer 
review team; 6.2.2 General. The peer review team 

(b)� nining in the peer review process; members individually shall: 
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(a)� be knowledgeable of the The peer review team shall have a 
requirements in this Standard for team leader to lead the team in the 
their area of review; and performance of the review. The team 

(b)� be experienced in performing the leader 'need not be the technical� 
activities related to the PRA integrator. .� 
Elements for which the reviewer is The team members assigned to review� 
assigned. the HRA and LERF Analysis shall have� 

experience specific to these areas and be 
When a peer review is being capable of recogniZing the impact of 

performed on a PRA upgrade, reviewers plant specific features on the analysis. 
shall have knowledge and experience The peer review should be conducted 
appropriate for the specific PRA by' a team with a minimum of five 
Elements being reviewed. However, the members. and~ 0''= a 
other requirements of this Section shall ~'!8I~~ ""-cek.. If the 
also apply. ~ ...a parti.cular PRA 

'The peer~ieY.' te!PlJ"Glil'bers sb.a€', 1I~ ~ ..;..-iew ofm upgrade 
(a) ~A-.=1D~lbeir ,.".,..~ ot.~~tile _ rev:i.... 
t~A..l , .•the).Ist;,~", ~~ L~ a team with a 
.""f"':'~' '- - • • .... "'~.,~-:: of two -.mbm. perfurmed. . 

tliJ~I1Qrowlli~m; \l»....a time: .oeceSSE)' to adclress Ihe 
",� cb. )" ~ A of -specific PRA Element. 
~• 115~ O!' carcc:r Exceptions to the requirements of this 
~ve or disincentive that subsection may be taken based on the 
may influence the outcome of the availability of. appropriate personnel to 
peerreview.� develop a team. All such exceptions 

shall be documented in accordance with 
6.2.3 . Specific. The peer reviewer shall Subsection 6.6 of this Standard. 
also be knowledgeable (by direct 
experience) of the specific methodology, 
code, tool, or approach (e.g., accident 6.3 Review of PRA Elements to 
sequence support state approach MAAP Confirm the Methodology 
code, THERP method) that was used in 
the PRA Element assigned for review. The peer review team shall use the 
Understanding and competence in the requirements of this Subsection for the 
assigned area shall be demonstrated by PRA Elements being reviewed to 
the range of the individual's experience determine if the methodology and the 
in the number of different, independent implementation of the methodology for 
activities performed in the assigned area, e a c h PRA Element meet the 
as well as the different levels of requirements of this Standard. Some 
complexity of these activities. -paragraphs of 6.3 contain specific 

One member of the peer review team suggestions for the review team to 
(the technical integrator) shall be consider during the review.. Additional 
familiar with all the PRA Elements material for those Elements may be 
identified in this Standard and shall have reviewed depending on the results 
demonstrated the capability to integrate obtained. These suggestions are not 
these PRA Elements. intended to be a minimum or 
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comprehensive list of requirements. The • the definition of core damage used 
judgment of the reviewer shall be used in the success criteria evaluations 
to determine the specific scope and and the supporting bases 
depth of the review in each PRA • the . modeling of conditions 
Element. corresponding to a safe stable state 

The results of the overall PRA and the • the core and containment response' 
results of each PRA Element shall be conditions used in defining LERF 
rev i ewe d to determine their and supporting bases 
reasonableness given the design and • the core and containment system 
operation of the plant (e.g., investigation success criteria used in the PRA for 
of cutset or sequence combinations for mitigating each modeled initiating 
reasonableness). event 

The High Level Requirements and ~e • 1be geDeIic......J;Jufs (including 
composite of . the supportmg ass~r~ establish the 
Requirements of Section 4 shall be used r e..:~_llf 5ylIIemB Cllemtod. 
b)' the peer review team to .assess P, i (be PRA aliibe appUcBhility to 
~Qf~~ .". t ted~ -. 
r~· - -... • r·-" \ 'J ... '... .,~~bases (inclIldEng

6.~1 r~~' ...',. ~) ~ m csublisb 1he..ttn~~~~
~+re X ~~ ~.. 8!Psttm success cri1=ia of s:vstems 
be rrl"'Cd, J ~ ." ~ I.J� credited in the PRA 

~ ~..., I ..; • calculations performed specifically 
6.3....Ii6llillerA SeqLJeD«: Analysis for the PRA, for each computer code 

. (AS). A review shall be performed on used to establish core cooling or 
selected a~cident sequenc~s. decay heat removal success criteria 

The portIOn of the accident sequences and accident sequence timing 
selected for review typically includes: • calculations performed specifically 
•� accident sequence .model for a for the PRA, for each computer code 

balance-of-plant transient used to establish support system 
•� the accident sequence model success criteria (e.g., a room heat-up 

containing LOOP/Station Blackout calculation used to establish room 
considerations cooling requirements or a load 

•� accident sequence model for a loss of shedding evaluation used to 
a support system initiating event determine battery life during a SBO) 

•� LOCA accident sequence model • the. containment response 
•� ISLOCA accident sequence model calculations, performed specifically 
•� the SGTR accident sequence model for the PRA, for the dominant plant 

(for PWRs only) damage states 
•� AT\\rs accident sequence model • expeJt judgments used In 

establishing success criteria used In 
6.3.3 Success Criteria (SC). A review the PRA� 
shall be performed on success criteria� 
definitions and evaluations. 6.3.4 Systems Analysis (SA). A review� 

The portion of the success criteria shall be performed on the systems 
selected ffor review typically includes: analysis 
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The portion of selected system models 
selected for review typically includes: 
•� dOminant systems contributing to the 

CDF or LERF calculated in the PRA, 
•� different models reflecting different 

levels of detail 
•� front-line system for each mitigating 

function (e.g., reactivity control, 
coolant injection, and decay heat 
removal) 

•� each major type of support system, 
(e.g." electrical power, cooling water, 
instrument air, and HVAC) 

•� coniplex system with variable 
success criteria (e.g.. a cooling, water 
s~'SIx:m requiriD@ ~ numlP\;. sc:leet<tt l'e\iew t)pica1ly 
of ~.su.coesS'o~ " . .. Ir_ ds8IlN load" ~",., • \ ~ flooding
-'id~ Il..._il '.-JI. '\ ,~butors to\tle CDF or LERF. 

,� , 1 " ~ ~! r·· -tI~.. ~cuIated in the PRA 
6.]~ \Humd ~ ~~,AtII'sis 
~ ~c# s1WI be pM"ormed OIl 

the ~itymalysis. 
The portion of the HRA selected for 

review typically includes: 
•� REP.s for dominant human actions 

contributing to the CDF or LERF 
calculated in the PM 

•� the selection and implementation of 
any screening HEPs used in the PRA 

•� post-accident HEPs 
•� pre-initiator HEPS for both 

instrumentation misc.alibration and 
failure of equipment 

•� REPs for the same human action but 
with different times required for 
success 

- HEPs for dependent human actions. 
•� lIEPs less than lE-4 
•� HEPs involving remote actions in 

harsh environments 

6.3.6 Data Analysis (DA). A review 
shall be performed on the data analysis. 

The portion of the data analysis 
selected for review typically includes: 

•� data values for component failure 
modes contributing to the CDF or 
LERF calculated in the PRA 

•� common cause failure values 
•� the numerator and denominator for 

one data value for each major failure 
mode (e.g., failure to start, failure to 
~ and' 'test and maintenance 
unavailabilities) 

•� equipment repair and recovery data 

6.3.7 Internal Flooding (IF). A review 
.shan be: pedi3nn.ed 1he inemal 
:flo' ~ 

...-m:terD.B1 flooding 

•� the screening of any flood areas 
•� internal flood initiating event 

frequencies 
_� internal flooding scenario involving 

each identified flood source 
•� internal flooding scenarios involving 

flood propagation to adjacent flood 
areas 

•� internal flooding scenario that 
involves each of the flood-induced 
component failure mechanisms (i.e., 
one flood scenario for each 
mechanism) 

•� one internal flooding scenario 
involving each type of identified 
accident initiator (e.g., transient and 
LOCA) 

6.3.8 Quantification (QU). Level 
Quantification results shall be reviewed. 

The portion of Level I quantification 
process selected for review typically 
includes: 
•� appropriateness of the computer 

codes used in the quantification 
•� the truncation values and process 
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•� the recovery analysis 
•� model asymmetries and sensitivity 

studies 
• the process for generating modules 

(if used) 
•� logic flags (if used) 
•� the solution of logic loops (if 

appropriate) 

6.3.9 LERF Analysis (LE). The LERF 
analysis and the Level ]/LERF interface 
process shall be reviewed. 

The portion of Levelland {..ERF 
interface process selected for� a detailed. 

. . mcldu es: ,..,.,reVIew 11'typica y 
•� accidell1 ..!!!'~ tor..-, 

.....!lIS (~

....'CI'e lli~ a. ' ,.-

: tt:;e~'""~U 
I ~..., 
~•.,..., . 

'!'be i:QrtiDD ~ Ihe. LE.R:F analysIS
selected :for reVIew ~Ically mcludes: 
•� . the LERF analysIs method;. 
•� demonstratior that the phenomena 

that impact radionuclide release 
characterization of LERF have been 
appropria~ely considered . 

•� hum~ ~ctIon and systel? success 
c~ adver~e condItIons that 
would eXIst followmg core damage, 

•� the sequence mapping' 
•� evaluation of containment 

perfcIDlIBDC-t: under severe accident 
conditions 

•� the definitiOll and bases for LERF . 
•� inclusion in the containment event 

tree of the functional events 
necessary to achieve a safe stable 

. containment endstate 

6.4 Expert judgment 

., 
. . if PM. :rn.ecW.L'\ " 6..1.-Jtl:r :R:\'lewlF'P tlDcumenlation. 

;...J_; .. , ....J-� ":The F ~. ~'s doCf.lJD:D1a1ian 

The use of expert judgment to 
implement requirements in this Standard 
shall be reviewed using the 
considerations in Section 4.3. 

6.5 PRA Configuration Control 

The pee; review team shall review the 
'process, including implementation, for 
upgrading the PRA against the 
configuration control requirements of 
tbis SIaDdard. ... 

.., t .-..IrF ~ II:.~ oil . ...... IltB.lllllD1ll .

1",.. ._L~·. 

....'-~tbatthe l'e\oi.ev.-process
appropriatel~. implemented Ox: I~ieY.r 
requirements. 
Specifically, the peer review 
documentation, shall include the 
following: 
(a)� identification of the version of the 

PRA reviewed' 
(b) the names of the peer review team 

members' 
(e)� a brief r~sume on each team member 

describing the individual's empl.oyer~ 
education, PRA training, and PRA 
and PRA Element experience and 
expertise; 

(d)� the elements of the PRA reviewed by 
each team member, 

(e)� a discussion of the extent to which 
each PRA Element was reviewed, 

(j) results of the review identifying any 
differences� between the requirements 
in Sections 4 and 5 of this Standard 
and the methodology implemented, 
defmed to a sufficient level of detail 
that will allow the resolution of the 
differences; 
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(g)� identification of exceptions and 
deficiencies with respect to 
Supporting Requirements and their 

(h) at ther request ofany peer reviewer, 
differences or dissenting views 
among peer reviewers; and 

(i) recommended alternatives for 
resolution of any differences. 

6.6.2 Resolution of Peer Review Team 
Comments. Resolution of Peer Review 
Team comments shall be documented. 
Exceptions to the alternatives 
recommended by the Peer Review team 
shall be justified. 
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